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Perniciousness of plant pathogens and control methods 

Plants have to cope on the spot with their environment, which can be rather challenging. 
In addition to abiotic stresses, due to unfavorable climatic conditions or poor soil 
qualities, plants can be attacked by a wide range of bio-aggressors including viruses, 
bacteria, oomycetes, fungi and nematodes. By altering plants vital functions these 
pathogens can cause destructive diseases. Pathogens infecting crops can drastically 
reduce yields and thereby threat global food and feed production (Strange & Scott, 2005; 
Chakraborty & Newton, 2011). According to the FAO, around 20 to 40 percent of 
global food production is impaired due to plant diseases 
(http://www.fao.org/news/story/en/item/280489/icode/). A notorious example of a plant 
disease changing history is the potato irish famine. Devastating potato late blight 
epidemics, caused by the oomycete Phytophthora infestans, in the 1840s resulted in 
starvation of approximately one million people in Europe and resulted in mass 
emigration to the USA (Fry & Goodwin, 1997). In addition to yield losses, some 
pathogens, such as the filamentous fungi Aspergillus spp., Penicillium spp., and 
Fusarium spp., produce mycotoxins (Placinta et al., 1999; Jestoi, 2008). These toxic 
secondary metabolites contaminate harvests and pose a threat to the health of humans 
and animals. Plant pathogens also impact ecosystems by changing population dynamics 
and community compositions. For example, the fungus Ophiostoma ulmi, the causal 
agent of Dutch elm disease, was first reported in the United States in 1930s but by 1977 
it had spread through most of the country. This epidemic dramatically changed the 
North American landscapes by killing millions of elm trees (Karnosky, 1979; 
Schlarbaum et al., 1998). 
 
Depending on the plant and the pathogen considered, there are different ways to control 
diseases. Chemical control is the most extensively used method and is based on 
employing chemicals that target a more or less specific range of microorganisms 
(Hirooka & Ishii, 2013). The ideal chemical control agent should be effective in 
eradicating the pathogen, but not harm the plant. Furthermore, the chemical agent 
should have no impact on human and animal health, and have low impact on the 
environment. These restrictions limit the number of possible treatments. Pathogens are 
known to develop resistances to the chemical agents used making them ineffective. To 
counter this, chemicals are applied at higher concentration and/or combinations of 
chemicals are used. This not only accelerates selection of biocide resistant pathogens, 
but also poses a threat for human health and the environment. As chemical control is not 
a sustainable way to counter pathogens, alternative solutions are desired. The 
employment of natural enemies of pathogens, which is called biological control, is an 
environment friendly alternative that has minor impact on humans (Baker, 1987). 
However, due to the of risk of introducing exotic species that might disturb local 
ecosystems, and the variable efficacy of the method, the application of biological 
control is often limited to relative small-scale use in contained environments, such as in 
greenhouses (Pal & Gardener, 2006).  
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The major alternative to chemical control is the use of resistant crops. Plant breeding 
has the capacity to generate plants that have increased resistances to pathogens. 
However, these natural resistances can also be bypassed by pathogens, causing an arms 
race between plant breeder and pathogen. A better comprehension of plant-pathogen 
interactions, from both the host and the parasite side, is crucial to make resistance-
breeding programs more effective. Understanding the mechanism by which pathogens 
cause disease and overcome resistances could provide new angles to counter their 
attacks, and develop environment-friendly solutions to control diseases (Gawehns et al., 
2013). 
 

How do pathogens attack plants? 

Plant diseases are caused by the impairment of vital functions of plant organs or -tissues 
by the action of pathogens (Agrios, 2005). Plant diseases result in disturbed 
physiological processes that impede normal development, growth and function of a 
plant.  
 
Plant pathogens extract nutrients from their hosts. To obtain access to these substances, 
and to shelter from the environment, most pathogens colonize interior plant tissues, 
which include the vascular system and intercellular spaces (Melotto et al., 2008; Griffin 
& Carson, 2015). So, adapted pathogens can utilize the host’s nutrients and create 
favorable environmental conditions to benefit their own growth and reproduction 
thereby causing plant diseases (Fatima & Senthil-Kumar, 2015). To colonize the 
intracellular spaces a pathogen first needs to enter the host and breach the plant’s 
physical outer barriers, which in case of a leaf for instance consist of a wax layer, 
cuticle and a cell wall. Some pathogens rely on wounds, or on natural openings such as 
stomata, to enter the plant. Others use vectors, such as insects, to gain access. These 
latter strategies are most often used by bacterial and viral pathogens (Fatima & Senthil-
Kumar, 2015). Filamentous pathogens often use alternative strategies to enter the host. 
Some oomycetes and fungi form specialized infection structures allowing them to 
directly enter a plant, for instance by penetrating through the epidermis using an 
apressorium (Agrios, 2005).  
 
Pathogen-plant interactions are based on a molecular and chemical dialogue in which 
pathogens try to manipulate the host and force it to cooperate (Jones & Dangl, 2006a; 
Dodds & Rathjen, 2010; Deslandes & Rivas, 2012; Saunders, 2015). Pathogens secrete 
virulence factors, which can be lipids, toxins, phytohormone (mimics) and various 
enzymes (Shiraishi et al., 1994; Agrios, 2005). The first contact between a pathogen and 
its host occurs at the plant surface. To facilitate penetration many pathogens secrete 
enzymes to degrade for instance the surface wax layer, cuticle, cellulose and other 
components of the plant cell wall (Kubicek et al., 2014). The activities of the secreted 
enzymes damage the host structures and results in nutrient release that supports growth 
of the pathogen. Many bacterial and fungal pathogens also produce toxins that kill host 
cells. Toxins are typically effective in very low concentrations and for instance affect 
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the permeability of the host plasma membrane or inactivate/inhibit key enzymes 
interrupting the normal physiological activities of the host cells (Agrios, 2005). In 
addition to enzymes and toxins, plant pathogens may produce plant hormones 
disturbing crucial processes in coordination of growth and development (Agrios, 2005). 
 
Besides the factors described above specialized pathogens also secrete virulence factors, 
called effector proteins (Macho & Zipfel, 2015). The concept of “effector” first 
emerged with bacteria and the discovery of the type-III secretion system (T3SS). The 
T3SS is a syringe-like structure, used by gram-negative bacteria, to deliver proteins into 
host cells (Abramovitch et al., 2006; Block et al., 2008). These proteins, called type-III 
effectors, were found to promote infection. A broader definition of effector has been 
proposed afterward, with the identification of infection-promoting proteins in fungi, 
oomycetes and nematodes (Hogenhout et al., 2009). Effectors can be aimed to suppress 
plant immunity and/or to modify host physiology and thereby facilitate pathogen 
colonization and growth. Many effectors function inside host cells manipulating plant 
metabolism, signaling pathways and gene transcription to counteract plant immune 
responses (Asai & Shirasu, 2015).  
 
The identification of plant pathogen effectors has greatly expanded our understanding of 
the biological functions of effectors. There are many good reviews covering the role of  
effectors in facilitating pathogen entry into host, suppression of plant immunity and 
modification of host physiology to benefit pathogen growth. Here a few examples of 
how divers effectors target host plant cellular processes to promote colonization are 
provided. Salicylic acid (SA) is one of the essential phytohormones involved in 
regulating plant immunity (Niki et al., 1998). Two effectors from distinct fungal 
pathogens, Vdlsc1 from Verticillium dahliae and Pslsc1 from Phytophthora sojae, have 
been shown to reduce plant cellular SA levels when expressed inside the host (Liu et al., 
2014). Mutations of these effectors impair fungal pathogenicity. P. infestans effector 
PexRD2 targets components of MAPK cascades and thereby disrupt signaling pathways 
important for plant immunity. Overexpression of PexRD2 increased susceptibility of 
Nicotiana benthamiana to P. infestans (King et al., 2014). Pathogen effectors can also 
target the transcriptional machinery. For example, the Pseudomonas syringae T3SS 
effector HopU1 interferes with transcription of the flagellin-sensitive 2 (FLS2) and 
Ethylene Response Factors (EFR) genes by targeting RNA-binding protein Glycine-
Rich Protein 7 (GRP7), thereby modulating plant immune receptor levels (Nicaise et al., 
2013). Other effectors function in the host apoplast to mask the presence of the 
pathogen for the detection systems of the host or impair apoplastic immune responses. 
For example, Cladosporium fulvum effector Ecp6, which contains Lysine Motifs 
(LysM), avoid host detection by competing for chito-oligosaccharides with plant chitin 
receptors (Sánchez-Vallet et al., 2013). These molecules are released from the fungal 
cell wall and can be perceived by immune receptors of the host resulting in the 
activation of an immune response. The EPIC1 and EPIC2B effectors from the oomycete 
P. infestans target and inhibit the tomato apoplast defense proteases PIP1, RCR3 and 
C14 (Tian et al., 2007; Kaschani et al., 2010).  
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Effectors translocate into host plant cells 

As previously mentioned effectors can act in the apoplast as well as inside plant cells. 
How do effectors reach intracellular spaces? Nematodes can directly inject their 
effectors into the cytosol of host cells by a stylet (Gheysen & Mitchum, 2011). Effectors 
from gram-negative bacteria are secreted into the cytoplasm by the T3SS, which 
translocate type III effector proteins from the bacterial cytoplasm across the host plasma 
membrane into the host cytosol (Galan et al., 2014). The central component of T3SS is 
a needle like complex consisting of a multi-ring shaped base that anchors to the 
bacterial envelope and a needle shaped structure projecting from the bacterial surface 
(Galan & Wolf-Watz, 2006; Galan et al., 2014). The specificity of T3SS secreted 
effector proteins is ensured by the requirement for both a N-terminal secretion signal 
and a chaperon-binding site (Sory et al., 1995; Schesser et al., 1996). The effector-
chaperon complex is recognized by the T3SS secretion-machinary. Subsequently, the 
chaperone disassembles from the complex and the effector is unfolded before being 
transported through the needle-like structure of the secretion machine (Galan & Wolf-
Watz, 2006). Many filamentous oomycete and fungal pathogens form specialized 
feeding structures inside plant cells such as terminal haustoria or invasive hyphae 
(mycorrhizal arbuscule) (Dodds et al., 2009; Petre & Kamoun, 2014). The interface 
between the pathogen parasitic structure and the plant is composed by a plant derived 
extrahaustorial membrane (EHM) separated from the pathogen’s cell wall by an 
extrahaustorial matrix (EHMx) (Yi & Valent, 2013). This interface between plant and 
filamentous pathogen plays a crucial role in nutrient acquisition and effector secretion. 
In contrast to the well-studied bacterial T3SS system, the molecular mechanisms 
underlying effector translocation of oomycetes and fungi are unresolved (Petre & 
Kamoun, 2014). Sequence alignment of oomycete effectors identified a conserved 
RXLR motif (for Arg, any amino acid, Leu, Arg), which is similar to the host-cell-
targeting signal required for the translocation of proteins from malaria parasites into 
host erythrocytes (Hiller et al., 2004; Rehmany et al., 2005). The RXLR motif 
containing N-terminus of the AVR3a effector from P. infestans was found necessary 
and sufficient for the translocation of AVR3a into potato cells and similar results were 
obtained with P. capsici - N. benthamiana system (Whisson et al., 2007; Schornack et 
al., 2010). In addition to the RXLR motif, a LXLFLAK motif has been identified in N-
termini of Crinkling and Necrosis (CRN) effectors CRN2, CRN8 and CRN16 from P. 
infestans. The N-termini of these CRN effectors were shown to be sufficient to mediate 
protein transport into plant cells (Schornack et al., 2010). How fungal effectors are 
delivered into host cells, is currently understudied and not well known. Translocation of 
effector AvrM from the fungal pathogen Melamspora lini into the plant cytosol was 
reported over a decade ago (Kemen et al., 2005). Fungal effectors typically lack 
similarity with other known (effector) proteins, which impose difficulties in (i) 
identification of fungal effectors and the (ii) motifs involved in plant cell entry 
(Duplessis et al., 2011; Petre & Kamoun, 2014). Recently, biotinylation of biotin 
acceptor peptide (AviTag)-labeled effectors by bacterial biotin ligase (BirA) has been 
developed as a tool to study effector uptake by plants (Lo Presti et al., 2017). Using this 
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method effector translocation was shown in the Ustilago maydis-maize system (Lo 
Presti et al., 2017). This newly established method provides a tool for the identification 
of cytosolic localized effector proteins and study their translocation mechanisms.  
 

Plant immunity – at the cellular level 

Plants are exposed to a wide variety of pathogens, but they are resistant to the majority 
of them, making disease the exception rather than the rule. Firstly, plants are protected 
by physical and chemical barriers such as the cell wall, waxes, hairs, antimicrobial 
enzymes and secondary metabolites (Malinovsky et al., 2014). In addition, each 
individual plant cell carries an innate immune system that is based on a surveillance 
system that recognizes non-self or modified-self molecules. Upon activation of the 
innate immune system both local and systemic responses are triggered (Jones & Dangl, 
2006a; Dodds & Rathjen, 2010; Dangl et al., 2013; Zipfel, 2014). The innate immune 
system actually consists of two distinct layers of pathogen perception and defence 
activation. The first layer is based on extracellular Pattern-Recognition Receptors 
(PRRs) localized in the plasma membrane. These PRRs recognize conserved Pathogen-
Associated Molecular Patterns, or PAMPs (Dangl et al., 2013; Zipfel, 2014). PAMPs 
are highly conserved molecules within a class of microbes that are crucial for the fitness 
or survival of the microorganism (Error! Hyperlink reference not valid.). For 
instance, the lipopolysaccharide (LPS) fraction of Gram-negative bacteria, 
peptidoglycans from Gram-positive bacteria, bacterial flagellin, elongation factor Tu 
(EF-Tu) and fungal-derived chitin are typical examples of PAMPS (Aderem & Ulevitch, 
2000; Underhill & Ozinsky, 2002). This layer of defence, also known as PAMP 
Triggered Immunity (PTI), wards-off attacks by most non-adapted pathogens. Adapted 
pathogens, however, subvert PTI via secreted “effector” proteins that manipulate 
specific host targets involved in PTI functioning (Dodds & Rathjen, 2010). Some of 
these effector proteins unintentionally can trigger the second layer of defence. These 
defences are mounted by specific receptor proteins, encoded by resistance (R) genes, 
that perceive the presence - or action - of specific effector proteins (Jones & Dangl, 
2006a). This second type of defence is therefore known as Effector-Triggered Immunity 
(ETI (Jones & Dangl, 2006a)).  
 

The first layer of Plant innate immunity: Pattern-Triggered Immunity (PTI) 

Plant pathogenic microbes can be recognized by pattern recognition receptors (PRRs) 
residing in the plasma membrane (Zipfel, 2014). In addition to a single-pass 
transmembrane domain, PRRs possess an ectodomain that is involved in PAMP 
perception. Plant PRRs that have currently been identified encode either Receptor Like 
Kinases (RLKs) or Receptor-Like Proteins (RLPs) (Macho & Zipfel, 2014). The 
difference between RLKs and RLPs is that RLKs have an intracellular kinase domain 
that is required for downstream signalling after PAMP recognition. After PAMP 
perception RLKs typically interact with co-receptors, such as BRI1-Associated 
Receptor Kinase 1 (BAK1) (Couto & Zipfel, 2016). RLPs employ, besides BAK1, also 
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other co-receptors such as Suppressor Of BIR1-1 (SOBIR1) or SOBIR1-like Leucine-
Rich Repeat (LRR)-receptor kinases to activate downstream signalling (Gust & Felix, 
2014; Liebrand et al., 2014). 
 
In addition to sensing PAMPs, plants also have the ability to sense self-derived 
Damage-Associated Molecular Patterns (DAMPs) (Boller & Felix, 2009; Böhm et al., 
2014). DAMPs, also known as danger signals or alarmins, are endogenous molecules 
that are released in response to stress or tissue damage. Upon DAMP perception by the 
host wound-healing responses are induced and cells are primed to prepare for future 
injury (Boller & Felix, 2009; Heil & Land, 2014; Zipfel, 2014; Choi & Klessig, 2016). 
Upon PAMP/DAMP recognition plant PRRs rapidly (within seconds) recruit a co-
receptor and regulatory receptor kinases, which together forms the activated receptor 
complex that translates pathogen recognition into immune signalling (Macho & Zipfel, 
2014; Couto & Zipfel, 2016). One of the best-studied PRRs is the Arabidopsis RLK 
Flagellin Sensing 2 (FLS2), which forms a heteromeric complex with the BAK1 co-
receptor upon perception of bacterial flagellin or its derivative flg22 (Chinchilla et al., 
2007). BAK1 is also a co-receptor for the EF-Tu Receptor (EFR) (Segonzac et al., 
2011) and for the steroid receptor brassinosteroid-insensitive 1 (BRI1) (Nam & Li, 
2002). Following receptor heteromerisation and trans-phosphorylation of their 
respective intracellular kinase domains, receptor kinases such as Botrytis-Induced 
Kinase 1 (BIK1) are recruited and phosphorylated resulting in activation of downstream 
signalling (Lu et al., 2010; Kadota et al., 2014; Li et al., 2014; Ranf et al., 2014; 
Monaghan et al., 2015).  
 

The second layer of plant innate immunity: Effector-Triggered Immunity (ETI) 

As mentioned before pathogens secrete effectors into the plant to manipulate immunity 
and facilitate infection and some suppress PTI (Jones & Dangl, 2006b; Couto & Zipfel, 
2016). The second layer of plant immunity, ETI, is largely initiated by nucleotide-
binding/leucine-rich-repeat (NLR) type receptors that either directly or indirectly 
recognize specific effectors (Jones & Dangl, 2006a; Schreiber et al., 2016). ETI often 
results in a localized plant cell death response, also known as the hypersensitive 
response (HR), which is proposed to restrict further pathogen proliferation (Jones & 
Dangl, 2006a; Win et al., 2012). Effectors that are recognized by an R protein are better 
known as avirulence (Avr) proteins, because their recognition diminishes virulence of 
the pathogen. Because R genes typically respond to the presence of a specific avirulence 
gene, this interaction is also known as gene-for-gene mediated resistance (Flor, 1971). 
The fact that the difference between susceptible and resistant and between virulent and 
avirulent often relies on the presence of a single R gene in the plant and a single Avr 
gene in the pathogen explains why specific cultivars are only resistant to specific 
pathogenic strains.  
 

NLR proteins consist of a central nucleotide-binding (NB) domain and a C-terminal 
leucine-rich repeat (LRR) domain. NLR genes can be broadly divided into two major 
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subclasses based onto their N-terminal domain (Meyers et al., 1999). This N-terminal 
domain typically presents either a Toll/Interleukin-1 Receptor (TIR) or Coiled-Coil 
(CC) domain. The N-terminal domains are proposed to interact with the NB and LRR 
domains to control ADP exchange and regulate NLR protein activity (Takken et al., 
2006). This auto-inhibition is an essential, tightly controlled process to avoid erroneous 
activation of ETI responses leading to cell death. Recognition of an Avr protein is 
proposed to induce a conformational change in the NLR releasing auto-inhibition and 
resulting in a subsequent activation of the NLR triggering immune signalling (Takken 
& Goverse, 2012; Cesari et al., 2014; Casey et al., 2016). 

 

Plant innate immune responses 

Perception of pathogenic microbes by plant innate immune receptors (PRRs in PTI or 
typically NLR proteins in ETI) is followed by activation of downstream signalling 
cascades and initiation of defence responses. Signalling occurs for instance by the 
synthesis of specific molecules in the cell or by altering their distribution. Some 
examples of signalling molecules are extracellular Reactive Oxygen Species (ROS) or 
intracellular changes in Ca2+ levels or acidification of the apoplast.  
 
As mentioned before FLS2 transphosphorylates BAK1 and BIK1 upon flg22 
perception. The latter kinases subsequently phosphorylate NADPH oxidase Respiratory 
Burst Oxidase Homologue protein D (RBOHD) resulting in the generation of a ROS 
burst (Gómez-Gómez & Boller, 2002; Kadota et al., 2014; Li et al., 2014). Similar to 
PTI, ETI also induces ROS production, which is also largely dependent on RBOHs, but 
the mechanism underlying their activation is unclear (Torres et al., 2006). ETI-induced 
ROS production has been described for viral, bacterial and fungal pathogens (Piedras et 
al., 1998; Torres et al., 2002; Melillo et al., 2006). ROS is not only a signalling 
molecule promoting closure of stomata (Kadota et al., 2014; Li et al., 2014), and 
inducing defence-related transcriptional reprogramming (Levine et al., 1994), but also 
induces cross-linking of glycoproteins, lignin and suberin, thereby strengthening host 
cell walls (Bradley et al., 1992; Lamb & Dixon, 1997).  
 
Besides activation of RHOHB also Mitogen Activated Protein Kinases (MAPK) 
cascades are activated following PAMP perception (Boller & Felix, 2009; Kadota et al., 
2014; Li et al., 2014) (Fig. 1). These MAPK cascades are important for the induction of 
defence-related gene expression and ethylene biosynthesis (Bigeard et al., 2015). In PTI 
MAPKs are activated via two distinct pathways after perception of PAMPs/DAMPs: 
MPK3 and MPK6 are activated by MAPK kinases (MKKs) MKK4 and MKK5, and 
MPK4 and MPK11 are activated by MEKK1, MKK1 and MKK2 (Asai et al., 2002; 
Suarez-Rodriguez et al., 2007; Bethke et al., 2012). ETI activation also triggers MAPK 
signalling, which is prolonged compared to that activated following PTI signalling 
(Underwood et al., 2007). Transcriptome analysis revealed that overlapping sets of 
defence-regulated genes are induced during PTI and ETI (Navarro et al., 2004), 
indicating that PTI and ETI employ a common signalling machinery in response to 
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pathogens which corroborates with the observed overlap in other immune outputs, such 
as the ROS burs or ion leakage (Tsuda & Katagiri, 2010).   
 
Taken together, following pathogen recognition PTI and ETI trigger local defence 
responses that restrict pathogen growth and confine the pathogen to the infected cell or 
infected area. In addition to these local immune responses that operate at the level of 
individual cells, plants have systemic immune responses (Dempsey & Klessig, 2012; 
Spoel & Dong, 2012; Fu & Dong, 2013), which are detailed below. 
 

Plant systemic immunity 

Systemic acquired resistance (SAR) is initiated by mobile signals generated in the 
primary infected tissues that are rapidly translocated to uninfected tissues to prepare 
them for potential pathogen invasion (Kachroo & Robin, 2013). SAR can be induced 
both by ETI and PTI (Kachroo & Robin, 2013). SAR provides long lasting and broad-
spectrum resistance in plants. SAR involves the generation of mobile signals at the 
primary infected site, the translocation of these SAR signal components to systemic 
uninfected tissues, the perception of SAR signals in systemic uninfected tissues and 
finally priming the responses in systemic tissues for subsequent infections (Kachroo, 
2013). Salicylic acid (SA) has been long known as an essential signal for SAR. Recent 
studies have identified several other SAR inducers (Vlot et al., 2009; Kachroo & Robin, 
2013) including the methylated SA derivative (methyl SA or MeSA), the dicarboxylic 
acid Azelaic Acid (AzA), abietane diterpenoid Dihydroabetinal (DA), the 
phosphorylated sugar Glycerol-3-Phosphate (G3P) (Chanda et al., 2011; Yu et al., 
2013) and Defective in Induced Resistance 1 (DIR1), a lipid transfer protein 
(Maldonado et al., 2002). AzA is derived from ROS-modified C18 fatty acids, and 
interruption of ROS-biosynthesis or -accumulation compromises SAR (Yu et al., 2013; 
Wang et al., 2014). AzA acts upstream of G3P by regulating expression of G3P 
dehydrogenase and glycerol kinase genes (Yu et al., 2013).  
 
Feeding experiments using radiolabelled SA, AzA and G3P revealed that they are 
transported from the infection site to distal tissues (Shulaev et al., 1995; Mölders et al., 
1996; Chanda et al., 2011; Yu et al., 2013) within 4-6 h after primary inoculations 
(Chanda et al., 2011; Chaturvedi et al., 2012). SAR molecules travel via two routes: the 
apoplastic and the symplastic route. SA disperses mainly trough the cell wall and 
plasma membrane, a route that is known as the apoplastic route. Molecules such as 
AzA, G3P and DIR1 remain in the cytoplasm and travel to neighbouring cells through 
channels through the cell wall, known as plasmodesmata (Burch-Smith & Zambryski, 
2012; Lim et al., 2016). The latter transport system is known as the symplastic route. 
Following SAR activation, pathogenesis-related (PR) proteins with antimicrobial 
activities are secreted, and immune-related genes are primed for increased expression 
by histone methylation and other chromatin modifications (Spoel & Dong, 2012).  
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Fig. 1 Plant cellular immunity and transport of systemic plant immunity signals. 
AzA: Azelaic Acid, DAMP: Damage Associated Molecular Pattern, DIR1: Defective in 
Induced Resistance 1, G3P: Glycerol-3-Phosphate, ROS: Reactive Oxygen Species, 
MAPK: Mitogen Activated Protein Kinases, PAMP: Pathogen Associated Molecular 
Pattern, PRR: Pattern Recognition Receptors, SA: Salicylic acid. 
 

Plasmodesmata enable plant intercellular communication 

Plasmodesmata play a pivotal role in intercellular communication as they enable 
(selective) transport of SAR signals, amino acids, sugars, and macromolecules such as 
RNA and proteins between adjacent cells (Haywood et al., 2002; Maule, 2008; Lucas et 
al., 2009). As such they are involved in coordinating growth, regulating differentiation 
and mediating systemic responses to environmental cues (Kim & Zambryski, 2005; 
Carlsbecker et al., 2010). In land plants, they are composed of a central tube of 
endoplasmic reticulum (ER) (desmotubule) surrounded by a cytoplasmic sleeve and the 
plasma membrane. The diameter of the cytoplasmic sleeve is estimated to be 3-4 nm 
(Maule, 2008) allowing passive transport of molecules that are up to 70 kDa in size 
(Brunkard & Zambryski, 2017).  
 
Plasmodesmata can be closed to prevent transport of molecules from- and to- 
neighbouring cells. Deposition of callose in plasmodesmata by callose synthases leads 
to the formation of a callose ring that pushes the plasma membrane against the 
desmotubule thereby reducing permeability (De Storme & Geelen, 2014). Deposition of 
callose can be reversed by ß-(1,3)-glucanases (PdBG), which opens the channel, hence 
callose depositions and PdBG together enable dynamic plasmodesmata permeability 
(Zavaliev et al., 2011). A few proteins localized at plasmodesmata have been shown to 
regulate the callose-mediated changes in permeability. One is the plasmodesmatal 
resident receptor Lysin Motif Domain-containing Glycosylphosphatidylinositol-
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Anchored Protein 2 (LYM2). LYM2 functions as a PRR (Petutschnig et al., 2010; 
Willmann et al., 2011) and limits the plasmodesmata-regulated molecular flux between 
cells upon perception of fungal chitin (Faulkner et al., 2013). Another example is 
receptor-like Plasmodesmata-Localized Proteins 5 (PDLP5), which induces 
plasmodesmata closure following SA accumulation (Wang et al., 2013). Increased 
accumulation of the glycophosphatidylinositol (GPI)-anchored plasmodesmata callose-
binding protein 1 (PDCB1) was also shown to increase plasmodesmata-related callose 
deposition thereby restricting cell-to-cell communication (Simpson et al., 2009). These 
proteins regulate closure of the plasmodesmata by enhancing callose deposition, 
possibly by recruiting or activating callose synthases.  
 
In contrast to plasmodesmatal closure, which restricts movement of macromolecules of 
a certain size, also mechanisms have been identified that facilitate selective trafficking 
of larger molecules (Kragler, 2013). For instance, transport of Non-Cell-Autonomous 
Proteins (NCAPs) via plasmodesmata occurs via a two-step process. First the 
interaction between NCAP and a carrier complex induces a transient increase in the size 
exclusion limit of plasmodesmata (Kragler et al., 2000; Haywood et al., 2002). 
Secondly, the NCAP protein is partly unfolded and translocated together with 
chaperone and the carrier proteins through the widened plasmodesmata (Haywood et 
al., 2002).  
 

Plasmodesmata are hijacked by pathogens to facilitate infection and host 
colonisation 

It is well known that viruses spread their infectious materials from a primary infected 
cell to neighbouring cells by manipulating plasmodesmata (Benitez-Alfonso et al., 
2010; Heinlein, 2015). Viral movement proteins (MPs), encoded by plant viruses, 
typically enlarge the exclusion size of plasmodesmata allowing the virus to move from 
cell-to-cell (Kumar et al., 2015). Viral MPs can manipulate plasmodesmata via two 
distinct means that are distinguished by whether a plasmodesmata-modulating tubule is 
formed or not. Tubule-guided MPs, encoded by viruses such as Cowpea mosaic virus 
and Grapevine fanleaf virus, increase plasmodesmata exclusion size limit by 
dramatically restructuring the plasmodesmata (Kumar et al., 2015). This type of MPs 
remove the desmotubule within plasmodesmata converting it into an open tube allowing 
the virus to move freely between plant cells. In contrast, non-tubule-guided MPs 
increase plasmodesmata exclusion size via unknown mechanisms without massively 
restructuring of the plasmodesmata. In these cases often a reduction in the 
plasmodesmata-related callose deposition was observed, which correlate with viral 
infection and spread (Lee & Lu, 2011; Niehl & Heinlein, 2011). Non-tubule-guided 
MPs include the MP encoded by Tobacco Mosaic virus, Cucumber Mosaic Virus and 
Potato Virus X (Lee et al., 2000; Ju et al., 2005; Sasaki et al., 2006; Brandner et al., 
2008; Harries et al., 2009; Su et al., 2010). For TMV it has been shows that viral 
movement requires the cytoskeletal network and that the virus is transported as an MP-
RNA complex (Waigmann et al., 2004; Sambade et al., 2008). Typically, following 
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MP-mediated plasmodesmata modification viral material is transported as viral 
ribonucleoprotein complexes (vRNPs), vRNA, virions or as vDNA-protein-complexes 
(Schoelz et al., 2011). A defect in transport compromises viral virulence and prevents 
systemic spread of the pathogen. 
 
Besides viruses, also other plant pathogens deploy plasmodesmata to cause disease. The 
rice blast fungus Magnaporthe oryzea was recently reported to exploit plasmodesmata 
to cross the cell wall and allow invasion hyphae to enter neighbouring cells (Kankanala 
et al., 2007).  Also some of the fungal cytosolic effectors, such as M. oryzea PWL2, 
BAS1 and Ustilago maydis SEE1 have been shown to translocate from infected cells to 
un-invaded neighbours, and this translocation is likely plasmodesmata mediated (Khang 
et al., 2010; Redkar et al., 2015). To date no M. oryzea effectors have been shown to 
directly manipulate plasmodesmata, although BAS3 is a likely candidate for such 
activity (Mosquera et al., 2009). The fungal pathogen Botrytis cinerea uses 
plasmodesmata as gateway to spread small RNAs that suppress immunity genes in plant 
cells surrounding the infection site (Weiberg et al., 2013).  
 
Taken together plasmodesmata form an important, but currently understudied, interface 
for pathogen-plant interactions. Plasmodesmata play key roles in facilitating- or 
restricting pathogen spread and they control movement of many immune related 
molecules, both from host and pathogen, during infection. To obtain a better molecular 
understanding of these processes we employ the Fusarium oxysporum f.sp. lycopersici 
(Fol) – tomato pathosystem as model. This is a well-established model system to study 
disease and resistance and many effector proteins have been identified that are secreted 
by the fungus into the apoplast and xylem sap. Intriguingly many of them have been 
shown act inside the host cell and in cells that are spatially separated from the site of 
fungal infection (Takken & Rep, 2010). The spatial location between effector 
production and action makes it an excellent model to study plasmodesmata-mediated 
effector-translocation and effector function.  
 

Fusarium oxysporum-tomato provides an excellent system for effector studies  

Fusarium oxysporum causes vascular wilt disease and infects many annual crops and 
woody perennials worldwide, thereby threatening food production and natural 
ecosystems (Yadeta & Thomma, 2013). Although F. oxysporum is able to cause disease 
in over 120 different crops, each isolate only causes disease on a single or a few distinct 
plant species (Michielse & Rep, 2009; Dean et al., 2012). For example, the interaction 
between F. oxysporum f.sp. lycopersici (Fol) and tomato is highly specific and Fol does 
not cause disease on other plant species. This host specificity implies a highly 
specialised interaction and a co-evolution of plant and pathogen. Upon root recognition, 
Fol attaches and colonizes the tomato cortex and subsequently penetrates the 
endodermis. It then rapidly colonizes the xylem vessels and eventually enters the 
xylem-adjacent tissues (Lagopodi et al., 2002; Michielse & Rep, 2009). So far, no 
specialized penetration structure has been reported during Fol colonization, although 
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occasionally the fungus has been shown to enter cortical cells forming a dense 
intracellular mycelial network (Michielse & Rep, 2009). Successful infection causes 
typical wilt disease symptoms, such as yellowing, wilting, stunted growth and, in some 
cases, plant death. The fungus has to suppress PTI to colonise the host, which it likely 
does by the production of secreted effector proteins. Many candidate effectors have 
been identified as described in detail in the next section. Some of the Fol effectors have 
been shown to function inside the host cells, and when recognised by a plant carrying a 
corresponding resistance gene ETI is triggered.  When ETI is activated the fungus is 
only able to colonize a limited number of xylem vessels and unable to spread to 
neighbouring tissues; disease symptoms do not occur. To summarise, Fol secretes 
effectors into the extracellular spaces to confer pathogenicity, and some of these 
effectors trigger ETI by activating intracellular immune receptors. These properties 
make the tomato-Fol system a perfect model to study effector action and translocation 
because of the spatial separation between the site of production and the site of action. 
  

Fol secretes “Secreted In Xylem” proteins during colonization 

During colonisation of the host Fol secretes many proteins into the xylem sap. Using 
mass-spectrometry our lab identified 14 of these “Secreted In Xylem” (Six) proteins 
(Houterman et al., 2007; Schmidt et al., 2013). The majority of the SIX genes are 
localized on chromosome 14 and transfer of this chromosome to the non-pathogenic F. 
oxysporum Fo47 strain suffices to turn it into a tomato pathogen (Ma et al., 2010; Rep 
& Kistler, 2010). Hence this chromosome apparently contains all effector proteins and 
regulatory elements that are required for pathogenicity of F. oxysporum on tomato.  
 
The first Six protein identified was Six1 (Rep et al., 2002; Rep et al., 2005). When 
became clear that Six1 was recognized by the product of the tomato resistance gene I-3 
(encoding an RLK (Catanzariti et al., 2015), it was renamed into Avirulence protein 3 
(Avr3) (Huang & Lindhout, 1997; Rep et al., 2004). Besides Avr3, two other avirulence 
proteins from Fol have been identified, notably Avr1 (Rep et al., 2004; Houterman et 
al., 2008) and Avr2 (Houterman et al., 2007; Houterman et al., 2009). Avr1 (Six4) is 
recognised by I, an extracellular RLK (Catanzariti et al., 2017), while Avr2 (Six3) is 
recognised by I-2 (Simons et al., 1998) an intracellular NLR protein (Houterman et al., 
2009; Ma et al., 2013). I-2 promoter-reporter fusions show that the resistance gene is 
specifically expressed in the xylem adjacent tissues, such as the companion cells 
aligning the vasculature, suggesting that the gene product perceives the presence of the 
fungus in the vasculature (Mes et al., 2000). 
 
The observation that Avr2 is produced in the xylem sap, but recognised intracellularly 
by I-2 makes it an interesting model effector to study uptake and translocation. Notably, 
although Avr2 is required to trigger I-2-mediated resistance in heterologous systems, 
Avr2 alone is not sufficient to trigger resistance in tomato and ETI relies on the 
combined presence of Avr2 and Six5 (Ma et al., 2015). Their mutual functional 
dependency is also reflected by the observation that this gene pair shares it 1365bp 
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promoter region (Schmidt et al., 2013; Ma et al., 2015). Having two extracellular 
effector proteins that are both required for fungal pathogenicity and for I-2-mediated 
ETI makes them a perfectly suited to study effector translocation and -function by 
assessing their subcellular (co)-localisation and actions in the plant.  
 
As detailed above, both Avr2 and Six5 have been well characterised. Avr2 is secreted 
by Fol in the xylem sap where it is N-terminally processed into a 15.7 kDa mature 
protein (Houterman et al., 2009). AVR2 promoter-reporter constructs revealed that the 
AVR2 gene is predominantly expressed in xylem-colonizing fungal hyphae. Deletion of 
Avr2 reduces fungal virulence and pathogenicity on susceptible plants. Although Avr2 
is secreted in the xylem sap, the protein is recognized inside host cells and a nuclear 
localization is required for I-2-mediated recognition when heterologously expressed in 
N. benthamiana (Ma et al., 2013). I-2-mediated resistance can be overcome by race 3 
Fol isolates and is associated with single amino acid changes in Avr2 (Houterman et al., 
2009). Fol race 3 strains are not compromised in virulence implying that avirulence and 
virulence can be uncoupled and are distinct activities of this effector (Houterman et al., 
2009).  
Six5 is a 12kDa protein and was originally identified as “unidentified protein 2” 
(Houterman et al., 2007). Like Avr2, Six5 is required to trigger I-2-mediated resistance 
in tomato as deletion of SIX5 in Fol allows it to cause disease on I-2 tomato (Ma et al., 
2015). On susceptible tomato plants SIX5 is required for full virulence of the fungus. So, 
both SIX5 and AVR2 encode functional effectors and together they are required to 
trigger I-2-mediated resistance (Ma et al., 2015). The mechanism underlying the 
evasion of I-2-mediated recognition by the SIX5 knockout is unclear. When 
heterologously expressed Avr2 alone is sufficient to trigger I-2-mediated cell death in N. 
benthamiana leaves, while Six5 is unable to do so. Furthermore, Avr2 expression nor 
accumulation of the protein is impaired in a Six5 knockout strain, so lack of I-2 
activation is not due to a lack of Avr2 production (Ma et al., 2015). Further exploration, 
employing a yeast two-hybrid system, showed that SIX5 and AVR2 interact with each 
other. Furthermore, Avr2 was shown to form homodimers in yeast and when expressed 
in planta (Ma et al., 2015). The aim of this thesis is to get a better insight in a) the 
molecular mechanism on how the extracellular Avr2 and Six5 effectors manipulate the 
host to enhance fungal virulence, and b) together trigger the intracellularly localised I-2 
protein to mount an ETI response and c) the role of inter- and intracellular transport of 
the effectors in the plant in relation to the above mentioned processes.  
 

Outline of the thesis 
This thesis focuses the molecular mechanism underlying the (a)virulence function of a 
pair of Fol effectors; Avr2 and Six5 that are both required to trigger I-2-mediated 
resistance in tomato. In Chapter 2 it is shown that Avr2, as well as race 3 variants that 
can overcome I-2-mediated resistance, physically interact with Six5 in planta. A 
specific co-localization of the Avr2/Six5 interaction at plasmadesmata was observed. In 
Chapter 3, it is shown that Avr2 and Six5 are together required to facilitate cell-to-cell 
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translocation of various proteins by manipulating plasmodesmata. It is shown that Avr2 
is only translocated to neighbouring plant cells in the presence of Six5. In Chapter 4, 
the virulence function of Six5 is investigated using stable SIX5 transgenic Arabidopsis 
plants. Although Six5 was shown to suppress typical flg22 induced PTI immune 
responses, including callose deposition, it did not affect susceptibility to pathogens. 
However, the heterologous expression of SIX5 enhanced pathogenicity of a transgenic 
AVR2-expressing Fo strain in Arabidopsis, showing the interdependency of both 
effectors for fungal pathogenicity. In Chapter 5, the virulence function of Avr2 in 
Arabidopsis is studied and we report that heterologous expression of Avr2 suppresses 
PTI and alters susceptibility to bacterial and fungal pathogens, implying the presence of 
a conserved and important host target. Chapter 6 provides a general discussion. 
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Summary 
The fungus Fusarium oxysporum f. sp. lycopersici (Fol) causes vascular wilt disease in 
tomato. Upon infection Fol secretes effector proteins into the host xylem vessels to promote 
colonization. Some Fol effectors, however, are recognized by a matching resistance protein 
in the plant. Upon recognition an immune response is induced halting further pathogen 
ingress. The tomato resistance protein I-2 confers resistance to Fol strains carrying effector 
protein Avr2. Some race 3 Fol strains that evade I-2-mediated recognition carry point 
mutations in AVR2 that result in single amino acid changes (e.g. Avr2R45H and Avr2V41M) in 
the protein. Besides Avr2 also effector Six5 is required to trigger I-2-mediated resistance. 
Both effectors not only function together, but also have been shown to interact in yeast two-
hybrid assays. Using bimolecular fluorescence complementation (BiFC) assays we show here 
that wild type Avr2 as well as the Avr2R45H and Avr2V41M variants interact with Six5 when 
transiently expressed in N. benthamiana leaf cells. Furthermore, Avr2 and the I-2-evading 
Avr2 variants homodimerize when transiently expressed in plant cells. The fact that Avr2R45H 
and Avr2V41M evade I-2 recognition while maintaining their ability to homodimerize and to 
interact with Six5, could be an indication that homodimerization and interaction with Six5 
are important for the effector function of Avr2.  
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Introduction 

Fusarium oxysporum is a soil-borne fungus with a global distribution. Specific pathogenic 
strains of F. oxysporum cause vascular wilt diseases thereby reducing yields of economically 
important crops. The F. oxysporum species complex is able to infect over a hundred plant 
species. However, single strains usually infect only one or few closely related plant species 
(Michielse et al., 2009). Based on this host-specificity, pathogenic F. oxysporum strains are 
grouped into different formae speciales. Genome sequencing of strains of the tomato-
infecting forma specialis (f.sp.) lycopersici identified the presence of lineage-specific (LS) 
regions, which were shown to determine host specificity (Ma et al., 2010). Annotation of the 
genome of F. oxysporum f.sp. lycopersici (Fol) strain 4287 revealed 126 small cysteine-rich 
and potentially secreted proteins (Ma et al., 2010). Secretion of fourteen of these proteins was 
confirmed using mass spectrometrical analysis of the xylem sap of Fol-infected tomato 
(Solanum lycopersicum). Collectively they are referred to as Secreted in xylem (Six) proteins 
(Houterman et al., 2007; Schmidt et al., 2013).  
 
Effectors are pathogen-secreted proteins that promote pathogenicity by counteracting 
immune responses and/or by facilitating host colonization (Dangl & Jones, 2001; Dodds & 
Rathjen, 2010). The fourteen Six proteins identified in the xylem sap of Fol-infected tomato 
are candidate effectors, and for Six1, Six2, Six3 (Avr2), Six4, Six5 and Six6 a role in fungal 
pathogenicity or in manipulating immune responses has been reported (Houterman et al., 
2007; Lievens et al., 2009; Schmidt et al., 2013). Among the Fol effector genes AVR2 (SIX3) 
and SIX5 form a mini-cluster by sharing their 1365 bp upstream sequence, which contains a 
bidirectional promoter (Schmidt et al., 2013). Clustering of fungal genes often indicates a 
related function for the gene products (Palmer & Keller, 2010; Slot & Rokas, 2010), 
suggesting a functional link between AVR2 and SIX5. Indeed, Avr2 and Six5 have been found 
to interact in yeast two-hybrid assays (Ma et al., 2015). 
 
Monogenic traits conferring resistance against wilt-inducing Fol isolates have been identified 
in tomato (Michielse et al., 2009). They are named I (Immunity) genes. Four of these genes, 
notably I, I-1, I-2 and I-3 have been introgressed from wild relatives of S. lycopersicum into 
cultivated varieties. Avr2 is recognized by I-2 (Houterman et al., 2009). Avr2 variants of race 
3 Fol strains that evade I-2-mediated recognition carry single amino acid substitutions, which 
suggest that these residues are involved in recognition of Avr2 by I-2 (Houterman et al., 
2009). Surprisingly, while Avr2 alone can trigger I-2-mediated immunity as long as it is 
localized in the nucleus, Six5 is required for activation of I-2-mediated resistance in tomato 
as a knockout of SIX5 allows the fungus to break resistance (Ma et al., 2015). Hence AVR2 
and SIX5 not only form a gene pair in the Fol genome, but the fact that both are required for 
activation of I-2-mediated resistance also suggests that the two encoded proteins interact in 
planta. Here we investigate whether such an interaction can be confirmed experimentally. If 
an in planta interaction between Avr2 and Six5 is important for virulence, one expects that 
Avr2 variants that escape I-2-mediated immunity, have maintained the ability to interact with 
Six5. Therefore, the interaction patterns of Avr2 variants and Six5 in planta were tested as 
well, focusing on their ability to homo- and heterodimerize.  
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Results 
Avr2 forms a complex with Six5 in planta 

Avr2 and Six5 have been shown to interact in a yeast two-hybrid system (Ma et al., 2015). 
To investigate whether they interact in planta as well we used the bimolecular fluorescence 
complementation (BiFC) assay. In this assay, to one potential interaction partner the N-
terminal half of a fluorescent protein is fused, to the other potential interaction partner the C-
terminal half. An interaction between the two potential partners will bring together the two 
halves of the fluorescent protein, allowing it to emit its fluorescent signal. Hence, the 
observation of a fluorescent signal is indicative for an interaction. Figure 1 provides 
schematic representations of the fusion proteins here used in the BiFC assays. Both Avr2 and 
Six5 are encoded as a protein containing an N-terminal signal peptide (sp) to allow secretion 
from the fungus. Plant-nuclear localization of Avr2 is compulsory for I-2 activation, which 
suggests that the effector exerts its activity inside the host cells (Ma et al., 2013). To prevent 
secretion of the heterologously produced Avr2 or Six5 proteins to the plant apoplast, the 
signal peptide-encoding sequences of AVR2 and SIX5 were removed (dsp). Subsequently, 
sequences encoding either the N- or C- terminal half of a fluorescent protein to be used in 
BiFC assays were cloned in frame upstream dspAVR2 and dspSIX5. Transient expression of 
constructs encoding tagged effector proteins was done in Nicotiana benthamiana leaves using 
agro-infiltration.   
 
As a positive control for fluorescence complementation the Arabidopsis Cnx6 protein, which 
has been shown to form homodimers, was used (Gehl et al., 2009) (Fig. 1a). Constructs were 
made encoding Cnx6 N-terminally tagged with either the N-terminal half of the Super Cyan 
fluorescent protein (SCYN::Cnx6) or with the  C-terminal half of Venus fluorescent protein 
(VYC::Cnx6). Both constructs were co-expressed in N. benthamiana leaves and fluorescence 
complementation was analyzed using confocal microscopy. As shown in Figure 2a, a green 
fluorescent signal was detected in the cytosol and nucleus when SCYN::Cnx6 and VYC::Cnx6 
were co-expressed, validating the functionality of the assay. Except for some green auto 
fluorescence of chloroplasts abundantly present in the stomata, no fluorescence was observed 
when SCYN::Cnx6 and VYC::dspSIX5 were co-expressed (Fig. 2b). This shows the 
specificity of the assay in that no non-specific interactions are observed when two fluorescent 
protein halves were expressed in this assay.  
 
Co-expression of SCYN::dspAVR2 and SCYC::dspAVR2 resulted in strong reconstitution of 
the fluorophore in the nucleus and cytosol of transiently transformed N. benthamiana leaf 
cells (Fig. 2c), suggesting formation of Avr2 homodimers. To test whether Six5 does also 
homodimerize in planta, VYN::dspSIX5 and VYC::dspSIX5 were transiently co-expressed in 
N. benthamiana leaf cells. No fluorescence was observed (Fig. 2f), indicating that Six5 does 
not form homodimers. Next, AVR2 and SIX5 BiFC constructs were co-expressed in N. 
benthamiana to assess a possible physical interaction between these two effectors. Although 
the fluorescent signal was much weaker than that of the Avr2 pair, green fluorescence was 
reconstituted when the following vector pairs were used: SCYN::dspAVR2/VYC::dspSIX5 and 
VYN::dspSIX5/SCYC::dspAVR2. Similar to the Avr2-homodimer, fluorescence originating  
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Fig. 1 A schematic representation of the fusion proteins used in the BiFC assays. BiFC constructs 
were made encoding either the N-terminal half or C-terminal half of the Super Cyan fluorescent 
protein (SCYN/SCYC) N-terminally fused to dspAVR2 (SCYN::dspAVR2 and SCYC::dspAVR2), 
encoding either the N-terminal half or C-terminal half of Venus fluorescent protein (VYN/VYC) N-
terminally fused to dspSIX5 (VYN::dspSIX5 and VYC::dspSIX5). The various combinations of 
proteins used in the assay are schematically shown. (a) The combination of SCYN::Cnx6 and 
VYC::Cnx6 serves as positive control. (b) The SCYN-Cnx6 construct which express SCYN labeled 
Arabidopsis Cnx6 protein was co-expressed with VYC::dspSIX5 as a negative control to verify this 
BiFC expression assay. (c) The schematic overviews are given to show the possible homo-interaction 
of dspAvr2 proteins. The recombination of splited Super Cyan fluorescent proteins induced by 
potential self-interaction between Avr2 proteins will result in blue fluorescence. (d) and (e) give the 
schematic overviews of the possible interactions between Avr2 and Six5, and the production of green 
fluorescence signal by recombination between Super Cyan or Venus fluorescent proteins will indicate 
the possible interaction between thes two effectors. (f) The schematic overview shows the potential 
homo-dimerization between dspSix5 proteins.  
 
from the Avr2-Six5 heterodimer was apparent in both the cytoplasm and the nucleus of the 
transformed cells (Fig. 2d, e). Together these data suggest that in planta Avr2 can form both 
homodimeric complexes with itself and heterodimeric complexes with Six5. 
 

Race 3 Avr2 variants interact with Six5 in planta  

Fol race 3 isolates that overcome I-2-mediated resistance either lack AVR2 or carry variant 
AVR2 alleles that encode proteins with single amino acid substitutions or deletion of one 
amino acid (Houterman et al., 2009; Biju et al., 2016).  The observation that race 3 strains are 
equally pathogenic as strains that carry wild type AVR2 implies that the virulence activity of 
the Avr2 variants is unaffected (Houterman et al., 2009). Here we set out to test whether the 
ability of race 3 Avr2 variants to evade recognition by I-2 is correlated with an inability to  
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Fig. 2 Avr2 and Six5 interact in planta. Bimolecular fluorescent complementation (BiFC) constructs 
SCYN::dspAVR2, SCYC::dspAVR2, VYN::dspSIX5, VYC::dspSIX5, SCYN::Cnx6 and VYC::Cnx6 
were co-expressed in N. benthamiana leaves using agroinfiltration. Fluorescence was detected by 
confocal microscopy; cyan and green fluorescence represents protein–protein interactions due to 
complementation of the yellow fluorescent protein (YFP) halves. (a) Green fluorescence emerges 
following co-expression of SCYN::Cnx6 and VYC::Cnx6 serves as positive control for the BiFC 
assay. (b) SCYN::Cnx6 and VYC::dspSIX5 do not interact and not complement fluorescence and serve 
as a negative control showing specificity of the assay. (c) Cyan fluorescence following co-expression 
of SCYN::dspAVR2 and SCYC::dspAVR2 indicates homomerization of Avr2. (d) Co-expression of 
SCYN::dspAVR2/VYC::dspSIX5 or (e) VYN::dspSIX5/SCYC::dspAVR2 resulted in green fluorescence 
showing heteromerization of Avr2 and Six5. (f) No fluorescence was observed upon co-expression of 
VYN::dspSIX5 with VYC::dspSIX5 suggesting that Six5 does not homomerize. Green (SCY/VY) and 
blue (SCY/SCY) fluorescent signals were observed in nuclei (*) and in the cytoplasm as shown by the 
fluorescent cytoplasmic strands (closed arrow heads). Chloroplasts, abundantly present in the stomata 
(s), show green auto fluorescence in the green channel. 
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Fig. 3 Race 3 Avr2 variants interact with Six5 when co-expressed in N. benthamiana leaves. 
Bimolecular fluorescent complementation (BiFC) assay of N. benthamiana epidermal cells co-
expressing VYN::dspSIX5, SCYC::Cnx6, SCYC::dspAVR2, SCYC::dspAVR2R45H and 
SCYC::dspAVR2V41M. Fluorescence complementation was monitored using confocal microscopy 48 
hours after infiltrating A. tumefaciens strains carrying indicated constructs (a) no green fluorescence 
was observed for the negative control in which VYN::dspSIX5 and SCYC::Cnx6 were co-expressed 
(b) Green fluorescence was observed upon co-expression of VYN::dspSIX5 and SCYC::dspAVR2, and 
following co-expression of (c) VYN::dspSIX5/SCYC::dspAVR2R45H and (d) 
VYN::dspSIX5/SCYC::dspAVR2V41M. Green fluorescence was observed in nucleus (*) and in the 
cytoplasm as shown by the fluorescent cytoplasmic strands (closed arrow heads). In the various 
Six5/Avr2 combinations also distinct spots of unknown identity were observed at the cell periphery 
(arrows). Chloroplasts, abundantly present in the stomata (s), show auto fluorescence in the green 
channel.  
 
form heterodimeric complexes in planta. Thereto the interaction pattern of two Avr2 race 3 
variants, notably Avr2R45H and Avr2V41M, with Six5 was analyzed in BiFC assays.  
 
BiFC constructs VYN::dspSIX5 and SCYC::Cnx6 were co-expressed in N. benthamiana using 
agro-infiltration. Since no fluorescence complementation was observed with this protein pair, 
it serves as negative control (Fig. 3a). As positive control the wild type Avr2 and Six5 
proteins were used. Consistent with the observations in Figure 2, green fluorescence was 
detected when the VYN::dspSIX5/SCYC::dspAVR2 gene pair was co-expressed in N. 
benthamiana epidermal leaf cells (Fig. 3b). Notably, in cells co-expressing the combination 
of SIX5 with either of the two tested race 3 AVR2 variants 
(VYN::dspSIX5/SCYC::dspAVR2R45H and VYN::dspSIX5/SCYC::dspAVR2V41M) bright green 
fluorescence was observed in both combinations (Fig. 3c, d). Fluorescence produced by the 
Six5/Avr2R45H and Six5/Avr2V41M protein dimers appeared brighter than that produced by  
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Fig. 4 Avr2 accumulates in N. benthamiana leaves following agro-infiltration with BiFC 
constructs. Total protein was isolated from N. benthamiana leaves agro-infiltrated with the indicated 
constructs. For comparison, total protein from non-infiltrated N. benthamiana leaves was included. 
Proteins were subjected to Tris Tricine-sodium dodecyl sulfate-polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis 
(SDS-PAGE) and immunoblotted. The presence of Avr2 and Six5 were detected using α-Avr2 and α-
Six5 specific antibodies, respectively. (a) Specific bands of SCYC-dspAvr2, SCYC-dspAvr2R45H and 
SCYC-dspAvr2V41M proteins were shown at the predicted size (27 kDa) with Avr2 antibody. (b) No 
specific bands were detected using Six5 antibody.  

	 
Fig. 5 Avr2 and Six5 co-localize at distinct, immobile spots localized at the cell periphery. (a) 
Bimolecular fluorescent complementation (BiFC) constructs of SCYN::dspAVR2 and VYC::dspSIX5 
were co-expressed in N. benthamiana using agro-infiltration. The fluorescent signal in the cytosol and 
at spots at the cell periphery shows an interaction between the two proteins at these subcellular 
locations. A 20 min time-lapse was recorded to monitor the mobility of the fluorescent spots. (b) The 
same green fluorescent spots were detected at the same subcellular localization after 20 min. The 
fluorescent spots are indicated by arrows. One chloroplast was captured that moved into the view after 
20 min of observation (closed arrow head). 
 
Avr2/Six5, which suggests either a higher accumulation of the Avr2 race 3 variants, or a 
stronger affinity of the variants for Six5. To exclude proteolytic cleavage of the fluorescent 
protein halves and to verify the presence of fluorescence protein-tagged Avr2 and Six5 
proteins, immune blotting was performed. Total protein was extracted from N. benthamiana 
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leaves 48 hours after agro-infiltration with VYN::dspSIX5 in combination with either 
SCYC::Cnx6, SCYC::dspAVR2, SCYC::dspAVR2R45H or SCYC::dspAVR2V41M. Total protein 
extract from mock-infiltrated N. benthamiana was included as a negative control. Proteins 
were size separated by SDS-PAGE and after blotting the presence of Avr2 was visualized by 
probing the blot with α-Avr2 (Ma et al., 2015). Specific bands of the expected size of the 
SCYC-Avr2, SCYC-Avr2R45H and SCYC-Avr2V41M chimeara (27 kDa) were observed, 
confirming accumulation of the intact fusion protein (Fig. 4a). However, only unspecific 
detection was observed from all tested samples using α-Six5 (Ma et al., 2015) to probe the 
blot (Fig. 4b). As this Six5 antibody has been verified, the inability to detect Six5 is likely 
due to the low amount of VYN-Six5 protein accumulation, that is in line with the weak green 
fluorescence shown in this BiFC assay (Fig. 3). 
 
Besides the fluorescent signal in the nucleus and cytosol also fluorescent spots were observed 
at the cell periphery upon co-expression of either wild type or race 3 dspAVR2 variants with 
dspSIX5 BiFC constructs (Fig. 3b, c and d, indicated by arrows). To reveal the dynamics of 
these spots, providing clues about their identity, time-lapse images were taken. Over a 20 min 
interval the fluorescent spots representing Avr2/Six5 BiFC complexes were shown to be 
immobile and fixed to the cell boundary (Fig. 5). Based on these data, we conclude that 
besides Avr2 also the I-2-breaking variants form heterodimeric complexes with Six5 in plant 
cells as fluorescence complementation was observed in nucleus, cytoplasm and at membrane-
localized spots of transformed cells.  
 

Race 3 Avr2 variants can from homodimers in planta 

As shown in Figure 2c, blue fluorescence was observed in the nucleus and cytosol of N. 
benthamiana epidermal leaf cells co-expressing SCYN::dspAVR2 and SCYC::dspAVR2. We 
here determine the ability of race 3 Avr2 proteins to homodimerize to assess a possible 
correlation with their inability to activate I-2. Thereto BiFC gene-pairs 
SCYN::dspAVR2R45H/SCYC::dspAVR2R45H and SCYN::dspAVR2V41M/SCYC::dspAVR2V41M 
were expressed in N. benthamiana leaves and the dimerization capacity of these Avr2 
variants was determined. No fluorescence was observed when SCYN::dspAVR2 was co-
expressed with VYC::Cnx6 (Fig. 6a), confirming the specify of the assay. As shown before 
blue fluorescence was produced in SCYN::dspAVR2/SCYC::dspAVR2 expressing cells. Also 
co-expression of SCYN::dspAVR2R45H with SCYC::dspAVR2R45H resulted in strong blue 
fluorescence in the nucleus and cytosol of transiently transformed N. benthamiana leaf cells 
(Fig. 6c), showing that Avr2R45H can also form homodimers in planta. Likewise, bright blue 
fluorescence was observed in the nucleus and cytosol of 
SCYN::dspAVR2V41M/SCYC::dspAVR2V41M expressing N. benthamiana leaf cells (Fig. 6d). 
Notably, no fluorescent spots were observed at the cell periphery, which implies that the 
location of the Avr2 homodimeric complexes is distinct from that of the Avr2-Six5 
complexes. In addition, these data indicate that the inability of the race 3 Avr2 variants to 
activate I-2 is not correlated with an altered ability to homodimerize when heterologously 
produced in plant cells.  
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Fig. 6 Avr2 variants from Fol race 3 homodimerize in planta. Bimolecular fluorescent 
complementation (BiFC) constructs of SCYN::dspAVR2, SCYC::dspAVR2, SCYN::dspAVR2R45H, 
SCYC::dspAVR2R45H, SCYN::dspAVR2V41M, SCYC::dspAVR2V41M and VYC::Cnx6 were co-expressed 
in N. benthamiana using agro-infiltration. Fluorescence represents proteins-protein interactions due to 
complementation of the fluorescent protein halves. (a) No green fluorescence was produced following 
co-expression of SCYN::dspAVR2 and VYC::Cnx6, which do not interact, serving as negative control. 
(b) Cyan fluorescence following co-expression of SCYN::dspAVR2 and SCYC::dspAVR2 serves as 
positive control for interaction of wild type Avr2. Co-expression of (c) SCYN::dspAVR2R45H and 
SCYC::dspAVR2R45H, (d) SCYN::dspAVR2V41M and SCYC::dspAVR2V41M resulted in cyan fluorescence 
showing an interaction between the race 3 Avr2 variants. Cyan fluorescent signals were observed in 
nuclei (*) and in the cytoplasm Chloroplasts in the stomata (s), show autofluorescence in the green 
channel.  
 

Discussion 
Here we show that Avr2 not only interacts with Six5 in yeast two-hybrid assays (Ma et al., 
2015), but also forms a complex with Six5 in planta (Fig. 2, 3). BiFC assays revealed an 
interaction between both effector proteins in the nucleus, cytoplasm and cell wall-adjacent 
spots of transformed plant cells. Besides the ability of Avr2 to form heterodimers, we also 
show that Avr2 has the ability to homodimerize in plant cells (Fig. 2). Previous 
immunoblotting experiments revealed that Avr2 can form homodimers in vivo (Ma et al., 
2013), which validates the use of the BiFC system to asses the ability of Avr2 to form higher 
order protein complexes. Besides the monomer the immunoblots showed also a band of twice 
the predicted size of the Avr2, suggesting a direct interaction between the monomers (Ma et 
al., 2013). Whether the interaction between Avr2 and Six5 is also direct, or requires a 
bridging protein, is currently unknown. Attempts to isolate the Six5-Avr2 complex from N. 
benthamiana leaves co-producing both proteins, or from xylem sap of Fol infected tomato 
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plants failed (data not shown). Although the monomeric proteins could easily be detected in 
the xylem sap of infected plants, no interaction could be observed, also not after the addition 
of cross-linking agents (data not shown). These negative data suggests that a bridging protein 
is required for an interaction. If so, this protein is likely conserved in yeast (Ma et al., 2015).  
Alternatively, the in planta interaction between Avr2 and Six5 is transient, or too weak to 
survive the purification and washing steps, and hence only detectable in the BiFC system due 
to the tendency of the two bi-fluorescence proteins halves to form a stable complex once 
bound (Kerppola, 2006). Nevertheless, the observed interaction between both proteins 
correlates with their combined activity in the plant, suggesting that it is genuine interaction 
and not an artifact of the BiFC system.   
 
Besides archetype Avr2 from race 1 and race 2 isolates, also race 3 Avr2 variants (Avr2R45H 
and Avr2V41M) that overcome I-2-medidated resistance were shown to form homodimeric 
complexes when produced in N. benthamiana (Fig. 6). Likewise, the ability of the race 3 
Avr2 variants to interact with Six5 was unaffected. This finding implies that the specific 
amino acid substitutions in these race 3 Avr2 variants do not affect its ability to form 
homodimeric and heterodimeric complexes, but solely the ability to evade I-2-mediated 
recognition, possibly by compromising a specific epitope required for recognition. The recent 
elucidation of the crystal structure of the protein lends support to this hypothesis signalling 
(Di et al., submitted to New Phytologist).  
 
How Six5 assist the avirulence activity of Avr2 is unknown. Both dspAvr2 and full length 
Avr2 trigger I-2-mediated cell death when co-expressed in N. benthamiana, showing that 
Avr2 is recognized inside the cell (Houterman et al., 2009; Ma et al., 2013). This implies that 
its uptake does not require the presence of Six5. This hypothesis was confirmed in a recent 
study that showed that uptake of Avr2 by plant cells from the extracellular spaces is induced 
by the mere presence of a pathogen (Di et al., 2016). The observation that Six5 is required 
neither for Avr2 uptake nor for I-2-mediated immune responses upon heterologous 
expression of Avr2 in the plant, suggests that Six5 has a specialized function inside the host 
cell. This function is only required to trigger I-2-mediated resistance during a regular 
infection, and is overruled when Avr2 is produced heterologously. During infection Avr2 is 
secreted by the fungus into the intercellular spaces between the root cortical cells and in the 
xylem sap (Houterman et al., 2007; Ma et al., 2013). The I-2 resistance gene is expressed 
mostly in the vasculature of stems roots and leaves and specifically in the xylem adjacent 
cells (Mes et al., 2000). In resistant plants fungal growth into the vasculature is prevented, 
suggesting a correlation with the I-2-mediated resistance response. Together this indicates 
that Six5 might have a role in chaperoning Avr2 and presenting it to I-2 expressing cells, 
facilitating perception of the protein by I-2 and induction of immune signaling. How Six5 
exerts this activity is unknown, but the observation that Avr2 and Six5 specifically co-
localize at spots at the cell periphery when co-produced in N. benthamiana leaves by agro-
infiltration might provide a clue. The immobile character of these spots (Fig. 5) in 
combination with their localization at the cell periphery suggests that they might coincide 
with plasmodesmata: symplastic channels connecting cells with their neighboring cells 
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(Lucas & Lee, 2004; Lee, 2015). Future experiments should focus on whether these 
structures are indeed plasmodesmata and are involved in Six5 mediated transport of Avr2. 
 

Material and methods 
Construction of vectors 

For generation of bimolecular fluorescence complementation constructs, dspAVR2, 
dspAVR2V41M, dspAVR2R45H (in pDONR207) (Houterman et al., 2009) and dspSIX5 in 
pDONR207 (Ma et al., 2015) were recombined in various BiFC Gateway vectors (Gehl et 
al., 2009) using the Gateway LR Clonase II reaction (Thermo Fischer). The resulting 
constructs, pSCYN::∆spAVR2, pSCYC::∆spAVR2, pVYN::∆spSIX5 and pVYC::∆spSIX5, 
pSCYC∆spAVR2R45H and pSCYC::∆spAVR2V41M were transformed into A. tumefaciens 
GV3101 (pMP90)  (Koncz & Schell, 1986). All constructs were verified by sequencing. 
SCYN::Cnx6 and VYC::Cnx6 served as positive control (Gehl et al., 2009).  
 

Transient expression of proteins in N. benthamiana using agro-infiltration  

A. tumefaciens strain GV3101(pMP90) containing binary vectors described above were 
grown overnight to an absorbance at OD600 of 0.8 to 1.5 in low salt LB-mannitol medium (10 
g/L tryptone, 5 g/L yeast extract, 2.5 g/L NaCl, 10 g/L mannitol) supplemented with 20µM 
acetosyringone and 10mM MES pH 5.6. Agrobacterium cells were spun down by 
centrifugation at 4000g for 15 min and resuspended in infiltration medium (1xMS salts, 10 
mM MES pH 5.6, 2% w/v sucrose, 200 µM acetosyringone). Co-infiltration of A. 
tumefaciens strains containing the bimolecular fluorescence complementation constructs was 
carried out at a final OD600 of 0.5 at a 1:1 ratio of the two cultures. Four-week-old N. 
benthamiana plants were used for agro-infiltration and placed in the dark one day before 
infiltration.   
 

Confocal microscopy 

Leaf discs were harvested from N. benthamiana 36 hours after agro-infiltration and 
fluorescence was analyzed using a Zeiss LSM510 confocal laser scanning microscope with a 
40/1.2 W objective (Zeiss, Jena, Germany). For excitation of the fluorophores, argon laser 
emitted light at 458 nm was used for the SCYN/SCYC combination, 488 nm for SCFP/Venus 
and 514 nm for VYN/VYC combination. Emission light was detected with a 470-500 nm, 
505-535 nm or 520-555 nm band filter, respectively. Images were scanned eight times on 
average. Three biological replicates were performed that give identical results, one of them is 
shown. 
 

Protein extraction and western blotting for detection of Avr2 (variants) and Six5 

Leaves from agro-infiltrated N. benthamiana leaves were harvested 48 hours after infiltration, 
snap-frozen in liquid nitrogen, homogenized using a Tissue Lyser (QIAGEN), thawed in 
Urea protein extraction buffer (9.5 M Urea, 100 Mm Tris pH 6.8, 2% SDS, 5 mM DTT) and 
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incubated on ice for 15 min (200 µL buffer per 100 mg tissue material). Extracts were 
centrifuged at 12000 g at 4 °C for 10 min, and the supernatant was passed through four layers 
of Miracloth to obtain a total protein extract. Total protein extracts (40 µL) were mixed with 
5 µL of Laemmli sample buffer (60 mM Tris-Cl pH 6.8, 2% SDS, 10% glycerol, 5% β-
mercaptoethanol, 0.01% bromophenol blue) and heated for 1 min at 98 °C. The proteins were 
separated via electrophoreses on 14% SDS-PAGE gels and blotted on PVDF membranes by 
semi-dry blotting. Blocking was performed with 5% skimmed milk powder in 1xPBS and 
hybridization was done in the presence of 0.1% tween-20. Primary antibody α-Avr2 and α-
Six5 (Ma et al., 2015) were used at a 1:10000 and 1:5000 dilution, and the secondary Goat-
anti-rabbit conjugated with horseradish peroxidase (Pierce) was used at a 1: 2500 dilution. 
The presence of Avr2 (variants) and Six5 proteins was visualized by homemade ECL using 
FUJIFILM Super RX-N film (http://www.fujifilm.com/).  
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Summary 

Pathogens use effector proteins to manipulate their hosts. During infection of tomato the 
fungus Fusarium oxysporum secretes the effectors Avr2 and Six5. Whereas Avr2 
suffices to trigger I-2-mediated cell death in heterologous systems, both effectors are 
required for I-2-mediated disease resistance in tomato. How Six5 participates in this 
resistance is unknown. Using BiFC assays we found that Avr2 and Six5 interact at 
plasmodesmata. Single-cell transformation revealed that Avr2-GFP translocates only to 
neighbouring cells in the presence of Six5. Six5 alone does not alter plasmodesmal 
transductivity as 2xRFP only translocates in the presence of both effectors. In SIX5-
expressing transgenic plants the distribution of virally expressed Avr2-GFP and the 
onset of I-2-mediated cell death differed from that of wild type tomato. This implies that 
Six5 functions as a fungal movement protein; by aiding translocation of Avr2 it 
contributes to virulence in susceptible plants but also induces resistance in the presence 
of I-2. 
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Introduction 

Plants are challenged by a wide variety of pathogens such as bacteria, fungi, oomycetes 
and nematodes. Plants have evolved a multi-layered immune system, by which they 
recognize and defend themselves against these biotic stresses (Jones & Dangl, 2006). 
Recognition of Pathogen-Associated Molecular Patterns (PAMPs) by dedicated plasma 
membrane-localized Pattern Recognition Receptors (PRRs) results in initiation of 
PAMP-triggered immunity (PTI). To overcome PTI and to facilitate infection, 
pathogens produce small secreted proteins, called effectors, during host colonization. In 
addition to PTI, plants have developed a second layer of defence called effector-
triggered immunity (ETI), which relies on immune receptors that specifically perceive 
effectors secreted by pathogens. Genes encoding these ETI immune receptors are 
referred to as resistance genes. 

 

Fusarium oxysporum is a root-infecting fungal pathogen causing wilt disease on a wide 
variety of plant (Michielse & Rep, 2009). Tomato is the only host of Fusarium 
oxysporum f.sp. lycopersici (Fol). Fol invades tomato through intercellular spaces upon 
attaching to the root surface, and progresses through epidermis and endodermal tissues 
to eventually colonize the xylem vessels (Michielse & Rep, 2009). In the xylem sap of 
Fol-infected tomato, 14 small “Secreted In Xylem” (Six) proteins derived from Fol 
have been identified (Houterman et al., 2007; Schmidt et al., 2013). Among these, Six1, 
Six3, Six5 and Six6 have been shown to be required for Fol pathogenicity (Rep et al., 
2004; Houterman et al., 2009; Gawehns et al., 2014; Ma et al., 2015). Besides 
suppressing immunity, some Fol effectors are recognized by tomato resistance genes. 
Four of these resistance genes; I, I-1, I-2, and I-3 have been introgressed into cultivated 
varieties from wild Solanum relatives (Huang & Lindhout, 1997). Fol effectors able to 
trigger I-mediated resistances are defined as avirulence (Avr) determinants. Six1 
(Avr3), Six3 (Avr2) and Six4 (Avr1) activate I-3, I-2 and I, I-1-mediated resistance, 
respectively (Takken & Rep, 2010). 
 
Fol effectors Six3 (Avr2) and Six5 share a 1365 bp upstream promoter region that 
controls their expression (Schmidt et al., 2013). Together this pair of effectors is 
required to activate I-2-mediated defense in tomato (Ma et al., 2015). I-2 is specifically 
expressed in the parenchyma cells neighbouring the xylem vessels (Mes et al., 2000). 
Although Avr2 has been identified from Fol-infected tomato xylem sap, a nuclear 
localization is compulsory for its recognition by I-2 (Ma et al., 2013). To elucidate how 
these effectors contribute to Fol pathogenicity and I-2-mediated resistance their 
intracellular distribution in plant cells has been  studied. In these studies Avr2 was 
found to interact with Six5 in both yeast-two-hybrid (Y2H) assays and in plant cells 
following transient expression in N. benthamiana (Ma et al., 2015). Here, we 
investigate how Six5 contributes to Avr2 function and we find that Avr2 also interacts 
with Six5 at plasmodesmata. Together the two effectors were found to manipulate 
plasmodesmata to facilitate the intercellular translocation of Avr2. Our data suggest that 
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Six5 is involved in Avr2/I-2 recognition and contributes to Avr2 virulence by 
facilitating Avr2 translocation to I-2 expressing plant cells. 
 

Results 
Avr2 and Six5 interact at plasmodesmata 

Fol effectors Avr2 and Six5 are together required to trigger I-2-mediated resistance in 
tomato (Ma et al., 2015). To identify where in the cell these proteins exert their 
action(s), we examined the subcellular localization of Avr2 and Six5 alone as well as in 
combination using confocal microscopy. In order to visualize Avr2 and Six5, constructs 
were made encoding the two mature proteins (i.e.) without their endogenous signal 
peptide (dsp)) C-terminally fused to a Red Fluorescent Protein (RFP) or a Green 
Fluorescent Protein (GFP) tag, respectively. Next, dspAVR2-RFP and dspSIX5-GFP 
were expressed in N. benthamiana leaves using agro-mediated transformation. Red 
fluorescence was observed for dspAVR2-RFP (Fig. 1, upper panel) in both the cytosol 
and the nucleus (marked with an asterisks). In the N. benthamiana epidermal cells the 
GFP signal can be seen as a diffuse signal at the cell periphery as the large vacuole 
confines the cytosol to a thin layer at the cell periphery. A similar pattern of nuclear and 
cytosolic green fluorescence was observed in cells expressing dspSix5-GFP (Fig. 1, 
middle panel), indicating an identical subcellular localization for dspAvr2-RFP and 
dspSix5-GFP. Chloroplasts of N. benthamiana epidermal leaf cells showed bright green 
auto-fluorescence (Fig. 1, green fluorescence channel labelled with arrow heads) in the 
absence of GFP expression. Following Six5-GFP expression the green fluorescence was 
even brighter, implying that Six5 also accumulates in chloroplasts. (Fig. 1, arrow 
heads). To test whether accumulation of dspAvr2-RFP affects the subcellular 
localization of dspSix5-GFP or vice versa both constructs were co-expressed in N. 
benthamiana leaves (Fig. 1, lower panel). The green and red fluorescent signals 
produced by dspAvr2-RFP and dspSix5-GFP completely overlapped as can be inferred 
from the yellow colour in both the cytosol and nucleus of double transformed cells (Fig. 
1, lower panel overlay). No apparent change in localization of either of the proteins was 
observed.  
 
To more precisely study the subcellular co-localization of Avr2 and Six5 and to 
examine a possible interaction between the two proteins, we applied the Bimolecular 
Fluorescence Complementation (BiFC) assay. Thereto Avr2 and Six5 were N-
terminally tagged with either the N- or C-terminal half of Yellow Fluorescent Protein 
(YFP) variants (Gehl et al., 2009). A very close proximity of, or an interaction between 
two proteins that are each tagged with another half of the fluorescent protein, results in 
the ability to fluoresce upon excitation of the complemented fluorophore. To assess a 
potential interaction both effector proteins were transiently produced in N. benthamiana 
epidermal leaf cells and fluorescence was monitored by confocal microscopy. The 
following constructs were used: VYN::dspSIX5 (encoding the N-terminal half of Venus 
YFP (VY) tagged to Six5), VYC::dspSIX5 (Six5 with the C-terminal half of VY),  
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Fig. 1 Avr2 and Six5 co-localize in the cytosol and nucleus of Agro-infiltrated N. 
benthamiana cells. dspAVR2-RFP, dspSIX5-GFP or dspAVR2-RFP and dspSIX5-GFP were 
expressed in N. benthamiana leaves by Agro-infiltration and fluorescence was monitored using 
confocal microscopy. In dspAVR2-RFP expressing N. benthamiana leaf epidermal cells red 
fluorescence was observed in the cytosol and nucleus (labeled with *). Green fluorescence, 
following dspSIX5-GFP Agro-infiltration, was detected in both the cytosol and nucleus. Yellow 
fluorescence shows the co-localization of Avr2 and Six5 in cytosol and nucleus following co-
infiltration of dspAVR2-RFP and dspSIX5-GFP. Green fluorescent chloroplasts are marked by 
arrowheads. 
 
SCYC::dspSIX5 (encoding the C-terminal half of Super Cyan YFP (SCY) tagged to 
Six5), SCYN::dspAVR2 (Avr2 with the N-terminal half of SCY) and SCYC::dspAVR2. 
The AVR2 and/or SIX5 constructs were also co-expressed with a construct encoding red 
fluorescent protein (mCherry) labelled plasmodesmata-marker protein PDCB1 
(plasmodesmata callose-binding protein 1, see below). Green fluorescence is indicative 
for a dspSix5-dspAvr2 interaction due to complementation of the YFP/CFP halves. 
Upon co-expression of VYN::dspSIX5 and SCYC::dspSIX5 no green fluorescence was 
observed (Fig. 2) except for auto-fluorescent chloroplasts (Fig. 2, arrow heads). This 
confirms that, in contrast to Avr2 which forms homo dimers in N. benthamiana cells, 
Six5 does not homo dimerize in planta and hence may serve as a negative control (Ma 
et al., 2015). Upon co-expression of VYN::dspSIX5 and SCYC::dspAVR2 (Fig. 2) green 
fluorescence was observed in the cytosol (but not the nucleus) and in spots at the cell 
periphery (indicated by arrows). The same pattern was observed for the reverse situation 
when SCYN::dspAVR2 and VYC::dspSIX5 were co-expressed (Fig. 2). This strongly 
suggests an interaction between Avr2 and Six5 in planta at two distinct subcellular 
locations. 
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Fig. 2 Avr2 and Six5 co-localize and interact at plasmodesmata. Confocal images of N. 
benthamiana leaves Agro-infiltrated with BiFC constructs of VYN::dspSIX5, VYC::dspSIX5, 
SCYN::dspAVR2 and SCYC::dspAVR2 co-expressed with a plasmodesmatal marker protein 
(PDCB1-mCherry). No green fluorescence complementation was observed following co-
expression of VYN::dspSIX5 and SCYC::dspSIX5. Green fluorescence resulting from the 
interaction of VYN-dspSix5 and SCYC-dspAvr2 was observed in the cytosol and at spots 
(arrows) at the cell periphery. The green spots co-localize with aniline blue stained 
plasmodesmata-associated callose and with the red fluorescent signal emitted by m-Cherry 
labeled PDCB1. Green fluorescence was also observed in the cytosol and at distinct spots at the 
cell periphery following expression of the reciprocally tagged SCYN-dspAVR2 and VYC-
dspSIX5 combination. Aniline blue stained plasmodesmata-associated callose and the red 
fluorescent plasmodesmata labeled by PDCB1-mCherry both co-localize with these green 
fluorescent spots. Green auto-fluorescent chloroplasts are marked by arrowheads. 
 
To reveal the identity of the fluorescent dspAvr2/dspSix5 spots their dynamics and 
mobility were determined using time-lapse imaging over a 30 min interval (data not 
shown). It was found that the fluorescent spots were immobile, which in combination 
with their localization at the cell periphery, suggests that dspAvr2 and dspSix5 are 
interacting at a structure that is tethered to the cell wall. Given their localization and 
immobile character we therefore examined whether the dots co-localize with 
plasmodesmata, a plant cell structure that fits such characteristics. Thereto, 
plasmodesmata-associated callose was stained with aniline blue in N. benthamiana 
leaves that co-express the dspAVR2/dspSIX5 BiFC pair (Fig. 2, aniline blue channel of 
the middle and lower panel). The dspAvr2/dspSix5 dots overlapped with aniline blue-
stained callose (Fig. 2, overlay) suggesting that the dspAvr2/dspSix5 interaction  
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Fig. 3 The I-2 breaking Avr2R/H variant interacts with Six5 at plasmodesmata. VYN-
dspSix5/SCYC-dspAvr2R/H or SCYN-dspAvr2R/H/VYC-dspSix5 were Agro-infiltrated together 
with PDCB1-mCherry in N. benthamiana leaves and visualised using confocal microscopy. 
Green fluorescence produced by complementation of the VYN-dspSix5/SCYC-dspAvr2R/H BiFC 
pair was observed in the cytosol and at spots at the cell periphery. Occasionally, green 
fluorescence was found in the nucleus (marked with a * next to the nuclei). Green fluorescence 
was also observed in the cytosol and at spots at the cell periphery following co-infiltration of the 
reciprocal SCYN-dspAvr2R/H/VYC-dspSix5 combination. The green fluorescent spots co-localize 
with both aniline blue stained plasmodesmatal callose and with the red PDCB1-mCherry. Green 
autofluorescent chloroplasts are marked by arrow heads.  
occurs at plasmodesmata. To further substantiate this finding, the gene encoding the 
plasmodesmatal marker protein PDCB1-mCherry was co-expressed with the 
dspAVR2/dspSIX5 BiFC constructs. The red fluorescent spots originating from PDCB1-
mCherry (Fig. 2, red fluorescence channel of the middle and lower panel) overlapped 
with the green fluorescence signals originating from the dspAvr2/dspSix5 interaction 
and with the blue fluorescence of the aniline blue stained callose (Fig. 2, overlay). 
Taken together, dspAvr2-RFP and dspSix5-GFP were observed to accumulate in both 
cytosol and nucleus. However, an interaction was only observed in the cytosol and at 
specific spots co-localizing with plasmodesmata.  
 
Mutated Avr2 also interacts with Six5 at plasmodesmata  
Due to a single amino acid substitution in Avr2 Fol race 3 isolates are able to evade 
recognition by I-2 and capable of infecting I-2 containing plants (Houterman et al., 
2009). To investigate whether this escape of I-2 recognition is related to an altered 
interaction of the Avr2 variant with Six5, the co-localization of both proteins in planta 
was compared to the localization of wild type Avr2 and Six5. The dspAvr2R/H variant, 
with amino acid substitution R45H, was at its N-terminus tagged with either SCYN or 
SCYC. The constructs were co-expressed with either VYC-dspSIX5 or VYN-dspSIX5 in 
N. benthamiana leaves by agro-infiltration. Green fluorescence was observed from both 
the VYN-dspSix5/SCYC-dspAvr2R/H and the SCYN-dspAvr2R/H/VYC-dspSix5 
combinations, indicative for an interaction between dspAvr2R/H and dspSix5 in planta 
(Fig. 3, green fluorescence channel). Similar to the interaction of dspAvr2/dspSix5 pair, 
green fluorescence was observed in the cytosol and in spots at the cell periphery; 
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occasionally, a GFP signal was also detected in the nucleus following 
dspAVR2R/H/dspSIX5 expression (Fig. 3). Similar to wild type dspAvr2, the spots at the 
cell periphery co-localize with plasmodesmata as shown by both the staining of 
plasmodesmatal callose and co-expression with PDCB1-mCherry (Fig. 3, overlay). 
These results show that the dspAvr2 variant from a Fol race 3 isolate interacts with 
dspSix5 when produced in N. benthamiana leaves suggesting that the inability of I-2 to 
recognize Avr2R/H is not linked to an altered interaction of Avr2 with Six5 or an altered 
subcellular localisation of this protein.  
 
Six5 facilitates protein transport through plasmodesmata  
Since the interaction between dspAvr2 and dspSix5 was observed at plasmodesmata and 
because the single proteins do not appear to localize at these channels, we reasoned that 
Fol infection might involve manipulation of plasmodesmata, possibly to facilitate 
effector-transport and/or -performance. Although both Avr2 and Six5 are required to 
trigger I-2-mediated resistance, Avr2 alone is sufficient to initiate I-2-mediated HR in 
N. benthamiana (Ma et al., 2015). This discrepancy can be explained when, during 
infection, Fol produced Six5 facilitates the translocation of Avr2 to I-2 containing cells. 
This translocation allows the plant to perceive Avr2 and mount its defences, while in the 
absence of Six5 the plant is blind to the effector protein. To test this hypothesis and 
determine whether the presence of Six5 alters the cellular localization of Avr2 in planta, 
single-cell transformation experiments were performed. Four-week-old wild type (Col-
0) and 35S::dspSIX5 Arabidopsis leaves were bombarded with particles coated with a  
dspAVR2-GFP construct (Faulkner et al., 2013). To facilitate the identification of 
transformed cells a Nuclear Localization Signal (NLS)-tagged duple Red Fluorescent 
Protein (NLS-2xRFP) was co-delivered. The NLS-x2RFP is unable to freely diffuse 
from cell to cell through plasmodesmata (Crawford & Zambryski, 2000). Twelve hours 
after particle bombardment individual Col-0 cells were identified having green 
fluorescence in their cytosol and nucleus (Fig. 4a). Red fluorescence was detected 
predominantly in the nucleus of the transformed cells (Fig. 4a), whereas only some red 
fluorescence could be observed in the cytosol. This observation confirms that NLS-
2xRFP cannot freely move to neighbouring cells, and that the NLS is functional and 
targets the protein to the nucleus. In contrast to the bright green fluorescence found in 
the wild type cells, only very weak green fluorescence was observed in transformed 
cells of bombarded 35S::dspSIX5 Arabidopsis leaves (Fig. 4a). This finding may be 
explained by the fact that dspAvr2 might readily translocate through plasmodesmata in 
the presence of dspSix5 resulting in a diffuse signal. In line with this idea the red 
fluorescence in the bombarded dsSix5-transgenic leaves was detected not only in the 
nucleus of the primary transformed cells but frequently also in their neighbouring cells 
(Fig. 4a, red fluorescence channel). In contrast, in bombarded wild type A. thaliana 
leaves, the red fluorescence was mostly localized in a single cell and rarely in a cluster 
of cells. To quantify the extent of translocation, the percentage of red fluorescence 
surrounded cells was measured. Following particle bombardment of 35S::dspSIX5 A. 
thaliana leaves over 65% of the transformed (i.e. NLS-2xRFP expressing) cells showed 
a nuclear-localized RFP signal in at least one of their adjacent cells (Fig. 4b). In  
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Fig. 4 Avr2 and Six5 are together required to facilitate intercellular translocation of NLS-
2xRFP in Arabidopsis. (a) dspAVR2-GFP and NLS-2xRFP carrying plasmids were co-
bombarded into either Col-0 or 35S::dspSIX5 Arabidopsis leaves. Expression was monitor 12h 
after transformation using confocal microscopy. In Col-0 bright green fluorescence (dspAvr2-
GFP) was observed in both cytoplasm and nucleus of transformed cells. Only he nucleus of 
these cells showed red fluorescence (NLS-2xRFP) (marked with *). In transformed 
35S::dspSIX5 Arabidopsis cell only very weak cytosolic green fluorescence was observed and 
red fluorescence was observed not only in nuclei of primary transformed cells - but also in their 
neighboring cells. (b) Percentage of individual transformed cells in which NLS-2xRFP was 
present in neighboring cells of both wild type and 35S::dspSix5 Arabidopsis. For ± 65% of the 
35S::dspSix5 Arabidopsis cells, NLS-2xRFP was observed to be translocated from the primary 
transformed cell to at least one adjacent cells. In Col-0 this percentage is around 3%. About 100 
cells from 5 independent biological replicates were monitored ***P<0.001. (c) Six5 alone is not 
sufficient to facilitate intercellular transport of NLS-2xRFP. An NLS-2xRFP carrying plasmid 
was bombarded into either Col-0 (left) or 35S::dspSIX5 (right) Arabidopsis. Red fluorescence 
was only observed in the nucleus (marked with *) of primary transformed cells for both wild 
type and dspSIX5 A. thaliana. 
 
contrast, only about 3% of the observed transformed cells in WT Arabidopsis showed 
red fluorescence in nuclei of cells neighbouring the transformed cells. Hence, in the 
presence of dspSix5 and dspAvr2, NLS-2xRFP is able to translocate to bordering cells. 
This implies that the transport restriction of plasmodesmata for this chimeric protein is 
relieved. To examine whether dspSix5 alone also suffices for the translocation of NLS-
2xRFP, single-cell transformations with NLS-2xRFP were done on either wild type or 
dspSIX5 expressing A. thaliana. In both lines red fluorescence emitted by NLS-2xRFP  
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Fig. 5 Six5 mediates intercellular translocation of Avr2 in Arabidopsis. (a) ER-mRFP and 
NLS-dspAVR2-GFP constructs were co-bombarded into Col-0 and 35S::dspAVR2/35S::dspSIX5 
Arabidopsis. Representative picture showing ER-mRFP (red) and NLS-dspAvr2-GFP (green) in 
Col-0 and in 35S::dspAVR2/35S::dspSIX5. Note that the Endoplasmic Reticulum (ER) was 
labeled red by ER-mRFP in both lines, the green fluorescence of NLS-dspAvr2-GFP was 
readily observed in the nuclei of wild type Arabidopsis cells whereas it was rarely detected in 
35S::dspAVR2/35S::dspSIX5 cells. (b) Percentage of transformed Arabidopsis cells emitting 
green fluorescence (NLS-dspAVR2-GFP) from the total number of transformed cells (Red 
fluorescence - ER-mRFP) in wild type and 35S::dspAVR2/35S::dspSIX5 plants. Over 80% of 
transformed cells of Col-0 emitted both red and green fluorescence, while less than 20% of the 
35S::dspAVR2/35S::dspSIX5 cells did. ***P<0.001. (c) Westernblot of total protein extracts 
from ER-mRFP and NLS-dspAvr2-GFP bombarded Col-0 and 35S::dspAVR2/35S::dspSIX5 
Arabidopsis. Immunoblotting with the Avr2 antibody showed comparable amounts of Avr2 
accumulation in both wild type and 35S::dspAVR2/35S::dspSIX5 plants. Ponceau staining 
shows protein loading. 
 
was observed only in nuclei of individual transformed cells but not in neighbouring 
cells (Fig. 4c). This suggests that intercellular movement of NLS-2xRFP through 
plasmodesmata requires the presence of both Six5 and Avr2.  
 
Six5 mediates Avr2 intercellular translocation in A. thaliana 
The weak green fluorescence in cells expressing dspAVR2-GFP in the presence of 
dspSix5 (Fig. 4a) suggests translocation of the effector protein to neighbouring cells, 
reducing the amount of protein in the transformed cell. Since no GFP signal could be 
observed in neighbouring cells this implies a rapid flux of the protein to distal cells. To 
facilitate detection of the protein in the neighbouring cells, we fused it to an NLS and a 
GFP tag (NLS-dspAVR2-GFP) in order to concentrate the protein in the cell nucleus. 
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The construct was expressed in A. thaliana leaves by particle bombardment. As 
transformation control a construct encoding a monomeric Red Fluorescent Protein 
(mRFP) with an Endoplasmic Reticulum signal (ER-mRFP) was co-bombarded with the 
dspAVR2 construct. Confocal microscopy was performed twelve hours after particle 
bombardment of Col-0 and transgenic 35S::dspAVR2/35S::dspSIX5 A. thaliana. A 
dspAVR2/dspSIX5 double transgenic A. thaliana line was used to ensure sufficient 
amounts of mobile dspAvr2 and dspSix5 to interact and modulate the plasmodesmata. 
As expected, in Col-0 green fluorescence produced by NLS-dspAVR2-GFP was detected 
predominantly in nuclei of transformed epidermal leaf cells (Fig. 5a). The green 
fluorescence originating from NLS-dspAVR2-GFP expression was always accompanied 
by the strong red fluorescence from ER-mRFP (Fig. 5a, red fluorescence channel). In 
35S::dspAVR2/35S::dspSIX5 A. thaliana leaves the red fluorescence of ER-mRFP was 
also readily detected, but green fluorescence originating from the NLS-dspAvr2-GFP 
protein was observed only rarely in the nucleus of a transformed cell (Fig. 5a). The 
finding that the ER-mRFP signal is restricted to the ER of transformed cells does not 
only validate the use this protein as a maker for bombarded cells, but also implies that 
the spread of the RFP signal involves translocation of the NLS-2xRFP protein rather 
than its mRNA to the neighbouring cells. 
 
Using ER-mRFP as a marker the number of transformed cells emitting green 
fluorescence was quantified in bombarded Col-0 and 35S::dspAVR2/35S::dspSIX5 A. 
thaliana leaves. A dramatic difference in detection of the green dspAvr2-GFP signal in 
the transformed cells was found between the two genetic backgrounds. While over 80% 
of transformed cells in Col-0 emitted both red and green fluorescence, less than 20% did 
in 35S::dspAVR2/35S::dspSIX5 Arabidopsis (Fig. 5b). The inability to detect the 
dspAvr2-GFP protein in 35S::dspAVR2/35S::dspSIX5 expressing Arabidopsis could be 
explained by either (i) the degradation of NLS-dspAvr2-GFP in the presence of dspSIX5 
or (ii) a rapid flux of this protein through plasmodesmata. To test the first option, the 
stability of the dspAvr2 protein in the absence or presence of dspSix5 was determined 
using immunoblot analysis.  For detection of NLS-dspAvr2-GFP in total protein 
extracts of particle bombarded Col-0 and 35S::dspAVR2 /35S::dspSIX5 leaves, a GFP 
antibody was used. However, no GFP tagged protein could be detected from either the 
bombarded Col-0 or 35S::dspAVR2 /35S::dspSIX5 leaves (data not shown). This might 
be due to the low transformation efficiency of the used method resulting in a limited 
production of NLS-dspAvr2-GFP protein. To assess whether the overall amount of 
dspAvr2 decreases following bombardment and/or production of dspSix5, an Avr2 
antibody was used that does detect both the GFP-tagged dspAvr2 and the dspAvr2 
protein produced by transgenic plants. Comparable levels of dspAvr2 were detected in 
both untreated and bombarded 35S::dspAVR2 /35S::dspSIX5 leafs (Fig. 5c), suggesting 
that dspAvr2 stability is not compromised in the presence of SIX5. This hypothesis is 
also supported by the former observation that dspAvr2-RFP accumulates in the presence 
of dspSix5 as red fluorescence was observed following co-expression of both genes in 
N. benthamiana (Fig. 1, lower panel). Hence the inability to detect of GFP-dspAvr2 in 
dspSIX5-expressing Arabidopsis by confocal microscopy is most likely not due to its  
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Fig. 6 Avr2/I-2 mediated hypersensitive response is delayed in SIX5 transgenic tomato. 
Tomato plants inoculated with PVX::dspAVR2 and PVX::dspAVR2R/ and photographed 21 dpi. 
(a) The upper panel pictures show PVX::dspAVR2R/H inoculated control plants that did not 
develop HR. The lower panel shows the systemic HR that developed in PVX::dspAVR2 
inoculated I-2 tomato. Note that growth of these plants was severely impaired. In dspSIX5/I-2 
plants HR is delayed and at this timepoint the plants are mildy stunted as compared to the i-2 
controls. (b) Immunoblot showing comparable amounts of dspAvr2R/H in PVX::dspAVR2R/H 

infected wild type and SIX5 tomato plants. Total protein extract were subjected to immunoblot 
analysis and probed with an Avr2 antibody. Ponceau staining shows equal protein loading of 
PVX::GFP or PVX::dspAVR2R/H inoculated tomato lines. 
 
degradation in the presence of dspSix5, but rather to its swift diffusion from the central 
bombarded cells to neighbouring cells resulting in a signal to low be detected by our 
microscopes.  
 
Initiation and development of I-2 mediated HR following systemic spread of 
PVX::dspAVR2 is delayed in SIX5 tomato  
In Arabidopsis, dspAvr2 was found to translocate to neighbouring plant cells in the 
presence of dspSix5. To assess whether dspSix5 has the same activity in tomato Six5-
mediated Avr2 translocation was studied in that plant. To monitor the presence of Avr2, 
we used the ability of the I-2 resistance protein to induce a hypersensitive response 
(HR) upon Avr2 perception (Houterman et al., 2009). A Potato Virus X (PVX)-based 
expression system was used to systemically express dspAVR2 in tomato plants. We 
reasoned that if dspSix5 alters the distribution pattern of dspAvr2, the pattern of 
necrotic cell death following spread of the virus in an I-2 containing plant would differ 
from that of a dspSIX5/I-2 plant. PVX::dspAVR2 was toothpick-agro-inoculated 
(Takken et al., 2000) on i-2 tomato plants (susceptible line C32), I-2 plants (resistant 
line) and three independent dspSIX5/I-2 tomato lines. The same genotypes were 
inoculated with the PVX::dspAVR2R/H construct that allow us to distinguish dspAVR2/I- 
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Fig. 7 Distribution of Avr2Δ37-GFP differs between wild type and 35S::dspSIX5 tomato 
following PVX::Avr2Δ37-GFP infection. (a) Representative photographs of PVX::Avr2Δ37-
GFP inoculated I-2 and 35S::dspSIX5/I-2 tomato leaves at 21dpi. In wild type I-2 tomato the 
green fluorescence of Avr2Δ37-GFP mostly localized in cells adjacent to vessels. In 
35S::dspSIX5/I-2 tomato leaves, Avr2Δ37-GFP fluorescence spread to larger distances from the 
vessels and was detected in a larger area. (b) The number of green-fluorescent tomato cells 
along the leaf vessels containing Avr2Δ37-GFP. Quantification was done in I-2 and 
35S::dspSIX5/I-2 tomato using imageJ. 15 slides were analyzed for each genotype, and an 
average number of 35.1±9.46 green fluorescent cells per view in I-2 tomato plants and 
96.3±20.87 per view in SIX5/I-2 tomato were recorded. ***P<0.001. 
 
2 mediated HR from disease symptoms caused by PVX infection (Houterman et al., 
2009). Consistent with the observations made by Houterman and co-workers, no HR 
was observed following PVX::dspAVR2R/H inoculation (Fig. 6a, upper panel, the left 
corner picture shows a close up view of the representative leaf). Also susceptible i-2 
tomato plants did not show any sign of HR or chlorosis upon inoculation with 
PVX::dspAVR2. However, in I-2 tomato plants systematic HR around the vasculature 
and at the leaf tips was detected 9 days past inoculation (dpi). Interestingly, HR onset 
was reduced in the dspSIX5/I-2 plants as compared to I-2 tomato; at 9 dpi necrosis 
developed on fully expanded leaf tips and along the main leaf vein of I-2 tomato, while 
at this time point no HR developed on dspSIX5/I-2 plants (data not shown). The growth 
of all five PVX::dspAVR2 inoculated tomato lines was unaffected and the plants had a 
similar sizes as PVX::dspAVR2R/H inoculated tomato lines. At 21 dpi PVX::dspAVR2 
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inoculated dspSIX5/I-2 plants were moderately stunted and slightly smaller than control 
plants (i-2) (Fig. 6a). In these dspSIX5/I-2 plants, a few necrotic spots emerged along 
the main leaf veins or close to the leaf tips in fully expanded leaves (Fig. 6a, the close 
up shows a representative leaf to show the necrosis). In contrast, at this time point 
massive necrosis had developed in PVX::AVR2 infected I-2 plants. These infected I-2 
plants were severely stunted and their leaves had turned yellow. Typically, around four 
weeks after inoculation all I-2 plants were dead. In contrast, although necrosis 
progressed and eventually necrotic sectors developed in all fully developed leaves, the 
dspSIX5/I-2 plants continued to grow (plants were monitored for 8 weeks after 
inoculation with PVX::dspAVR2).  
 
To test whether the observed differences in the onset and pattern of cell death is due to 
a) a reduced accumulation of dspAvr2 or b) an altered distribution of Avr2, an 
immunoblotting analysis was performed. As cell death prohibits a reliable protein 
extraction from PVX::dspAVR2 inoculated I-2 tomato lines, the accumulation of 
dspAvr2R/H was monitored. The rationale is that dspAvr2R/H has similar properties, and 
the same subcellular localisation, as dspAvr2 (Fig. 3). Comparable amounts of 
dspAvr2R/H were detected in all five PVX::dspAVR2R/H inoculated tomato lines (Fig. 
6b), which implies that the compromised HR in I-2/dspSIX5 tomato is not due to 
reduced accumulation of the dspAvr2 protein following PVX mediated expression, but 
rather to an altered distribution pattern.  
 
Six5 changes the distribution of Avr2 in tomato 
Since dspSIX5 compromised HR following PVX::dspAVR2 infection of I-2 tomato 
plants  whereas accumulation of dspAvr2 itself was unaffected, we examined the 
localization pattern of dspAvr2 in infected leaves of I-2 and dspSIX5/I-2 tomato. To 
monitor the presence and distribution of dspAvr2 following PVX inoculation, a GFP 
tagged dspAvr2 protein was used. Since PVX::dspAVR2-GFP is severely affected in its 
ability to induce I-2 mediated HR in tomato (data not shown), a trimmed Avr2 variant 
was used that lacks the first 37 amino acid of its N-terminus. This truncated Avr2Δ37 
protein elicits a faster and stronger I-2-mediated HR in N. benthamiana than dspAvr2 
(Ma et al., 2013). PVX::AVR2Δ37-GFP was introduced into 10-day-old I-2 and 
dspSIX5/I-2 tomato seedlings by agro-mediated toothpick inoculation. Necrosis 
developed 3-weeks-after inoculation with PVX::AVR2Δ37-GFP and as before, HR 
development in dspSIX5/I-2 tomato was delayed and reduced as compared to that in I-2 
tomato. Small necrotic spots were observed adjacent to the leaf main veins in fully 
expanded leaves and occasionally in the leaf tips of newly developing leaves of the Six5 
containing plants, while strong chlorosis and extensive necrosis was found along the 
major veins of all leaves of the I-2 tomato wild type (data not shown).  
 
To monitor the distribution of the GFP signal the second fully expanded leaf (counting 
from top) of inoculated I-2 or dspSIX5/I-2 tomato was harvested and subjected to 
confocal microscopy analysis. Leaves were harvested at 21-dpi before massive visible 
HR developed and green fluorescence, originating from the AVR2 Δ37-GFP protein, 
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was observed in nuclei from both I-2 and dspSIX5/I-2 tomato leaves (Fig. 7a). However, 
larger numbers of green fluorescent cells were observed in dspSIX5 expressing tomato 
as compared to wild type I-2 tomato (Fig. 7a). As shown in the merged green 
fluorescence / bright field images, there are distinct differences in the distribution of the 
green fluorescence between I-2 and dspSIX5/I-2 tomato plants (Fig. 7a). The Avr2Δ37-
GFP signal was mostly localized in cells that are in close vicinity of the leaf vessels in I-
2 plant, whereas not only larger numbers of cells emitting green fluorescence were 
observed in dspSIX5/I-2 tomato leaves, but these fluorescent cells were also found at 
larger distances from the veins. The number of cells along the leaf veins that express 
Avr2Δ37-GFP was quantified in I-2 and dspSIX5/I-2 tomato leaves, using an imageJ 
automated counting of single colour images (Jiang et al., 2015). Analysing 15 
slides/genotype resulted in an average number of green fluorescent cells in I-2 tomato 
plants of 35.1±9.46 per slide and in 96.3±20.87 green fluorescent cells per slide in 
SIX5/I-2 tomato, which is about 3 fold higher (Fig. 7b). This highly significant 
difference (p<0.001) shows that expression of dspSIX5 in tomato alters the distribution 
of Avr2. 
 
Discussion 
Avr2 and Six5 are both required for fungal virulence and for triggering I-2 mediated 
resistance in tomato (Ma et al., 2015). Here we show that Avr2 and Six5 interact at 
plasmodesmata. Their combined presence in a plant cell alters the physical properties of 
the cell allowing NLS-2xRFP and Avr2-GFP to translocate to neighbouring cells. 
Whereas these proteins are restricted to the transformed cells in the absence of Six5, 
they were found to translocate to neighbouring cells in the presence of the Six5 protein. 
The observation that NLS-2xRFP was detected in the nuclei of neighbouring cells 
shows that part of the cytoplasmically produced NLS-2xRFP protein pool is transported 
before the protein is translocated to the nucleus suggesting a rapid flux. Notably, when 
ER-mRFP encoding constructs were co-bombarded with dspAvr2-GFP into Six5 
expressing Arabidopsis leafs red fluorescence was observed only in the ER of the 
transformed cell and not in the neighbouring cells showing that it is the protein, and not 
the transcript, that is translocated in the presence of Six5 and Avr2.  
 
BiFC experiments show that upon overexpression of Avr2 and Six5 both proteins 
interact not only at plasmodesmata, but also in the cytosol. Occasionally, following co-
expression of Six5 and the dspAvr2R/H variant, which typically accumulates to higher 
levels (Houterman et al., 2009), also fluorescence complementation is observed in the 
nucleus. At lower expression levels however, fluorescence complementation is only 
observed at plasmodesmata. Together these suggest that the proteins alone do interact, 
an observation in line with their ability to interact in Y2H assays (Ma et al., 2015), but 
apparently their weak interaction is stabilised at plasmodesmata. The plasmodesmatal 
protein involved in this process, which actually might be the target manipulated by the 
effector pair, is unknown. Pull-down experiments and extensive Y2H screens did not 
reveal candidates (Ma et al., 2015). Also overexpression of PDLP1, which is the target 
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for the viral movement protein 2B of Grapevine fanleaf virus (Amari et al., 2010), did 
not result in enhanced Avr2-Six5 BiFC fluorescence at the plasmodesmata (data not 
shown) suggesting that this protein is not the effector target. The identity of the protein 
targeted by the effector pair therefor remains subject for future studies.  
Another interesting question is whether Six5 is co-translocated with Avr2 to the 
neighbouring cells. If Six5 would not be translocated than the Avr2-GFP protein is 
predicted to accumulate only in bombarded cells and its immediate neighbouring cells. 
Yet, the inability to detect a green fluorescent signal upon co-bombardment of SIX5 and 
NLS-dspAVR2-GFP in the neighbouring cells suggests that the green fluorescence of the 
Avr2-GFP protein is spread over multiple cell layers indicating that Six5 is co-
translocated allowing spread of the Avr2 protein. Notably, when NLS-2xRFP was co-
bombarded with AVR2 and SIX5 red fluorescence was observed only in the direct 
surrounding cells. This could imply that either Six5 is not translocated or that the 
nuclear uptake of NLR-2xRFP occurred before the protein transits. Unfortunately, 
experiments aimed at showing direct translocation of GFP-tagged Six5 were 
unsuccessful due to its poor accumulation. 
 
Following transient expression Avr2 alone is sufficient to trigger I-2-mediated 
signalling in N. benthamiana. Yet Six5 is required for I-2-mediated resistance in tomato 
(Ma et al., 2015). Our finding that Six5 facilitates cell-to-cell transport of Avr2 implies 
a mechanism in which Avr2 alone is not able to reach I-2 expressing cells whereas in 
the presence of Six5 it can, thereby triggering I-2 mediated resistance. In susceptible 
tomato plants Six5 mediated translocation of Avr2 is predicted to facilitate Fol infection 
by compromising immune responses in nearby cells. Support for the idea that the main 
function of Six5 is facilitating translocation of Avr2 is the observation that Six5 and 
Avr2 Fol knockout strains are equally impaired in their ability to cause disease (Ma et 
al., 2015). Furthermore, both knockout strains have a highly similar effect on the xylem 
sap proteome composition pointing to a largely overlapping activity of both effectors in 
the plant (Gawehns et al., 2015). Also the observation that expression of both effector 
genes is driven by a shared promoter region (Schmidt et al., 2013), and that they always 
occur as a gene-pair in Fol (Ma et al., 2015), suggests that Avr2 is the main client for 
Six5. If other effectors were also dependent on Six5 for their activity a stronger 
virulence defect for the SIX5 knockout than for the AVR2 knockout would be predicted 
concomitant with a distinct change in the xylem sap proteome of infected plants. To 
disprove the hypothesis that Avr2 is the sole client for Six5 additional studies, which 
fall outside the scope of this paper, are required. Whereas Six5 only appears to assist 
translocation of Avr2, the Avr2 protein has at least two distinct activities. Together with 
Six5 Avr2 manipulates plasmodesmata, but in addition Avr2 acts as a virulence factor 
for the fungus in susceptible plants (Houterman et al., 2009). Both these activities are 
conserved in the Avr2 variant from race 3 isolates. The Avr2R/H protein shows the same 
localisation pattern as the avirulent Avr2 effector that is recognised by I-2, which 
implies that I-2 likely directly detects the Avr2 protein rather than its virulence activity.  
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The induction of systemic HR in both I-2 and dspSIX5/I-2 tomato following 
PVX::AVR2 inoculation shows that I-2 is not compromised in its ability to mount an 
HR. However, the onset of the response was severely delayed in the dspSIX5/I-2 tomato 
as compared to wild type I-2 plants. Whereas the accumulation of Avr2 was unaffected, 
the protein distribution in the leaf altered. This delayed HR onset may have different 
causes. Possibly the virus can spread more efficiently due to the presence of Avr2 and 
Six5 resulting in lower titers, However, since we did not note obvious differences in the 
emergence of viral symptom development (mild mosaic symptoms in the youngest 
leaves) in PVX::AVR2R/H infected dspSIX5 plants we do not favour this explanation. 
Alternatively, the delayed HR onset can be explained by the assumption that in an I-2 
containing cell either the concentration of Avr2 or of an unknown plasmodesmatal 
diffusible “death signal”, should exceed a threshold before HR is initiated. Although we 
cannot exclude the latter option, the lack of a developmental phenotype in Six5/Avr2 
transgenic plants suggest that plasmodesmata retain, at least partly, their cargo 
specificity making it unlikley that they become transduce to this elusive signal. Hence, 
we favour the hypothesis in which in wild type tomato Avr2 is contained in PVX 
infected cells allowing it to reach the I-2 activation threshold earlier than in Six5 plants 
in which it can freely to neighbouring cells. This threshold hypothesis is supported by 
the observation that only relative high amounts of Avr2, e.g. following Agro-infiltration 
in N. benthamiana or upon PVX-based expression in I-2 tomato, result in an HR 
whereas no HR is observed in I-2 tomato following infection with an avirulent Fol 
strain (Houterman et al., 2009; Ma et al., 2015). 
 
When Fol infects tomato Avr2 and Six5 are both secreted into the xylem sap. As I-2-
mediated resistance requires an intracellular localisation of Avr2 the effector apparently 
enters host cells during the infection process. I-2 promoter GUS studies revealed that I-2 
is expressed in xylem-adjacent parenchyma cells and around the sites of lateral root 
formation. A Fol Six5 knockout overcomes I-2-mediated resistance, implying that the 
plant can no longer perceive Avr2. As Six5 is required for the plasmodesmata-mediated 
translocation of Avr2 to neighbouring cells, this suggests that Avr2 is taken up by 
infected endodermal root cells (van der Does et al., 2008) - which themselves are 
apparently unable to recognise Avr2 and mount immune responses – after which Six5 
assist translocation of Avr2 to I-2 containing cells. Such a mechanism would explain 
why loss of either Six5 or Avr2 compromises I-2-mediated immunity and why Avr2 
alone, is capable of inducing an I-2-mediated HR when produced heterologously inside 
host cells. 
 
To our knowledge, only viruses have been reported to specifically manipulate 
plasmodesmata. Viral movement proteins (MPs) enlarge the exclusion size of 
plasmodesmata allowing the virus to move from cell-to-cell (Wolf et al., 1989). There 
are two main strategies for viral movement through plasmodesmata: tubule-guided and 
non-tubule-guided movement (Schoelz et al., 2011). In the first case the MP 
dramatically restructures the plasmodesmata by removing the desmotubule and ER 
within plasmodesmata to expand the pore size. The plasmodesma is thereby converted 
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into a tubule that allows viral movement between plant cells. For the non-tubule-guided 
MPs, no major restructuring of plasmodesmata occurs, but the SEL is increased. 
Following MP-mediated modification of plasmodesmata the virus can be transported 
either as viral ribonucleoprotein complexes (vRNPs), vRNA, virions or a vDNA-
protein-complex (Schoelz et al., 2011). Since ER-bound RFP was not translocated to 
neighbouring cells in the presence of Avr2 and Six5, this shows that only the protein 
and not the mRNA can be translocated by the modified plasmodesmata. This finding 
suggests a mechanism distinct from that used by viruses in which protein/nucleic acid 
complexes are transported.  
 
Studies using fluorescently labeled effectors from Magnaporthe oryzea revealed that the 
PWL2 and BAS1 proteins are translocated from the cytosol of infected cells into un-
invaded neighbors (Khang et al., 2010). Effector translocation from infected cells to 
uninfected neighbours might be a generic property of plant pathogens and if so it would 
be interesting to investigate whether they also do this by manipulating plasmodesmata. 
To our knowledge no M. oryzea effectors have yet been confirmed to interact with the 
plasmodesmata, although BAS3 is a likely candidate (Mosquera et al., 2009). If other 
pathogens manipulate plasmodesmata they likely do so using Six5-Avr2 unrelated 
proteins, as Avr2 homologs have only been identified in Fol and in F. oxysporum f.sp. 
cepae (FOC) isolates (Sasaki et al., 2015) and for Six5 only a remote homolog could be 
identified in the legume-infecting F. oxysporum f.sp. Ciceris (Foc-38-1) strain 
(Williams et al., 2016). Since these F. oxysporum species do not carry both Avr2 and 
Six5, it would be interesting to investigate whether these genes form a gene-pair with 
another effector gene.  
 
In conclusion Six5 seems to function as a fungal movement protein allowing 
translocation of Avr2 to neighbouring cells. We speculate that spread of virulence factor 
Avr2 through root tissues facilitates the infection process, possibly by supressing 
immune responses or by enforcing compatibility. It will be interesting to investigate 
whether other plant pathogens have similar mechanism to allow effectors to spread to 
neighbouring cells.  
 
Materials and Methods 
Plant material 
The Arabidopsis Col0 and S. lycopersicum cv. C32 (susceptible i-2 tomato) (Kroon and 
Elgersma, 1993) and OT364 (resistant I-2 tomato) (Mes et al., 1999) were used for SIX5 
transformation. The Arabidopsis plants used in this study were grown in a growth 
chamber under short day conditions with 13 hours-dark and 11 hours-light at a 
temperature of 22 °C. Tomato plants used for PVX inoculation were grown in a 
climatized greenhouse at 25°C, 65% relative humidity and a 16 h photoperiod.  
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Plant transformation 
For in planta production of Six5, the entry vector pENTR207::dspSIX5 (Ma et al., 2015) 
was recombined into binary vector pGWB402 according to the Gateway protocol for 
LR recombination reaction (Invitrogen). The resulting vector was introduced by 
electroporation into Agrobacterium tumefaciens strain GV3101 (Berres et al., 1992) or 
EHA105 (Tang et al., 1996) for Arabidopsis or tomato transformation, respectively. 
Agrobacterium tumefaciens transformants were selected on Luria-Bertani mannitol 
(LBman) medium (10 g/L trypton, 5 g/L yeast extract, 2.5 g/L NaCl, 10 g/L mannitol 
and 15 g/L daishin agar) supplemented with 100mg/L spectinomycin and 25 mg/L 
rifampicin.  
 
Arabidopsis ecotype Columbia (Col-0) was transformed by the floral dipping method. 
First-generation transformants were selected on half strength Murashige-Skoog salts 
medium containing kanamycin, timentin and nystatin (40, 100 and 100 mg/L, 
respectively) and subsequently transferred to soil. In total, nine independent single 
insertion lines were selected according to segregation analysis on selective plates, and 
among these lines three homozygous T3 lines were selected and used for particle 
bombardment assays. Presence of the transgene was confirmed by PCR with primers 
FP872 (5’-GGGGACAAGTTTGTACAAAAAAAGCAGGCT-3’) and FP873 (5’-
GGGGACCACTTTGTACAAGAAAGCTGGGT-3’).  
 
S. lycopersicum cv. C32 and OT364 were transformed with pENTR207::dspSIX5 by 
agro-mediated transformation (Cortina & Culianez-Macia, 2004). Tomato seeds were 
sterilized by incubating them for 2 min in 70% ethanol and for 20 min in chlorix 
solution (75 mL chlorix, 225 mL sterilized Milli-Q water). Subsequently the seeds were 
rinsed thoroughly with sterilized Milli-Q water for five times. Surface-sterilized seeds 
were sown on Murashige and Skoog (MS) agar supplemented with 15 g/L sucrose. The 
seeds were incubated in the growth chamber with 16 hours light and 8 hours dark cycle 
at a temperature at 24 °C. After 10 days, the base and the tip of the cotyledons was 
removed, and the resulting explants were placed upside up on co-cultivation medium 
(MS agar supplemented with 30 g/L sucrose, 0.5 g/L 2-(N-morpholino) ethanesulfonic 
acid (MES) and 0.2 mM Acetosyringone, pH 5.8). The plates were incubated at 25°C in 
dark for 24 hours. The transgenic EHA105 A. tumefaciens carrying the construct of 
interest was grown in 50 ml LBman at 28°C overnight. The bacteria were harvested and 
resuspended in LM2 medium (4.4 g/L MS, 30 g/L sucrose, 0.5 g/L MES and 0.2 mM 
Acetosyringone, pH 5.8). The explants were subsequently incubated in this bacteria 
suspension for 1 min, dried with sterile filter paper and then placed on fresh co-
cultivation plates. After incubation in the dark for 48 hours at 25°C, the explants were 
transferred to selection plates (MS agar supplemented with 30 g/L sucrose, 0.5 g/L 
MES, 0.5 mg/L zeatin riboside, 0.5 mg/L indole-3-acetic acid, 250 mg/L carbenicilline, 
100 mg/L vancomycin, and 40 mg/L kanamycin, pH 5.8). The explants were transferred 
to fresh selection plates every two weeks until callus and shoots appeared. The 
regenerated shoots were harvested and transferred to root-inducing medium (MS agar 
supplemented with 15 g/L sucrose, 0.5 g/L MES, 4 g/L gelrite, 50 mg/L kanamycin, pH 
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5.8). Once roots developed, the plantlets were potted in soil and transferred to the 
greenhouse where they were grown under standard greenhouse with 70% relative 
humidity at 25°C. The presence of SIX5 in transgenic tomato plants was confirmed by 
PCR with primers FP872 and FP873, and on immune blot probed with a Six5 antibody 
(Ma et al., 2015). The ploidy level of SIX5 transgenic tomato plants were examined by 
counting the chloroplast numbers in leaf guard cells (Jacobs & Yoder, 1989). Out of 27 
regenerated tomato plants, 13 were diploid and contained the SIX5 transgene. Four 
independent homozygous single insertion lines were selected according to segregation 
of the SIX5 gene as confirmed with PCR (primer pair FP872/FP873). Three 
independent homozygous T3 lines were used in the PVX inoculation assay.  
 

Construction of double transformants 
35S::dspAVR2 plants were crossed to 35S::dspSIX5 Arabidopsis. F3 progeny 
homozygous for 35S::dspAVR2/35S::dspSIX5 were obtained by screening on 
kanamycin plates (40 mg/L kanamycin, 100 mg/L timentin and 100 mg/L nystatin) and 
by detection of AVR2 and SIX5 using primer pairs: FP2849 (5’-
GGACTGAATCACCGCATTTACGA-3’)/FP2848 (5’-ACTGATTGTGGCTGGACCT 
C-3’) and FP872/FP873. 
 

Vector construction 
To generate RFP and GFP tagged Avr2 and Six5 for subcellular localization studies, the 
entry vectors pENTR207::dspAVR2 (Houterman et al., 2009) and pENTR207::dspSIX5 
(Ma et al., 2015) were recombined into binary vectors pGWB454 and pGWB451 
(Nakagawa et al., 2007) according to the Gateway protocol for LR recombination 
reaction (Invitrogen). pGWB454 was used to construct NLS-2xRFP, a nuclear 
localization signal (NLS) was introduced into the forward primer FP5455 (5’-
AAAAGCAGGCTCCATGCTGCAGCCTAAGAAGAAGAGAAAGGTTGGAGGAG
TGATCAAGGGCGAGG-3’) and the NLS-RFP fragment was amplified together with 
reverse primer FP5456 (5’-AGAAAGCTGGGTCGCTTGTACAGCTCGTCCATG-3’). 
The fragment obtained with this primer set was used as template for a second round of 
PCR with primer set FP872/FP873. The resulted fragment contained the NLS and RFP 
coding sequences was recombined into binary vector pGWB454 by an LR 
recombination reaction.  
 

Protein extraction and western blotting 
Arabidopsis rosette and tomato leaves (the second leaf, counting from the top, was 
harvested nine days past PVX inoculation) were harvested and snap-frozen in liquid 
nitrogen. After homogenizing with TissueLyser (QIAGEN), plant material was thaw in 
Urea protein extraction buffer (9.5 M Urea, 100 Mm Tris pH 6.8, 2% SDS, 5 mM DTT) 
and incubated on ice for 15 min (200 µL tissue per 100 mg buffer). Extracts were 
centrifuged at 12000 g at 4 °C for 10 min, and the supernatant was passed through four 
layers of Miracloth to obtain a total protein extract. Total protein extracts (40 µL) were 
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mixed with Laemmli sample buffer and heated for 1 min at 98 °C. The samples were 
electrophoresed on 14% SDS-PAGE gels and blotted on PVDF membranes by semi-dry 
blotting. Blocking was performed with 5% skimmed milk powder and hybridization 
was done in the presence of 0.1% tween-20. Primary antibody anti-Avr2 (Ma et al., 
2015) was used at a 1:10000 dilution and the secondary Goat-anti-rabbit conjugated 
with horseradish peroxidase (Pierce, Rockford, IL, USA) was used at a 1: 2500 dilution. 
The presence of Avr2 protein was visualized by ECL using FUJIFILM Super RX-N 
(http://www.fujifilm.com/).  
 

Agro-mediated transient transformation of N. benthamiana leaves 
Agro-infiltration of N. benthamiana leaves was performed as described (Ma et al., 
2013). A. tumefaciens strain GV3101 carrying the construct of interest was infiltrated at 
an OD600 of 0.5. For BiFC, co-infiltration of A. tumefaciens strains containing the 
Avr2 and Six5 BiFC vectors (Ma et al., 2015) and the PDCB1-mCherry coding 
construct (Grangeon et al., 2013) were carried out an OD600 of 0.5 of each culture. The 
leaves were subjected to confocal microscopy 48 hours after infiltration. 
 

Particle bombardment 
Particle bombardment was performed according to (Levy et al., 2007) on five-week-old 
wild type, 35S::dspSIX5 and 35S::dspAVR2/35S::dspSIX5 Arabidopsis leaves. Gold 
particles (Bio-Rad) (1.0 µm) were coated with 25 µg of each plasmid. Fully expanded 
leaves placed bottom up on MS plates, were bombarded twice using a Bio-Rad PDS-
1000/He Biolistic particle delivery system. Accumulation and location of fluorescent 
protein was analysed 24 hours after bombardment by confocal microscopy.  
 

Confocal Microscopy 
Confocal microscopy was performed with an LSM510 (Zeiss, Germany). GFP and 
BiFC recombination were excited at 488 nm with an Ar-ion laser and emission was 
recorded at 505-530 nm. Excitation of RFP and mCherry was done at 543 nm with a 
HeNe laser and emission was captured with a 565-615 nm filter. To visualize callose, 
0.1% aniline blue was infiltrated using a needleless syringae into N. benthamiana leaves 
0.5 hour before analysis. The aniline blue fluorochrome was excited at 405-nm and 
emission was recorded at 385-470 nm. To monitor co-localization, multi labelling with 
GFP and RFP or BiFC, mCherry and aniline blue were imaged by sequential scanning.  
 

PVX-based systemic expression in tomato plants 
A. tumefaciens strain GV3101 containing the helper plasmid pSOUP and binary 
constructs PVX::dspAVR2, PVX::dspAVR2R/H or PVX::Avr2Δ37-GFP (Houterman et 
al., 2009) were used. Toothpick inoculation on tomato plants was performed as 
described previously (Takken et al., 2000). Ten-day-old tomato plants were used for 
inoculation. 
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Summary 

Upon colonization of tomato the vascular wilt fungus Fusarium oxysporum f.sp. lycopersici 
(Fol) secretes many putative effector proteins into the xylem sap. Among these, Six5 and 
Avr2, are two proteins encoded by two adjacent genes sharing a common promoter region. 
Deletion of either gene compromises fungal virulence, designating both proteins as genuine 
effectors. The observation that both knockout strains were able to breach I-2-mediated 
resistance in tomato indicates a cooperative function of the two encoded proteins. In 
agreement with this, Six5 and Avr2 have been shown to physically interact and together 
modify plasmodesmata allowing intercellular translocation of Avr2. In addition to assisting 
translocation of Avr2, it is unknown whether Six5 has additional roles in fungal virulence. 
Thus, SIX5 transgenic Arabidopsis plants were generated and their immune responses upon 
PAMP exposure were assessed. Moreover, their susceptibility was evaluated to various 
pathogens, including the fungal pathogen Fo5176, a strain of Fusarium oxysporum that 
infects Arabidopsis specifically. This strain carries neither AVR2 nor SIX5 allowing 
assessment of Six5 function in a pathosystem lacking these effectors. Although defence 
responses were reduced in Six5-producing Arabidopsis plants upon treatment with the 
bacterial elicitor flg22, susceptibility to Fusarium was not altered, except when the infecting 
strain carried AVR2. This implies that the main role of Six5 in fungal pathogenicity lies in 
facilitating Avr2 activity. Furthermore, the results show that production of Avr2 by the 
fungus does not enhance virulence unless Six5 is provided in trans.  
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Introduction 

Pathogenic microbes are constantly challenging plants. To protect themselves, plants have 
developed an innate immune system during evolution. The basal layer of plant immunity is 
referred to as pattern-triggered immunity (PTI). Following recognition of the conserved 
pathogen-associated molecular patterns (PAMPs) PTI is induced, which encompasses various 
defence responses such as oscillating Ca2+ fluxes, a burst in reactive oxygen species (ROS), 
callose depositions and the transcriptional induction of immunity genes (Zipfel, 2009; 
Newman et al., 2013; Zipfel, 2014; Bigeard et al., 2015; Stael et al., 2015). PTI effectively 
restricts most potential pathogens and prevents disease occurrence. To counteract this 
defence system, specialized pathogens deliver effectors into their hosts to disable key 
immune regulators (Stam et al., 2014; Cui et al., 2015; Selin et al., 2016). Hence, studies on 
effectors not only reveal essential virulence strategies of pathogens, but also provide a better 
understanding of the components involved in plant immunity. 
 
Fusarium (F.) oxysporum is a soil-borne xylem-colonizing fungal pathogen, causing vascular 
wilt disease (Michielse & Rep, 2009). F. oxysporum species is able to infect over hundred 
plant species although specific strains usually exhibit host specificity by infecting one or a 
few plant species only. Strains infecting the same host are grouped into the same forma 
specialis (f.sp.) (Armstrong & Armstrong, 1981; Pietro et al., 2003). Its wide host range as 
well as the economic impact of F. oxysporum makes it the fifth most important plant 
pathogenic fungus (Dean et al., 2012). F. oxysporum f.sp. lycopersici (Fol) causes tomato 
wilt disease following colonization of the xylem vessels of roots and shoots. Thus far, 
fourteen Fol derived Secreted In Xylem (SIX) proteins have been identified in the xylem sap 
of Fol-infected tomato plants (Houterman et al., 2007; Lievens et al., 2009; Schmidt et al., 
2013). Among these effectors, Six1 (Rep et al., 2004), Six3 (Avr2), Six4, Six6 and Six5 have 
been demonstrated to play a role in virulence (Rep et al., 2004; Houterman et al., 2008; 
Houterman et al., 2009; Gawehns et al., 2014a; Ma et al., 2015).  

 
Six5 was originally identified in the xylem sap of Fol-infected tomato plants as “unidentified 
protein 2” and has an molecular weight of about 12 kDa (Houterman et al., 2007). The SIX 
genes are distributed over Fol chromosome 14 and have their own promotor regions (Schmidt 
et al., 2013). SIX5, however, shares its 1609 bp promoter region with AVR2 (SIX3) and forms 
an exception to this rule (Schmidt et al., 2013). Clustering of fungal genes often implies a 
functional link between the gene products (Slot & Rokas, 2010). Indeed, it has been shown 
for Avr2 and Six5 that they are both together required to trigger I-2-mediated resistance in 
tomato (Ma et al., 2015). Deletion of either AVR2 or SIX5 compromises Fol pathogenicity on 
susceptible hosts and also allows the knockout strain to infect I-2-carrying tomato plants 
(Houterman et al., 2009). We previously reported that Six5 facilitates intercellular transport 
of Avr2 to neighbouring host cells. Single cell biolistic transformation of Arabidopsis 
epidermal cells shows that Avr2 only translocates to neighbouring cells in the presence of 
Six5 (Chapter 3). Based on this observation we proposed that Six5 might be involved in 
translocation of Avr2 to I-2 expressing tomato cells, allowing the plant to recognise the 
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cognate effector and induce immunity. This model might explain why Six5 is required to 
trigger I-2-mediated resistance in tomato (Ma et al., 2015). Besides involvement in 
translocation of Avr2, it is unknown whether Six5 has other functions in plants that are 
important for fungal pathogenicity. To test this hypothesis, SIX5 expressing transgenic 
Arabidopsis plants were employed. Arabidopsis is a host of F. oxysporum strain Fo5176. 
This strain carries neither AVR2 nor SIX5. A transgenic line of Fo5176 was created 
expresseing AVR2. This line allowed us to compare the involvement of Six5 in susceptibility 
to wild type Fo5176 and the AVR2 expressing transgenic strain, and to determine whether 
Six5 has Avr2 independent functions and vice versa, whether Avr2 affects fungal 
pathogenicity in a Six5 independent manner.  
 
Here we report that defence responses such as the production of reactive oxygen species 
(ROS) and callose formation are reduced in transgenic Arabidopsis plants that express 
dspSIX5 (dsp – deleted signal peptide) upon treatment of the bacterial elicitor flg22. 
Susceptibility of dspSIX5 transgenic plants to the bacterial pathogen Pseudomonas syringae 
and to the fungal pathogens Verticillium dahlia and Fo5176 was unaffected. However, when 
AVR2 was heterologous expressed in Fo5176, the transgenic strain became hyper-virulent on 
dspSIX5 plants, but not on the wild type Arabidopsis plants. Thus, although Six5 alone does 
not alter the susceptibility of the plants to F. oxysporum, it does alter the susceptibility when 
Fo5176 carries AVR2, suggesting a facilitating role of the Avr2 function. In addition, these 
data show that transgenic fungal-produced Avr2 does not enhance virulence on Arabidopsis 
plants unless Six5 is present.  
 

Results 
Expression of dspSIX5 in Arabidopsis Col-0 plants has no obvious effects on plant 
growth and development 

Six5 is required for full virulence of F. oxysporum on tomato (Ma et al., 2015), but its mode 
of action is not yet understood. To test whether Six5 alone suffices to induce a discernible 
phenotype, which would suggest the presence of a Six5-specific effector target in 
Arabidopsis, stable transgenic plants were used that produce Fol Six5 (Chapter 3). The 
generated dspSIX5 plants express the transgene driven by the constitutive Cauliflower Mosaic 
Virus (CaMV) 35S promoter. Since the protein is predicted to act in the cytosol of host cells, 
a construct was used in which the signal peptide-encoding sequence is removed (dsp), 
preventing secretion of the effector to the apoplast. Three independent homozygous lines 
containing a single copy insertion (dspSIX5-2, dspSIX5-4, dspSIX5-7) were selected, and the 
expression of dspSIX5 was confirmed by RT-PCR (Fig. 1). RNA isolated from ten-day-old 
seedlings, treated with DNase to remove all contaminating DNA, was employed as template 
for cDNA synthesis. To detect SIX5 transcripts a PCR was carried out using SIX5-specific 
primers. Amplification of Arabidopsis ACTIN gene was used as a positive control for cDNA 
synthesis. Negative control by using DNase treated RNA as template was also included, 
indicating the successful degradation of all contaminating genomic DNA. Western blot 
analysis to detect the Six5 protein in total protein lysates using a Six5-specific antibody (Ma 
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et al., 2015) was unsuccessful (data not shown), despite the fact that SIX5 transcripts were 
readily detected. When grown under standard short-day conditions in a climate chamber the 
phenotypes of dspSIX5 transgenic lines were indistinguishable from that of wild type Col-0, 
while the seed germination was identical to that of wild type plants and no macroscopically 
visible aberrations were apparent (Fig. 2a, b). To further investigate whether expression of 
dspSIX5 alters Arabidopsis growth or development, the rosette size was quantified using 
ImageJ Measure Rosette Area Tool 
(http://dev.mri.cnrs.fr/projects/imagejmacros/wiki/Measure_Rosette_Area_Tool). The leaf 
areas were measured at 28 days after seed germination. No difference in the rosette sizes 
were observed between dspSIX5 transgenic and wild type Arabidopsis plants (Fig. 2c). 
 

Stable expression of dspSIX5 results in reduced flg22 responses in Arabidopsis 

To test whether Six5 has the capacity to suppress plant defence responses, we examined 
PAMP-induced defence outputs in the dspSIX5 transgenic Arabidopsis lines. Thereto, we 
determined the production of reactive oxygen species (ROS), an early immune response of 
plants to PAMPs, by treating plant leaf discs with flg22. Flg22 is a peptide derived from the 
bacterial PAMP flagellin and encompasses the epitope recognised by the Arabidopsis 
receptor protein Flagellin Sensing 2 (FLS2) (Nicaise et al., 2009). ROS production in all 
three tested 35S::dspSIX5 lines was significantly attenuated by 30%-65% as compared to 
wild type Col-0 plants upon treatment with the flg22 peptide (Fig. 3). Next we tested whether 
the presence of dspSIX5 also interferes with late PTI responses. Deposition of the ß-glucan 
callose is a hallmark of PTI and is generally observed 24 hours after exposure to flg22 
(Gómez-Gómez et al., 1999). Staining with aniline blue revealed a strong increase in callose 
deposition in wild type Col-0 plants after treated for 24 hours with flg22. In contrast, all three 
dspSIX5 expressing transgenic lines showed a markedly reduced callose deposition (Fig. 4a). 
Further quantification revealed an at least two-fold reduction in callose deposition compared 
to that is in wild type Col-0 (Fig. 4b). In summary, dspSIX5 expressing transgenic 
Arabidopsis plants are impaired both in early and late flg22-induced PTI responses. This 
finding suggests that a putative virulence target of Six5 is present in Arabidopsis and Six5 
has an activity in the plant independent of Avr2.  

 

Susceptibility to bacterial and fungal pathogens is unaltered in SIX5 expressing 
Arabidopsis plants 

To investigate whether the presence of Six5 alters the susceptibility of Arabidopsis to 
different pathogens, we performed infection assays with the bacterium Pseudomonas 
syringae, the fungi Verticillium dahliae and F. oxysporum strain Fo5176. Five-week-old wild 
type Arabidopsis Col-0 and three independent dspSIX5 transgenic lines were inoculated with 
P. syringae pathovar tomato (Pst) DC3000. Inoculation was carried out by syringe infiltration 
of leaves and the bacterial titer was measured at day 0, day 1 and day 2 post inoculation (dpi). 
During this time course the bacterial growth did not significantly differ (student T-test, 
P>0.05) between the wild type plants and the dspSIX5 transgenic lines (Fig. 5). Apparently,  
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Fig. 1 SIX5 expression analysis of dspSIX5 transgenic Arabidopsis plants. Ethidium-bromide 
stained agarose gel showing reverse transcriptase PCR (RT-PCR) products synthesized on RNA 
isolated from leaves of 10-day-old wild type Col-0 plants and three independent 35S::dspSIX5 
transgenic homozygous lines. The top panel shows expression of SIX5 in the transgenic lines. The 
middle panel shows the expression of ACTIN and acts as positive control for cDNA synthesis. The 
bottom panel shows that DNase treatment of total RNA successfully degraded the genomic DNA as 
no amplification product is obtained in a PCR using actin primers.  

	

  

Fig. 2 Expression of SIX5 in Arabidopsis does not result in phenotypic changes. (a) Germination 
of 35S::dspSIX5 and wild type Arabidopsis seedlings photographed at 1 day and 2 days after 
imbibition of the seeds on wet filter paper. No differences were observed neither in the timing nor in 
the percentage of germination between wild type and transgenic lines. (b) Representative pictures 
showing four-week-old Col-0 and SIX5 transgenic Arabidopsis plants grown under short day 
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conditions. No apparent phenotypic changes in e.g. plant size, leaf morphology or color was apparent 
in SIX5 lines. (c) Rosette sizes of four-week-old wild type Col-0 and 35S::dspSIX5 transgenic 
Arabidopsis lines quantified using image J. Ten plants/line were analyzed and no significant 
differences were observed using a student T-test. Error bars are standard deviation. 
 
the susceptibility of the dspSIX5 expressing Arabidopsis plants to this virulent bacterial 
pathogen was not affected compared to that is in the non-transgenic plants.  
 
To assess whether Six5 affects the susceptibility of Arabidopsis to xylem colonizing fungal 
pathogens, bioassays with V. dahliae were performed. Fourteen-day-old seedlings of wild 
type Col-0 and the three independent dspSIX5 expressing Arabidopsis lines were inoculated 
with V. dahliae by dipping their roots into a fungal spore suspension. It shows that the extent 
of disease symptom development on wild type plants hardly differs, if at all, from that on 
transgenic plants (Fig. 6a). To quantify this apparent lack of difference in disease symptoms 
development, a disease index (Yadeta et al., 2011; Gawehns et al., 2014b) was given at 21 
dpi (Fig. 6b). All three dspSIX5 transgenic lines showed similar disease symptoms to infected 
Col-0 plants and no significant differences (Mann-Whitney U test, P>0.05) were observed in 
the disease categories. To determine the extent of fungal colonization, the fungal biomass 
was measured in infected wild type Col-0 and the dspSIX5 transgenic plants at 21 dpi. 
Quantification was conducted using quantitative real-time PCR using fungal specific ITS-
primers. The amounts of fungal DNA were normalized to the amounts of plant DNA in each 
sample (Ellendorff et al., 2009). Determination of the fungal biomass revealed no significant 
difference in V. dahliae colonization (Mann-Whitney U test, P>0.05) in inoculated dspSIX5-2, 
dspSIX5-4, dspSIX5-7 plants as compared to infected Col-0 plants (Fig. 6c).  
 
F. oxysporum strain Fo5176 is pathogenic on Arabidopsis, but does not carry homologs of 
SIX5 or AVR2 (Thatcher et al., 2012). To investigate whether in planta expression of dspSIX5 
affects pathogenicity of Fo5176, fourteen-day-old plantlets of Col-0 and the three dspSIX5 
transgenic lines were inoculated by dipping the roots into a Fo5176 spore suspension. At 10 
dpi disease symptoms were clearly visible on both wild type plants and the three transgenic 
lines (Fig. 7a). Disease index was scored on a scale from 0 to 5, in which 0 means no disease 
symptoms and 5 indicates dead plants (Gawehns et al., 2014b). Per line twenty plants were 
used in the bioassay and three biological repeats were performed. Scoring of disease 
symptoms revealed no significant differences (Mann-Whitney U test) between Col-0 and the 
dspSIX5 expressing transgenic lines upon inoculation with Fo5176 (Fig. 7b). In summary, 
expression of dspSIX5 does not alter susceptibility of Arabidopsis to P. syringae, nor does it 
contribute to susceptibility to the wilt disease causing fungal pathogens V. dahliae and F. 
oxysporum.  
 

Six5 enhances pathogenicity of a Fo5176 strain expressing AVR2  

Six5 and Avr2 are together required to trigger I-2-mediated resistance in tomato, and together 
they interact and manipulate plasmodesmata (Chapter 3). Thus, it is conceivable that a 
potential virulence contribution of Six5 is only detectable in the presence of Avr2. To test  
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Fig. 3 Flg22 induced reactive oxygen species (ROS) accumulation in Arabidopsis. Leaf discs of 
five-week-old wild type Col-0 and the three 35S::dspSIX5 transgenic Arabidopsis plants were treated 
with water (mock) or with a 100nM flg22 peptide solution. ROS was quantified by measuring the 
amount of relative light units (RLUs) emitted over time using a luminol-chemiluminescence assay. 
The RLU luminescence for each sample over 40 min is depicted and error bars indicate standard 
deviation of eight leaf disks taken from three plants/line. Three biological replicates were performed 
with similar results. The result of one of the replicas is shown. Significant differences were analysed 
using a student T-test. Error bars are standard deviation. **P<0.01 

 
Fig. 4 Flg22-induced callose formation in Arabidopsis. Reduced callose deposition in SIX5 
transgenic Arabidopsis lines was observed following flg22 treatment. Wild type and transgenic lines 
were treated with either water or 100 nM flg22. Callose deposits were stained with aniline blue 24 
hour past flg22 treatment, and subsequently photographed. (a) Representative images showing callose 
depositions (indicated by arrow heads) in mock and flg22 treated leaves. (b) Quantification of callose 
deposits was done by ImageJ and each data point represents the mean of ten pictures from each line (5 
plants/line). Significant differences were tested using a student T-test. Error bars indicate standard 
deviation. ***P<0.001 
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Fig. 5 SIX5 does not affect growth of P. syringae DC3000 in Arabidopsis. P. syringae strain 
DC3000 was infiltrated into leaves of five-week-old wild type Col-0 and three independent 
35S::dspSIX5 transgenic Arabidopsis lines. Bacterial titers were measured at the indicated time points 
(three leaf disks were pooled for each plant and error bars indicate standard deviation of four 
plants/line). Three biological replicates were performed and representative data from one experiment 
is shown. 

 
Fig. 6 SIX5 expression does not affect susceptibility of Arabidopsis to V. dahliae. V. dahliae 
bioassay on 14-day-old wild type Col-0 and three independent 35S::dspSIX5 transgenic Arabidopsis 
lines. (a) Representative photographs showing disease symptoms of V. dahliae inoculated plants 21 
days after treatment with water (mock, upper panel) or with fungal spores (lower panel). (b) Disease 
index was scored 21 dpi after V. dahliae inoculation. Bars indicate standard deviation of 20 
plants/line. No significant differences were observed using Mann-Whitney U test. (c) Fungal biomass 
determined by quantitative real-time PCR (relative quantities) in inoculated wild type Arabidopsis 
Col-0 and transgenic lines. Bars represent Verticillium ITS transcript levels relative to Arabidopsis 
transcript levels (AtActin primer pair was used for equilibration) in a sample of three pooled plants. 
No significant differences were observed using a student T-test. 
 
this hypothesis, strain Fo5176 was engineered to express Fol AVR2 under the control of the 
Fo5176-SIX1 promoter. SIX1 is present in the genome of both Fol and Fo5176 (Thatcher et 
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al., 2012) and is highly expressed during colonization of their respective hosts tomato and 
Arabidopsis (van der Does et al., 2008; Zhu et al., 2013). To confirm accumulation of the 
Avr2 protein following plant infection, the effector was equipped with a HA-BLRP tag (Lo 
Presti et al., 2017). Western blot analysis showed that the Avr2-HA-BLRP protein could 
readily be detected upon infection of wild type Arabidopsis using the transgenic strain. In 
plants inoculated with Fo5176 strains expressing the unrelated, HA-BLRP-tagged effector 
Six9, no Avr2 protein could be detected (Fig. 8). Subsequently fourteen-day-old wild type 
Col-0 and dspSIX5-2, dspSIX5-4 and dspSIX5-7 plants were root-inoculated with either wild 
type Fo5176 or the transgenic, AVR2 expressing strain. In agreement with the Fo5176 
bioassays described above (Fig. 7), both the wild type Col-0 and the dspSIX5 transgenic lines 
were equally diseased when inoculated with wild type Fo5176, confirming that Six5 does not 
contribute to the pathogenicity of Fo5176 (Fig. 9). However, when dspSIX5 transgenic plants 
were inoculated with AVR2 expressing Fo5176, enhanced disease symptoms were observed 
at 7dpi (Fig. 9a). This increase in symptom development was significant (Mann-Whitney U 
test, P<0.001) in at least two out of the three dspSIX5 transgenic lines (dspSIX5-4 and 
dspSIX5-7) in all three independent biological replicas. In two bioassays also symptom 
development was analysed at a later time point (10 dpi). Unexpectedly, identical disease 
symptoms were found in all lines independent of the presence of dspSix5 (Fig. 9b). These 
data show that Six5 can enhance F. oxysporum disease symptom development in Arabidopsis, 
at least during early stages of infection, but only in the presence of Avr2.  
 

Discussion 
We here show that expression of dspSIX5 in Arabidopsis reduces flg22 responsiveness, as 
SIX5 transgenic plants were compromised in both ROS production (Fig. 3) and callose 
deposition (Fig. 4). Although the reduction in ROS production in dspSIX5 transgenic lines 
upon flg22 treatment was significant and observed consistently, this response was relatively 
minor. The effect of flg22 treatment on callose deposition, however, was much more 
pronounced.  
 
The observation that the responses are triggered in the absence of Avr2 shows that Six5 has 
an autonomous role in modulating plant immune reactions. As Six5 originates from a tomato 
infecting Fo strain, the immune suppressive effect in Arabidopsis suggests that this effector 
targets a factor that is evolutionary conserved between both species. The nature of this factor 
is unkown, but as ROS production and callose deposition are typical early and late PTI 
responses, Six5 may target PTI signalling (Nühse et al., 2007; Ranf et al., 2011; Bigeard et 
al., 2015). On the nature of this putative target one could speculate. The leucine-rich repeat 
(LRR)-receptor kinase FLS2 is unlikely to be a Six5 target. If it was, one would expect an 
increased susceptiblity to bacterial pathogens such as P. syringae. However, this was not 
observed (Fig. 5). Also the FLS2 co-receptor BRI1-Associated receptor Kinase 1 (BAK1) is 
unlikely to be the target of Six5 as interfering with BAK1 activity typically results in a 
developmental, semi-dwarf phenotype (Chinchilla et al., 2007) and no such phenotype was 
observed neither (Fig 2). Excluding these candidates as putative Six5 targets points to 
signalling components downstream of PRRs as putative candidates. Upon flg22 perception  
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Fig. 7 SIX5 expression does not affect susceptibility to Fo5176 in Arabidopsis. A F. oxysporum 
bioassay on 14-day-old wild type Col-0 and three independent 35S::dspSIX5 transgenic Arabidopsis 
lines was performed. (a) Representative photographs showing disease development of mock 
inoculated (upper panel) and Fo5176-inoculated (lower panel) plants 10 days post inoculation (dpi). 
(b) Disease index scored at 10 dpi after Fo5176 inoculation. No significant differences were observed 
using Mann-Whitney U test. Bars indicate standard deviation of 20 plants/line. Three biological 
replicates were performed.  

 
Fig. 8 Avr2 protein accumulation in pSix1-AVR2-HA-BLRP transgenic Fo5176 strains. Four 
independent Fo5176 transformants carrying the pSix1-AVR2-HA-BLRP construct were used to 
inoculate 7-day-old Arabidopsis Col-0 seedlings. Two pSix1-SIX9-HA-BLRP transgenic Fo5176 
strains were included as control. Total protein was isolated from seedlings three days after 
inoculation, and specific Avr2 and Six9 bands were shown by western blot using α-HA antibodies. 
Coomassie Brilliant Blue staining is used to show equal amount protein loading.  
 
the FLS2-BAK1 complex phosphorylates the Botrytis-Induced Kinase1 (BIK1). Activated 
BIK1 directly phosphorylates and thereby activates the NADPH oxidase respiratory burst 
oxidase homologue protein D (RBOHD), which is responsible for the ROS burst following 
PAMP perception (Gómez-Gómez & Boller, 2002; Kadota et al., 2014; Li et al., 2014). 
 
Besides direct activation of RBOHD by BIK1, the protein can also indirectly be activated by 
BIK1 in a Ca2+-dependent manner (Ranf et al., 2011; Li et al., 2014; Kadota et al., 2015; 
Monaghan et al., 2015). In the latter situation also Cyclin-Dependent Protein Kinases 
(CDPKs) are activated that regulate transcription factors controling callose deposition (Meng 
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& Zhang, 2013). It is tempting to speculate that Six5 might interfere with PTI signalling by 
targeting BIK1, and thereby impairing the RBOHD-mediated ROS burst and CDPKs-
controlled callose deposition. Such a scenario mimics that of the Xanthomonas campestris 
pathovar campestris (Xcc) effector AvrAC, which inhibits host immunity by targeting 
Arabidopsis BIK1 (Feng et al., 2012). Xcc AvrAC functions as an uridylyl transferase, and 
by reducing BIK1 kinase activity it completely abolishes flg22-induced ROS formation when 
heterologously expressed in plants. This phenotype resembles that of Six5, which is in 
support of our hypothesis. To show that BIK1 is indeed a target for Six5, one could test 
whether Six5 and BIK1 interact, and if so whether Six5 impairs flg22-induced BIK1 
phosphorylation. A caveat of this model is that interference of BIK1 by Six5 is predicted to 
result in hyper-susceptibility to infection by pathogenic microbes and a semi-dwarf 
phenotype (Veronese et al., 2006). However, the susceptibility of transgenic dspSix5 plants 
was indistinguishable from that of wild type plants following inoculation with Pst DC3000, 
V. dahliae and Fo5176, and the plants did not show a dwarfing phenotype, which is 
inconsistent with the predictions of this model. 
 
An alternative explanation is that Six5 does not affect PTI signalling itself, but compromises 
only specific PTI outputs. The strongest phenotypic effect of Six5 was observed on callose 
deposition following fls22 treatment. Callose is a polysaccharide, consisting mostly of β-1,3-
glucan with some β-1,6-branches, which is produced by callose synthases and is degraded by 
β-1,3-glucanases. Callose can be found in the cell walls of higher plants in which it plays 
important roles during biotic and abiotic stresses (Chen & Kim, 2009). Hence, it is 
imaginable that Six5 specifically targets a process that controls callose turnover and 
interferes in this way with callose deposition following flg22 treatment (Fig. 4). In line with 
this hypothesis is the notion that callose not only is used to fortify cell walls but also is 
deposited at plasmodesmata (PD) to regulate the cell-to-cell movement of molecules by 
controlling the size exclusion limit (SEL) of PD. In β-1,3-glucanase deficient mutants the 
SEL of PD is reduced, while in plants overexpressing the glucanase gene the SEL of PD is 
enhanced (Iglesias & Jr, 2000; Bucher et al., 2001). As shown in Chapter 3, Six5 and Avr2 
together enhance the SEL of PD allowing the translocation of Avr2 to neighbouring cells. 
Together these data are consistent with a model in which Six5 inhibits either callose synthase 
or stimulates the activity of β-1,3-glucanase. Biochemical assays using purified callose 
synthase or β-1,3-glucanase enzymes in the absence and presence of Six5 could be carried 
out to test this hypothesis. Alternatively, the amount of callose in PD of dspSIX5 transgenic 
Arabidopsis plants could be determined and compared to that in wild type plants. If a 
significant difference were observed in the amount of callose between the lines, this would 
support the hypothesis and provide a mechanistic explanation on how Six5 facilitates 
translocation of Avr2.   
  
The observed reduction in ROS production (Fig. 3) and callose deposition (Fig. 4) in dspSIX5 
transgenic Arabidopsis following flg22 treatment shows that there is biological active Six5 
present in the plant. Yet, attempts to detect Six5 in the transgenic Arabidopsis lines using 
immune blots probed with Six5-specific antibodies (Ma et al., 2015), were unsuccessful (data 
not shown). This is unfortunate as it could provide an explanation for the differences 
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observed between the independent transgenic lines. As these antibodies have been used 
successfully before and shown to be sensitive and specific for Six5 (Ma et al., 2015), our 
negative result suggests a relatively low level of Six5 accumulation in the transgenic plants.  
The reason for the low level of protein abundance is not known. The gene is expressed from 
the strong and constitutive 35S promoter and the transcript could be readily detected using 
RT-PCR, suggesting proper expression. Possibly, the protein has a high turnover, but 
treatment of the plants with the protease inhibitor (MG324) did not result in detectable 
amounts of protein (unpublished data) arguing against this option. Possibly the translatability 
of the heterologous dspSIX5 construct is poor, which could be improved by optimizing the 
codon usage to that preferred by plants (Gustafsson et al., 2004)  
 
No difference in disease index between wild type Arabidopsis inoculated with either wild 
type Fo5176 or a transgenic strain expressing Fol-AVR2 was observed, showing that 
expression of AVR2 by the fungus does not enhance its virulence. Likewise, when either wild 
type or dspSIX5 Arabidopsis plants were infected with wild type Fo5176, no differences 
between the lines were discernable, indicating that Six5 alone does not affect susceptibility 
either. Therefore, it was exciting to observe that the Fol-AVR2 expressing Fo5176 strain 
became hyper-virulent on dspSIX5 plants, at least at 7 dpi. So, when Avr2 is provided by the 
fungus and Six5 by the plant, this results in enhanced disease symptom development, 
suggesting that both effectors can only effectively enhance fungal virulence when the two are 
present together. A possible mechanistic explanation for this cooperative function is that Six5 
mediates translocation of Avr2 to neighbouring plant cells (Chapter 3 and above). Such 
translocation would allow the latter to exert its PTI suppressing activity in these cells. Also, 
the observation that the presence of Six5 only enhanced pathogenicity of the AVR2 Fo5176 
strain during early stages of infection (Fig. 9) is in agreement with a role of Six5 in assisting 
spread of Avr2 in the host. At later stages of infection, the fungus no longer requires the 
presence of Six5 as Avr2 is ubiquitously present in the root and can directly be taken up by 
the host cells and does not need to diffuse via plasmodesmata (Di et al., 2016). In the tomato 
infecting Fo strain deletion of either effector gene compromises fungal virulence during all 
stages of infection. This difference might be due to the different setup of the experiments. In 
the Arabidopsis bioassays the plant constitutively produces the Six5 effector protein, while in 
tomato the protein is produced by the fungus.   
 
In conclusion, although Six5 alone affects PTI responses such as callose accumulation, its 
main function appears to be to assist Avr2 function as dspSIX5 transgenic plants do not show 
increased susceptibility to any of the pathogens tested. Only when both effectors are 
simultaneously present Fo5176 became hyper-virulent. The AVR2 Fo5176 strain only 
became hyper-virulent when the SIX5 gene was expressed in Arabidopsis. Hence, it will be 
interesting in future studies to express simultaneously both heterologous effector genes in 
Fo5176 and assess its pathogenicity on Arabidopsis. Alternatively, AVR2 and SIX5/AVR2 
transgenic plants could be inoculated with the wild type fungus to further unravel the 
molecular mechanisms underlying the combined activity of these effectors.  
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Fig. 9 SIX5 expression increases susceptibility of Arabidopsis to an AVR2 expressing Fo5176 
strains during early stages of infection. Wild type Fo5176 and an AVR2 expressing transgenic strain 
were inoculated on 14-day-old Col-0 and three independent 35S::dspSIX5 transgenic Arabidopsis. (a) 
Disease index scored at 7 dpi and (b) 10 dpi. Increases of disease development in AVR2 transgenic 
Fo5176 inoculated dspSIX5-expressing Arabidopsis lines were recorded in comparison with wild type 
Arabidopsis as control at 7 dpi (the increase is significant in line dspSIX5-4 and dspSIX5-7). Error 
bars indicate standard deviation of 20 plants/line. Two biological replicates were performed and 
resulted similar results. Significant differences were analyzed using Mann-Whitney U test. 
***P<0.001 
 

Material and methods 
Plant material and fungal and bacterial strains 
Wild type Arabidopsis thaliana ecotype Col-0 and 35S::dspSIX5 transgenic Arabidopsis 
plants (Chapter 3) were used in disease assays with Fusarium oxysporum Fo5176 (Thatcher 
et al., 2012), V. dahliae JR2 (provided by B. Thomma, WUR, Wageningen, The Netherlands) 
(Negahi et al., 2013) and P. syringae pv. Tomato DC3000 (Whalen et al., 1991). 
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Generation of FolAVR2 expressing Fo5176 
The coding sequence of Avr2 including the secretory leader signal was amplified from cDNA 
generated from Fol007 (using primer pair TCAGGCGCGCCATGCG 
TTTCCTTCTGCTTATAGC / TAAGGCGCGCCCATCCTCTGAGATAGTAAG 
ATAG) and inserted into the AscI site in the binary vector pRW2h-Six1p-HB. The pRW2h-
Six1p-HB vector was constructed by adding the HA-BLRP sequence (obtained as double 
stranded oligo TTCTTGTCTAGAGGCGCGCCTACCCATAT 
GACGTTCCAGATTACGCAGGACTTAATGACATCTTTGAGGCACAAAAGATCGAA
TGGCATGAGTAAAGATCTGTTGTT) into the XbaI and BglII sites of pRW2h (van der 
Does et al., 2016), and replacing the FEM1 promoter by the 1 kb upstream sequence of the 
Fo5176 SIX1 (amplified using the primer pair 
TTCTTGAAGCTTCGCGGCAATTCCTCTTGGAACATCG and TAAGAATCTA 
GATTTGTCGAAAGCTCAAAATCC) using the HindIII and XbaI sites. In the resulting 
plasmid AVR2 was fused in frame to the C-terminal HA-BLRP tag. This construct was 
transformed into Fo5176 by Agrobacterium-mediated transformation (Rep et al., 2004). 
Presence of the tagged protein in hygromycin resistant transformants were confirmed by 
Western blot.  
 

Western blot detection of Avr2 in Fo5176 inoculated Arabidopsis seedlings 
Arabidopsis Col seedlings were grown for seven days on agar plates containing half-strength 
MS medium and 1% sucrose, then transferred to liquid half strength MS medium without 
sucrose. Spores of Fo5176 transgenic strains were added to the seedlings at a concentration 
of 105/ml. Total protein was isolated from 5 seedlings 3 days after inoculation, by grinding 
them in liquid nitrogen, dissolving the tissue in 150 µl 50 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.2, 2% SDS, 2 
mM DTT and 1x Roche protease inhibitor cocktail and using 10 µl of the supernatant for 
Western blot analysis. Tagged proteins were detected by using monoclonal a-HA antibodies 
(Roche) at 1:5000 dilution in TBS. 

 

RNA isolation and RT-PCR 
Leaf material from ten-day-old non-infected Arabidopsis seedlings was collected and grinded 
in liquid nitrogen. Total RNA was extracted using TRIzol LS reagent (Invitrogen, Life 
Technologies, Grand Island, NY, U.S.A.) and DNA was removed by on-column RNase-free 
DNase (Qiagen) treatment. cDNA synthesis was performed with M-MulV reverse-
transcriptase RNase H minus kit (Fermentas, Thermo Scientific, Pittsburgh PA, U.S.A.). 
Primer pair FP872 (GGGGACAAGTT 
TGTACAAAAAAAGCAGGCT)/ FP873 (GGGGACCACTTTGTACAAGAAA G 
CTGGGT) was used to amplify SIX5 from cDNA. Arabidopsis actin primer pair FP3147 
(GAGCTGTGTTTCCTAGTATTGTGGG)/FP3148 (5’-CAAGATCAAGA 
CGTAGGATAGCATG) was used as internal control for RT-PCR quality. As negative 
control DNase treated RNA was used in a PCR using the actin primer pair.  
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Quantification of flg22-elicited ROS 
Arabidopsis leaf discs (5mm diameter) were collected and floated overnight on 200 µL sterile 
MQ water in a 96-well plate (one leaf disc per well). Three technical replicates were 
performed for each sample. Before assaying the water was replaced with 100 µL reaction 
solution (luminol 34 µg/mL and horseradish peroxidase (HRP) 20 µg/mL) supplemented with 
100 nM flg22 (flg22 treatment) or without flg22 (mock). Luminescence from individual leaf 
discs was measured in a plate reader for 40 min immediately after addition of reaction 
solution. Two or three leaf disks/plant were used and 3 plants/line were sampled such that of 
each line 8 disks were measured. The results were displayed as the sum of photon counts over 
this period. The assay was independently repeated three times with similar results. 
 

Callose quantification 
To visualize callose deposition in leaves, ten-day-old A. thaliana seedlings were either mock 
treated or treated with flg22 by cultivating them on 100 nM flg22 1/2 MS plates 24 hours 
before sampling. Seedlings were harvested and stained with a 0.01% aniline blue solution in 
150mM K2HPO4 at pH 9.5 for 30 min. Samples were mounted in 50% glycerol and inspected 
under UV light for callose deposition using an EVOS Fluoresence microscope (Thermo 
Fisher Scientific). Three biological replicates were performed for this assay, and two plants 
were examined for each line in a single experiment. Of each plant 5 images were taken for 
callose quantification. Callose foci within the frame of a single image (magnification ×4) 
were counted by imageJ. 
 

Pst DC3000, V. dahliae and F. oxysporum bioassays in Arabidopsis 
P. syringae was cultivated overnight in King’s B liquid medium (King et al., 1954) and after 
centrifugation for 10 min at 3000 g the pellet was resuspended in 10 mM MgSO4 to a final 
OD600 of 0.0005. Leaves of four-week-old A. thaliana plants grown in growth chamber with a 
13 hours-dark and 11 hours-light regime were inoculated with bacteria by syringe infiltration. 
Leaf discs (5 mm diameter) were harvested at 0, 1, 2 dpi. The bacteria were extracted with 10 
mM MgSO4 and different dilutions of the bacteria suspension were plated on King’s B media 
plates supplemented with rifampicin. The bacterial colonies were counted 48 hours after 
cultivation at 28 °C. 
 
For the V. dahliae strain JR2 bioassays A. thaliana was grown in a climate chamber under 
short day condition with a 13 hours-dark and 11 hours-light regime at a temperature of 22 °C. 
Fourteen-day-old seedlings were carefully uprooted from the soil and the roots were cleaned 
with tap water. V. dahliae spores were harvested by filtering a five-day-old JR2 cultures in 
NO3 liquid medium (100 mM KNO3, 3% sucrose and 0.17% Yeast Nitrogen Base without 
amino acids) over three layers of micro-cloth. After washing with tap water, the spores were 
diluted to 106 spores/ml. The seedlings were placed in V. dahliae spore suspension for 5 min. 
Thereafter, the plants were replanted on soil. Disease symptoms developed after two to three 
weeks and the disease index was scored (Yadeta et al., 2011; Gawehns et al., 2014b) at 21 
dpi. 
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For F. oxysporum bioassays fourteen-day-old Arabidopsis seedlings grown in a growth 
chamber under 13 hours-dark and 11 hours-light short day condition were uprooted from soil 
and the roots were cleaned with tap water. The seedlings were placed for 5 min in a Fo5176 
spore suspension (106 spores/ml). Spores were isolated from a five-day-old Fo5176 cultures 
in minimal NO3 liquid medium (100 mM KNO3, 3% sucrose and 0.17% Yeast Nitrogen Base 
without amino acids) using three layers of micro-cloth filter. After washing with tap water, 
the spores were diluted to 106 spores/ml. Subsequently, the inoculated seedlings were 
replanted in the original soil. Inoculated seedlings were placed in a growth chamber with 13 
hours-dark and 11 hours-light at a temperature of 28 °C. At 10 dpi disease index was scored 
for 20 plants/treatment, on a scale of 0 to 5 as described (Gawehns et al., 2014b). The assay 
was repeated three times with similar results. 
 

Quantification of V. dahliae biomass in planta 
Rosettes of V. dahliae inoculated Arabidopsis were harvested at 21 dpi after visible 
symptoms developed and frozen in liquid nitrogen. The samples were ground to fine powder 
and used for CTAB method DNA isolation. Quantitative real-time PCR was performed with 
7500 Real time PCR machine (Applied Biosystems) using EvaGreen qPCR Mix Plus with 
ROX (Solis Biodyne). To assess biomass of V. dahliae, the internal transcribed spacer (ITS) 
region of the ribosomal DNA was targeted using the fungal specific ITS1-F primer 
(AAAGTTTTAATGGTTCGCTA 
AGA (Gardes & Bruns, 1993)) in combination with the V. dahliae specific reverse primer 
ST-Ve1-R (CTTGGTCATTTAGAGGAAGTAA (Fradin & Thomma, 2006)). For sample 
equilibration, the Arabidopsis Actin primer set: Act2-F2 
(TAACTCTCCCGCTATGTATGTCGC) and Act2-R2 (GAGAGAAACCCTCGT 
AGATTGGC) was used. Real-time PCR conditions consisted of an initial 95 °C denaturation 
step for 4 min, followed by 30 cycles of denaturation for 15 s at 95 °C, annealing for 30 s at 
60 °C, and extension for 30 s at 72 °C. The fungal biomass was determined using three 
Verticillium-inoculated plants for each genotype and the generated real-time PCR data was 
analysed with Q-base+ software (https://www.qbaseplus.com/).  
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Summary 

The fungal pathogen Fusarium oxysporum f.sp. lycopersici (Fol) produces effectors to 
promote infection of its host tomato. The Avr2 effector is an important virulence factor 
required for full pathogenicity of Fol. How Avr2 confers virulence is largely unknown - as is 
its host target in tomato. To test whether its virulence promoting activity extends to plant 
species other than tomato, which could indicate an evolutionary conserved effector target, 
transgenic Arabidopsis plants were generated that constitutively express dspAVR2 encoding 
mature Avr2 without signal peptide required for secretion. We here report that dspAVR2 
transgenic Arabidopsis shows a delayed germination, concomitant with a slight dwarfing 
phenotype, revealing a direct effect of the protein on the physiology of the plant. Moreover, 
expression of dspAVR2 was found to confer hyper-susceptibility to the fungal pathogens F. 
oxysporum and Verticillium dahliae, and to the bacterial pathogen Pseudomonas syringae 
pathovar tomato (Pst) DC3000. In addition, Avr2 was found to suppress both the reactive 
oxygen species (ROS) burst and formation of callose depositions following treatment with 
the PAMP flg22. Collectively, these results indicate that Avr2-meditated PTI suppression in 
Arabidopsis is responsible for the observed hyper-susceptibility. These results imply that 
Avr2 targets a host factor that is conserved in Arabidopsis, as AVR2 transgenic tomato plants 
are also compromised in PTI and hyper-susceptible to various pathogens. 
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Introduction 

In nature, plants constantly have to face attacks by pathogens. Disease, however, rarely 
occurs due to the efficient multilayered immune system of plants. Plant defense responses are 
initiated by perception of Pathogen Associated Molecular Patterns (PAMPs). PAMPs 
recognition by host cell surface-localized Pattern Recognition Receptors (PRRs) triggers a 
basal defense response called PAMP-Triggered Immunity (PTI) (Jones & Dangl, 2006; Cui et 
al., 2015; Couto & Zipfel, 2016). PAMPs are conserved among classes of microbes, for 
instance flagellin and elongation factor Tu (EF-Tu) are specific determinants of bacterial 
infection while cell wall derived chitin is a hallmark of fungal pathogens (Zipfel, 2014). The 
N- and C-terminal portions of flagellin are highly conserved, and a conserved 22 amino acid 
peptide (flg22) derived from the N-terminus is sufficient for recognition by hosts such as 
Arabidopsis and tomato (Gómez-Gómez & Boller, 2002). The Arabidopsis flagellin PRR 
flagellin sensing 2 (FLS2) is a leucine-rich repeat (LRR) receptor-like kinase (RLK) that is 
localized at the plasma membrane (Zipfel, 2014). Upon flg22 recognition FLS2 recruits the 
co-receptor BRI1-associated receptor kinase 1 (BAK1) to activate PTI responses (Gómez-
Gómez & Boller, 2002; Zipfel, 2014). PTI responses to fungal pathogens can be triggered 
upon perception of chitin fragments and the first cloned chitin PRR was the rice LysM-
receptor-like proteins (RLP) chitin elicitor binding protein (CEBiP). Upon chitin recognition, 
the receptor homodimerizes and forms a complex with the chitin elicitor receptor kinase 
(CERK1) after which PTI signaling is triggered (Kaku et al., 2006; Shimizu et al., 2010; 
Hayafunea et al., 2014). In Arabidopsis, chitin binds the PRR AtCERK1, which 
homodimerizes and directly activate downstream immune signaling (Miya et al., 2007; 
Petutschnig et al., 2010; Liu et al., 2012).  
 
Following pathogen recognition a range of defense responses are induced that include 
stomatal closure (Melotto et al., 2008) and the generation of reactive oxygen species (ROS) 
which functions both as antimicrobial compound and as a signaling molecule  (Hammond-
Kosack & Jones, 1996; Lamb & Dixon, 1997; Bolwell, 1999). The production of ROS is one 
of the earliest immunity responses upon PAMPs perception and production peaks typically 
around 10-14 min after PAMP exposure (Chinchilla et al., 2007; Ranf et al., 2011). Although 
the exact order of immunity events in response to PAMPs is not completely clear, callose 
deposition happens downstream of ROS production (Couto & Zipfel, 2016). Callose is a high 
molecular weight β-(1,3)-glucan polymer that is deposited in the cell wall at sites of pathogen 
invasion to reinforce the cell wall (Luna et al., 2011). The accumulation of callose associated 
with PAMPs is considered a classic late marker of PTI responses (Gómez-Gómez et al., 
1999). The detection and quantification of ROS production and callose deposition have been 
developed as standard assays to study PTI onset and signaling in Arabidopsis (Nguyen et al., 
2010). 
 
PTI generally prevents plants from infection by non-adapted microbes, and thus function as 
an important barrier against disease. In order to establish successful infection, adapted 
pathogens have evolved pathogen virulence factors (effectors) that contribute to pathogen 
virulence. Effectors can suppress PTI and manipulate host metabolism to the advantage of the 
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pathogen, or otherwise enable pathogen nutrition and dispersal (Jones & Dangl, 2006; Couto 
& Zipfel, 2016). These effector pathogenic activities result in effector-triggered susceptibility 
(Jones & Dangl, 2006). Hence effectors, secreted by pathogens during host colonization, are 
essential virulence factors (Göhre & Robatzek, 2008). 
 
Fusarium oxysporum is a widespread soil-borne fungus. Pathogenic strains of F. oxysporum 
invade roots and cause vascular wilt disease by colonizing xylem vessels (Michielse & Rep, 
2009). F. oxysporum is able to infect over hundred plant species, while each strain usually 
infects only one or a few plant species. F. oxysporum strains infecting the same host are 
grouped into a so-called forma specialis (f.sp.) (Katan & Primo, 1999; Michielse & Rep, 
2009). F. oxysporum f.sp. conglutinans (Foc) strain Fo5176, which causes wilt disease on 
cabbage, is also able to infect Arabidopsis (Thatcher et al., 2012; Li et al., 2016). Thus far, 
four Foc effector genes SIX1, SIX4, SIX8 and SIX9 have been identified in Fo5176. These 
effectors have been identified based on their homology with corresponding effector genes in 
F. oxysporum f.sp. lycopersici (Fol). Fol is a tomato-infecting strain and colonizes the 
vasculature of its host causing wilt disease. The Fol effectors were originally identified using 
a proteomics approach in which the Fol secretome during host colonization was determined 
(Houterman et al., 2007). Fourteen Fol derived Secreted In Xylem (Six) proteins and 
enzymes, that may play a role in infection process, have been identified from the xylem sap 
of Fol-infected tomato (Houterman et al., 2007; Lievens et al., 2009; Schmidt et al., 2013). 
Whereas SIX1, SIX4, SIX8 and SIX9 have homologs in Fo5176 the others Six proteins do not, 
but some of them are found in other formae speciales than Fol (Thatcher et al., 2012; Sasaki 
et al., 2015). Among these Six proteins Six3 (Avr2), Six5 and Six6 have been identified as 
genuine effectors being required for Fol pathogenicity (Gawehns et al., 2014; Ma et al., 
2015). A knockout of either AVR2 or SIX5 compromises virulence of Fol on susceptible 
tomato plants, identifying them both as important virulence factors. Heterologous expression 
of dspSIX5 in Arabidopsis was found to suppress flg22 triggered PTI responses, including 
ROS burst and callose deposition, implying are role in PTI suppression (Chapter 4). 
Heterologous expression of AVR2 in tomato was found to suppress PTI and to result in hyper-
susceptibility to various pathogens. Avr2 is also an avirulence determinant and its presence 
triggers immunity in I-2 containing tomato plants halting pathogen proliferation thereby 
preventing disease. Notably, AVR2 and SIX5 share a 1365 upstream sequence containing a 
bidirectional promoter region (Schmidt et al., 2013), suggesting a functional link between 
these two effectors. Indeed, both effectors together are required for I-2-mediated resistance 
activation in tomato as a knockout in either gene allows the fungus to break I-2 resistance and 
to cause disease (Ma et al., 2015). Although Avr2 is secreted in the xylem vessels during Fol 
colonization, the protein is recognized intracellularly in host nucleus by I-2 implying its 
uptake (Houterman et al., 2009; Ma et al., 2013). Indeed it has recently been shown that the 
protein functions inside the host cells to exert its virulence function (Di et al., 2016). In 
addition, inside host cells Avr2 interacts with Six5 (Ma et al., 2015) and they together they 
manipulate plasmodesmata to facilitate Avr2 translocation to adjacent cells (Chapter 3).  
 
To determine whether the virulence function that Avr2 exerts in tomato is conserved in other 
plant species and whether it requires the presence of Six5 to do so, we heterologously 
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expressed dspAVR2 in Arabidopsis. To reveal whether the virulence effects of Avr2 and Six5 
are additive, crosses were made to generate dspAVR2-25/dspSIX5 double-transgenic 
Arabidopsis plants. Here we show that dspAVR2 transgenic Arabidopsis becomes hyper-
susceptible to the bacterial pathogen Pseudomonas syringae pathovar tomato (Pst) DC3000, 
and to the fungal pathogens Fo5176 and Verticillium dahliae. PTI related defense responses, 
such as ROS production and callose deposition following flg22 application, were strongly 
suppressed in dspAVR2 expressing Arabidopsis. These data suggest that Avr2 targets a PTI 
related process in Arabidopsis that is important for the manipulation of host susceptibility to 
various pathogens and is likely similar to that targeted by Avr2 in tomato. No additive effects 
on hyper-susceptibility or suppression of PTI related defense responses were observed in 
dspAVR2-25/dspSIX5 double-transgenic Arabidopsis plants compared to the dspAVR2-25 
line.  These data suggest that Six5 does not enhance the virulence function of Avr2 in stable 
transgenic plants. 
 

Results 

Heterologous expression of AVR2 in Arabidopsis causes a mild dwarfing phenotype and 
a delay in germination 

In both tomato and Arabidopsis, the Avr2 protein targets plasmodesmata and alters their 
cargo selectivity (Chapter 3). In tomato the effector also compromises PTI signaling, 
indicating that Avr2 affects at least two independent host processes. To test whether the latter 
function, and hence the putative Avr2 effector target, is conserved between tomato and 
Arabidopsis a phenotypical and functional analysis was carried out of AVR2 transgenic 
Arabidopsis plants.  
 
Arabidopsis thaliana Col-0 plants were transformed with a construct encoding the dspAVR2 
gene that encodes the mature Avr2 protein lacking its endogenous signal peptide for secretion 
(dsp) resulting in a cytosolic location of the protein. Expression of dspAVR2 is controlled by 
the constitutive CaMV 35S promoter (Odell et al., 1985; Kay et al., 1987). The produced 
Avr2 protein carries at its Carboxy-terminal an HA-SBP tag to facilitate its detection. 
Expression of dspAVR2 and accumulation of the protein were assessed respectively by RT-
PCR (Fig. 1a) and Western blot analysis using an Avr2 antibody (Fig. 1b). Three independent 
dspAVR2 transgenic T3 homozygous lines showing clearly detectable dspAvr2 expression, 
notably dspAVR2-3, dspAVR2-6 and dspAVR2-25, were kept for further analyses. As 
determined by Western blot analysis the independent dspAVR2 transgenic lines varied in their 
levels of Avr2 accumulation (Fig. 1b). Line dspAVR2-25 accumulated higher amounts of 
Avr2 protein than line dspAVR2-3, while line dspAVR2-6 showed the lowest Avr2 abundance. 
Ponceau S staining of Rubisco showed equal amount of total protein extracts loaded on the 
gel. 
 
In tomato Avr2 function requires Six5 (Ma et al., 2015). To test whether the same holds true 
in Arabidopsis, dspAVR2-25/dspSIX5 double-transgenic lines were generated by crossing line 
dspAVR2-25 (showing the highest amount of Avr2 protein accumulation (Fig. 1b) with an  
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Fig. 1 Analysis of dspAVR2 transgenic and dspAVR2/dspSIX5 double-transgenic Arabidopsis. 
(a) To assess expression of the two effector genes in selected Arabidopsis lines. RNA was isolated 
from leaves of fourteen-day-old Col-0, one dspSIX5 line, three independent dspAVR2 homozygous 
lines (dspAVR2-3, dspAVR2-6 and dspAVR2-25) and one dspAVR2/dspSIX5 double-transgenic 
Arabidopsis line, and analyzed by RT-PCR using AVR2-specific primers (upper panel), SIX5-specific 
primers (middle panel) and Actin-specific primers as reference (lower panel). (b) Total protein 
extracts of leaves from four-week-old Col-0 plants, the dspSIX5 line, the three independent dspAVR2 
lines and the dspAVR2/dspSIX5 double-transgenic Arabidopsis line, were analyzed by Western 
blotting using an anti-Avr2 antibody. Ponceau S staining was used to show an equal amount protein 
loading (lower panel). 

 
Fig. 2 dspAVR2 expression interferes with seed germination and caused dwarfism in 
Arabidopsis. Expression of dspAVR2 in Arabidopsis delays seed germination and results in a 
dwarfism phenotype, and this developmental phenotype is partially recovered by dspSIX5 expression. 
(a) Seed germination of wild type Arabidopsis Col-0, the dspSIX5 line, three independent dspAVR2 
lines and the dspAVR2/dspSIX5 double-transgenic line. Photographs were taken at 1 day and 2 days 
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after sowing. (b) Representative pictures showing four-week-old Col-0 and transgenic Arabidopsis. 
(c) Rosette area quantification of four-week-old wild type Arabidopsis Col-0, the dspSIX5 line, three 
independent dspAVR2 lines and the dspAVR2/dspSIX5 double-transgenic line. A significant reduction 
in rosette area was recorded using imageJ. Ten plants/line were tested and differences were analyzed 
for significance using T-tests. *P<0.05, **P<0.01 
 
Arabidopsis line homozygous for dspSIX5 encoding the mature Six5 protein without a signal 
peptide for secretion (Chapter 4). Expression of dspAVR2 in the double-transgenic plants was 
confirmed by RT-PCR and Western blot analysis (Fig. 1a, b). The Six5 protein could not be 
detected by immune blot (data not shown), but expression of dspSIX5 could be verified by 
RT-PCR (Fig. 1a).  
 
Expression of the transgenes may affect the phenotype of Arabidopsis. In agreement with our 
previous observations (Chapter 4), no macroscopically visible phenotypes were observed in 
the dspSIX5 Arabidopsis plants compared to Col-0: seed germination and growth of the 
35S::dspSIX5 transgenic line were similar to wild type, and also the rosette size was 
unaltered as quantified using imageJ measure rosette area tool 
(http://dev.mri.cnrs.fr/projects/imagejmacros/wiki/Measure_Rosette_Area_Tool) (Fig. 2). In 
contrast, in comparison to wild type Col-0, all three dspAVR2 transgenic Arabidopsis lines as 
well as the dspAVR2-25/dspSIX5 line showed a delay in germination of one day (Fig. 2a). 
Notably, theseedlings of dspAVR2-25/dspSIX5 double-transgenic Arabidopsis were similar to 
wild type two days after germination induction. When grown under standard short day 
conditions, also a mild stunting phenotype was observed in all three 35S::dspAVR2 
Arabidopsis lines (Fig. 2b). To quantify the reduction of growth, the rosette leaf area of Col-0 
and the 35S::dspAVR2 transgenic plants was measured 28 days after sowing the seeds in soil 
(Fig. 2c). Significant reductions of rosette area by more than 20% were observed in the 
dspAVR2-3 (P<0.01), dspAVR2-6 (P<0.05) and dspAVR2-25 (p<0.05) lines in comparison to 
wild type Col-0. Surprisingly, the stunting phenotype that correlated with the presence of 
dspAVR2 was reverted in the dspAVR2-25/dspSIX5 double-transgenic Arabidopsis (Fig. 2b). 
Quantification of the leaf area of four-week-old dspAVR2-25/dspSIX5 plants showed that its 
rosette size is similar to that of wild type Arabidopsis plants (Fig. 2c). To conclude, 
expression of dspAVR2 delayed germination of Arabidopsis seeds and resulted in plantlets 
with reduced rosette sizes. Surprisingly, co-expression of dspSIX5 with dspAVR2 reverted the 
Avr2-induced stunting and restored the phenotype of dspAVR2-25/dspSIX5 transgenic 
Arabidopsis back to wild type. 
 

dspAVR2 expression in Arabidopsis confers hyper-susceptibility to Fo5176  

To test whether dspAVR2 transgenic Arabidopsis, like dspAVR2 expressing tomato, becomes 
hyper-susceptible, the effect of dspAVR2 and dspAVR2/dspSIX5 expression on susceptibility 
to F. oxysporum was assessed. Thereto bioassays (three independent biological repeats) were 
performed using wild type Col-0 plants, dspSIX5 plants, the three independent dspAVR2 lines 
and the dspAVR2-25/dspSIX5 double-transgenic line. Fourteen-day-old seedlings were root-
dip inoculated with F. oxysporum strain Fo5176. Disease index was scored at 10 dpi (days  
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Fig. 3 The expression of dspAVR2 increases susceptibility of Arabidopsis to Fo5176. Bioassays 
with the Arabidopsis-infecting F. oxysporum strain Fo5176 were performed on 14-day-old wild type 
Col-0 plants, dspSIX5 expressing plants, three independent dspAVR2 transgenic lines and the 
dspAVR2/dspSIX5 double-transgenic line. (a) Pictures of representative plants were taken at 10 days 
after either mock (upper rows) or Fo5176 inoculation (lower rows). (b) Disease index on a scale from 
0 to 5 was scored at 10 dpi after Fo5176 inoculation. Standard deviation of 20 replicates was shown. 
Three biological replicates were performed. The results of one is shown here. Significant differences 
were tested using Mann-Whitney U test. *P<0.05, ***P<0.001  
 
post inoculation) on a scale from 0 to 5, in which 0 means that no disease symptoms are 
visible and 5 that plants are dead (Gawehns et al., 2014). Consistent with previous 
observations (Chapter 4) the disease symptoms of the Fo5176-inoculated dspSIX5 line did 
not significantly differ (P > 0.05) from those of wild type Col-0 (Fig. 3). However, a 
significant increase (P < 0.05) in disease symptoms was observed in all three dspAVR2 and 
the dspAVR2-25/dspSIX5 lines (Fig. 3). In addition, the dspAVR2-25 line that showed the 
highest Avr2 accumulation (Fig. 1b) showed the highest disease index. In agreement, more 
severe disease symptoms were observed in the dspAVR2-25/dspSIX5 line compared to the 
wild type control line.  
 

dspAVR2 expression in Arabidopsis confers hyper-susceptibility to V. dahliae  

To assess whether dspAVR2 or dspAVR2-25/dspSIX5 (co-) expression affects susceptibility to 
vascular fungi other than Fusarium, bioassays were performed with Verticillium dahliae. 
Fourteen-day-old Arabidopsis seedlings were inoculated with V. dahliae spores and disease 
index was scored at 21 dpi (Fig. 4). To quantify disease symptoms the amount of chlorosis 
was scored (Yadeta et al., 2011; Gawehns et al., 2014). Compared to wild type Col-0 plants a 
significant (P<0.05) increase in disease symptoms was observed in two of the three dspAVR2  
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Fig. 4 AVR2 transgenic Arabidopsis lines have increased susceptibility to V. dahlia.V. dahliae 
bioassays were performed on 14-day-old wild type Arabidopsis Col-0 plants, the dspSIX5 line, three 
independent dspAVR2 lines and dspAVR2/dspSIX5 double-transgenic lines. A significant increase of 
disease symptoms was recorded in dspAVR2 transgenic lines. (a) Representative photographs showing 
disease development in V. dahliae inoculated plants 21 days after mock (upper rows) or fungal (lower 
rows) inoculation. (b) Disease index scored at 21 dpi after V. dahliae inoculation. Standard deviation 
of 20 plants/line was shown. Significant differences were observed using Mann-Whitney U test. (c) 
Fungal biomass determined by quantitative real-time PCR (relative quantities) in Arabidopsis Col-0 
and the transgenic lines. Bars represent Verticillium ITS transcript levels relative to Arabidopsis 
transcript levels (for equilibration) in a sample of three pooled plants. Error bars represent standard 
deviation. Three biological replicates were carried out and one was shown here. Significant 
differences were tested using a student T-test. *P<0.05, **P<0.01 
 
lines (dspAVR2-3 and dspAVR2-25) and in the dspAVR2-25/dspSIX5 line. The dspSIX5 line 
and the dspAVR2-6 line (showing the lowest transgene expression – Fig. 1) exhibited disease 
symptoms indistinguishable from that of wild type plants (Fig. 4b). Real-time PCR based 
quantification method for V. dahliae (Lievens et al., 2006) was used to measure the amount 
of V. dahliae biomass in the infected Arabidopsis plants. This allows us to assess whether the 
more severe symptoms in the infected dspAVR2-3, dspAVR2-25 and dspAVR2/dspSIX5 plants 
are correlated with an increase in fungal colonization. Quantification was done for three 
plants of each inoculated line at 21 dpi and the amount of fungal DNA was normalized to the 
amount of plant DNA (Ellendorff et al., 2009). Although dspAVR2 expression resulted in 
enhanced disease symptoms upon V. dahliae infection in dspAVR2-3, dspAVR2-25 and the 
dspAVR2-25/dspSIX5 line this was not correlated with an significant increase in fungal 
biomass in comparison to wild type Arabidopsis plants As (Fig. 4c). This Real-time PCR 
mediated V. dahliae quantification in AVR2 transgenic Arabidopsis lines was carried out in 
three independent biological replicates Surprisingly, a significant increase in V. dahliae 
biomass was observed in the dspAVR2-6 line that exhibited a disease index indistinguishable 
to that of the wild type.  
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Fig. 5 dspAVR2 expression enhances Pst DC3000 growth in Arabidopsis. P. syringae strain 
DC3000 was infiltrated into leaves of five-week-old wild type Arabidopsis Col-0 plants, the dspSIX5 
line, the three independent dspAVR2 lines and dspAVR2/dspSIX5 transgenic line. Bacterial population 
was measured at 0, 1, and 2 dpi. Three leaf disks were pooled for each plant and error bars indicate 
standard deviation of four plants/line. For this assay, three biological replicates were performed and 
representative data from one experiment is shown. Bars indicate standard deviation of 20 plants/line. 
Three biological replicates were performed. Significant differences were tested using a student T-test. 
***P<0.001 
 
To conclude, expression of dspAVR2 enhanced disease susceptibility to V. dahliae 
independent of the presence of dspSIX5. Moreover, although an increase of V. dahliae 
biomass in dspAVR2-6 Arabidopsis was observed as compared to wild type plant, the change 
in susceptibility did not linearly correlate with the amount of V. dahliae biomass in dspAVR2 
expressing Arabidopsis.  
 

Stable expression of dspAVR2 confers hyper-susceptibility to the bacterial pathogen Pst 
DC3000 in Arabidopsis 

To determine whether expression of dspAVR2 affects susceptibility to a bacterial pathogen, 
bioassays with Pseudomonas syringae pv tomato (Pst) DC3000 were performed. Inoculation 
was done on Col-0 wild type plants, three independent dspAVR2 lines, the dspSIX5 line and 
dspAVR2-25/dspSIX5 double-transgenic plants. Five-week-old Arabidopsis plants were 
syringe-infiltrated with a Pst DC3000 culture having an OD600 of 0.0005 and leaf discs were 
collected from the infiltrated leaf area at 0, 1 and 2 dpi in order to determine bacterial growth. 
At day 0 a bacterial titer of around 3 log CFU cm-2 was measured in all infiltrated plants 
showing an even inoculation (Fig. 5). At 2 dpi, however, a significant increase of bacterial 
growth of approximately 1 log difference (P<0.001) was observed in two of the three 
dspAVR2 lines (dspAVR2-3 and dspAVR2-25) and the dspAVR2-25/dspSIX5 line in 
comparison to Col-0 plants (Fig. 5). No significant differences in bacterial growth were 
observed between Col-0 plants and dspSIX5 or dspAVR2-6 plants (Fig. 5), and three 
independent biological replicates of Pst DC3000 assay was performed with the similar result. 
These results show that dspAVR2 expression confers hyper-susceptibility to infection with the 
bacterial pathogen Pst DC3000.  
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Fig. 6 flg22-induced ROS production in Arabidopsis. Leaf discs of four-week-old Arabidopsis wild 
type Col-0, dspSIX5 plants, three independent dspAVR2 lines and the dspAVR2/dspSIX5 double-
transgenic line were mock-treated or treated with 100 nM of flg22. ROS was quantified by measuring 
the relative light unit over time with a luminol-chemiluminescence assay with a Tecan reader and 
luminescence were scored upon flg22 treatment. The RLU luminescence for each sample over 40 min 
is depicted and error bars indicate standard deviation of eight leaf disks taken from three plants/line. 
Three biological replicates were performed that give identical results; one of them is shown. 
Significant differences were tested using a student T-test. *P<0.05, **P<0.01, ***P<0.001 

 
Fig. 7 Expression of dspAVR2 reduces callose deposition in Arabidopsis. Arabidopsis plants were 
treated with flg22, and callose deposition was quantified at 24 hpi (hour post inoculation). (a) 
Representative images showing callose deposition on the surface of Arabidopsis leaves observed by 
fluorescent microscope. Callose depositions are indicated by arrow heads. (b) The callose deposition 
was significantly induced in wild type Col-0 plants upon treatment with flg22 after 24 hours, whereas 
the callose production was suppressed in dspAVR2 and dspSIX5 transgenic plants as well as in 
dspAVR2/dspSIX5 double-transgenic Arabidopsis. Callose deposits were quantified by imageJ and 
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each data point represents the mean of ten pictures form each line (5 plant/line). This assay was 
repeated biologically for three times. Error bars indicate standard deviation. Significant differences 
were tested using a student T-test. ***P<0.001  
 

dspAVR2 expression suppresses flg22-induced ROS burst and callose production in 
Arabidopsis 

Expression of dspAVR2 in Arabidopsis increases susceptibility to F. oxysporum, V. dahliae 
and P. syringae infection. This let us to hypothesize that Avr2 might interfere with PTI 
signaling. To investigate the involvement of Avr2 in suppressing PTI, we monitored the 
production of reactive oxygen species (ROS) and callose deposition in dspAVR2 and 
dspAVR2-25/dspSIX5 transgenic lines after flg22 treatment. Leaf discs were isolated from 
Col-0 control plants and from dspSIX5, the three independent dspAVR2 lines and the 
dspAVR2-25/dspSIX5 line. The leaf discs were placed in a 96-well plate (one leaf disk per 
well) and incubated overnight in water before treating them with either 100 nM flg22 or with 
water as negative control. ROS detection was done by addition of luminol that generates 
chemi-luminescence when exposed to an oxidizing agent. Luminescence was quantified 
using a Magellan F50 (TECAN) reader over a 40 min period after flg22 or water application 
(Fig. 6). The accumulative ROS burst of wild type Col-0 treated with flg22 added up to a 
total of approximately 1400 relative light units (RLUs) in 40 min. For dspSIX5 transgenic 
Arabidopsis a total production of circa 600 RLUs was recorded, which is consistent with 
former assay (chapter 4, flg22 induced ROS burst in dspSIX5 expressing Arabidopsis). 
Compared to wild type Arabidopsis, all dspAVR2 carrying lines, notably dspAVR2-3, 
dpsAVR2-6, dspAVR2-25 and dspAVR2-25/dspSIX5, showed a significant reduction of flg22 
induced total ROS amount of approximately 1000, 800, 1100 and 1000 RLUs (Fig. 6).  
 
Callose deposition following flg22 treatment was monitored as a late marker of PTI 
responses. Thereto wild type Col-0 plants, the dspSIX5 line, the three independent dspAVR2 
lines and the dspAVR2-25/dspSIX5 double-transgenic line were treated with flg22. Callose 
deposition was visualized using an aniline blue stain 24 hours after flg22 infiltration in 
Arabidopsis leaves and the number of callose deposition sites was analyzed by imageJ 
(http://www.uhnresearch.ca/wcif) (Zhang et al., 2007). A strong increase of callose 
deposition was observed in wild type Arabidopsis leaves to approx. 65 per view (captured by 
EVOS FL using a 4x lens) (Fig. 7). Compared to wild type, significantly fewer callose 
depositions were observed in dspSIX5, dspAVR2-3, dspAVR2-6, dspAVR2-25 and dspAVR2-
25/dspSIX5 leaves after flg22 treatment, with an average of less than 30 depositions per view 
(Fig. 7). This reduced flg22 induced callose deposition in dspSIX5 transgenic Arabidopsis is 
in line with the observation in Chapter 4. In dspAVR2-25/dspSIX5 plants similar reduced 
amounts of callose depositions of circa 25 per view were recorded as in the dspSIX5, 
dspAVR2-3, dspAVR2-6 and dspAVR2-25 lines. To conclude, AVR2 suppressed flg22-induced 
PTI in Arabidopsis as both the ROS burst and callose depositions are attenuated, and there is 
no additive effect for Six5 plus Avr2. 
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Discussion 
We here show that stable expression of dspAVR2 in Arabidopsis increases susceptibility to 
the fungal pathogens F. oxysporum strain Fo5176 and V. dahliae, as well as to the bacterial 
pathogen P. syringae. In a parallel study performed in our lab, transgenic tomato plants 
expressing dspAVR2 not only complemented the virulence defect of an AVR2 knockout Fol 
strain, but these plants also became hyper-susceptible to V. dahlia, P. syringae and Botrytis 
cinerea. Notably, the extent of susceptibility in Arabidopsis was roughly correlated to the 
accumulation level of Avr2 in the plant. The dspAVR2-6 line has the lowest dspAvr2 
accumulation (Fig. 1b) and showed a minor increase in susceptibility to F. oxysporum only 
and no increase in susceptibility towards V. dahlia and P. syringae. The dspAVR2-25 line 
showing the highest Avr2 levels, showed the most severe disease symptoms. This dose-
dependency and the ability to saturate a response suggests that Avr2 functions by competition 
with a host factor for target binding rather than that it acts as a catalytic agent. Although this 
putative target of Avr2 is unknown, the obtained data allows us to speculate about its identity 
and to make educated guesses. Upon dspAVR2 expression a similar hyper-susceptibility was 
observed in both Arabidopsis and tomato, suggesting that an evolutionary conserved defense 
mechanism is targeted, of which PTI represents the most obvious one. The broad-spectrum 
susceptibility conferred by Avr2 suggests that the effector does not target a specific PRR with 
a confined PAMP profile, but either a wide variety of PRR’s or their conserved downstream 
components. Targeting all PRRs is possible when Avr2 interferes with for instance PRR 
biosynthesis (Dodds & Rathjen, 2010). However, if so severe pleiotropic developmental 
phenotypes are expected as many extracellular receptors important for plant growth and 
development rely on the same pathways (Toruño et al., 2016). Hence a direct involvement in 
the PTI signaling pathway for Avr2 is more likely. Expression of dspAVR2 suppresses flg22-
induced ROS production and callose deposition indicating that Avr2 targets a component 
early in PTI signaling.  
 
ROS production upon perception of PAMPs is directly linked to activation of the Respiratory 
Burst Oxidase Homologue Protein D (RBOHD). RBOHD is a NADPH oxidase present in the 
plasma membrane and is activated by phosphorylation by two specific kinases. These 
kinases, notably Botrytis-induced kinase 1 (BIK1) and the related PBS1-like kinase (PBLs), 
are themselves phosphorylated by an activated PRR-BAK1 complex following PAMP 
perception (Kadota et al., 2014; Li et al., 2014). A bik1 mutant is compromised in both 
RBOHD-dependent ROS production and callose deposition in Arabidopsis and thereby 
mimics the Avr2 phenotype (Zhang et al., 2010). Therefor BIK1 represents a genuine 
candidate target for Avr2 to interfere with PTI signaling. An even more likely candidate is 
the PRR co-receptor BAK1; targeting this protein could inhibit PRR complex formation or 
functioning, which will also result in a compromised ROS burst and callose deposition. 
Besides suppressing PTI dspAVR2 also induces a mild stunting phenotype in Arabidopsis. 
BAK1 not only associates with FLS2 to transduce flg22 recognition into immune signaling, 
but it also functions as a co-receptor of Brassinosteroid-insensitive 1 (BRI1) (Li et al., 2002; 
Nam & Li, 2002). BRI1 is the receptor for brassinosteroids (BRs), which are important plant 
hormones regulating plant cell division, -expansion and -differentiation and reproductive 
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development (Belkhadir & Chory, 2006). A BRI1 knockout exhibits an extreme dwarfing 
phenotype, but a range of phenotypes can be obtained with more subtle mutations (Noguchi 
et al., 1999; Li et al., 2002). Interestingly, the Xanthomonas oryzae type III effector Xoo2875 
was shown to interact with OsBAK1 from rice, which is a homolog of Arabidopsis AtBAK1. 
Expression of the effector gene in rice resulted in a semi-dwarf phenotype and a 
compromised PTI response (Yamaguchi et al., 2013). This phenotype strongly resembles that 
of Avr2, implying that Avr2 might suppress Arabidopsis immunity by targeting BAK1, 
concomitantly resulting in a dwarfing phenotype. A bik1 mutant does not show a dwarfing 
phenotype, making BAK1 a more likely Avr2 host target. To test this hypothesis, one could 
investigate whether Avr2 and BAK1 physically interact, or whether the turnover of BAK1 is 
altered by the presence of Avr2. To functionally test whether BAK1 activity is compromised 
in the presence of Avr2 the expression of BR-responsive genes such as Small-Auxin-Up-
RNA (SAUR)-AC, Indole-Acetic-Acid gene 5 (IAA5) and Constitutive Photomorphogenesis 
and Dwarfism (CPD) (Shan et al., 2008) following Brassinolide treatment could be 
monitored.   
 
Co-expression of dspSIX5 with dspAVR2 did not result in a further increase in susceptibility 
to the pathogens examined in this study. In addition, suppression of ROS production or 
callose deposition following flg22 treatment was identical in dspAVR2 plants and in plants 
co-expressing dspSIX5. Although these two Fol effectors are both required to manipulate host 
plasmodesmata and translocation of Avr2 to neighboring cells (Chapter 3), no synergistic 
effect on susceptibility is observed when stably expressed from constitutive promoters. The 
role of Six5 in PTI suppression therefor seems redundant to that of Avr2. Its role in assisting 
translocation of Avr2 to neighboring cells is masked in our assays as the Avr2 protein is plant 
produced and ubiquitously present. Taken all together our data suggest that from the Avr2-
Six5 pair Avr2 represents the major virulence factor targeting an early step in PTI signaling, 
likely BAK1.  
 

Methods and material 
Plant material and fungal and bacterial strains 
Arabidopsis thaliana Col-0 was used in disease assays with Fusarium oxysporum strain 
Fo5176 (originally isolated by Queensland Plant Pathology Herbarium, Queensland 
Department of Primary Industries and Fisheries, Brisbane, Australia) (Thatcher et al., 2012), 
V. dahliae JR2 (provided by B. Thomma, WUR, Wageningen, The Netherlands) (Negahi et 
al., 2013), and P. syringae pv. Tomato DC3000 (Whalen et al., 1991). 
 

Generation of transgenic Arabidopsis lines 
For in planta production of Avr2, the SLDB3104::dspAVR2 vector (Ma et al., 2013) was 
used. This vector was introduced by electroporation into Agrobacterium tumefaciens strain 
GV3101 (Berres et al., 1992) for Arabidopsis transformation. Agrobacterium tumefaciens 
transformants were selected on Luria-Bertani mannitol (LBman) medium (10 g/L trypton, 5 
g/L yeast extract, 2.5 g/L NaCl, 10 g/L mannitol and 15 g/L daishin agar) supplemented with 
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100 mg/L spectinomycin and 25 mg/L rifampicin. Arabidopsis ecotype Columbia (Col-0) 
was transformed by the floral dipping method. First generation transformants were selected 
on half strength Murashige-Skoog salts medium containing kanamycin, timentin and nystatin 
(40, 100 and 100 mg/L, respectively) and subsequently transferred to soil. Several 
independent single insertion lines were selected according to segregation analysis on 
selective plates, and among these lines three homozygous T3 lines were selected and used for 
particle bombardment assays. 
 
35S::dspAVR2-25 plants were crossed with 35S::dspSIX5 (35S::dspSIX5-7 described in 
Chapter 4 was used for crossing) Arabidopsis. Five 35S::dspAVR2/35S::dspSIX5 double-
transgenic T2 lines were identified by PCR with AVR2 and SIX5 gene specific primer pairs 
FP2849 (5’-GGACTGAATCACCGCATTTACGA-3’)/FP2848 (5’-ACTGATTGTGGCTGG 
ACCTC-3’) and FP1956 (5’-CAGCATATTGGTTTGCTGAC-3’)/FP1489 (5’-GAAAACCT 
CAACGCGGCAAA-3’), respectively. T3 progeny homozygous for 35S::dspAVR2-
25/35S::dspSIX5 and with single copy insertions were obtained by screening on kanamycin 
plates (40 mg/L kanamycin, 100 mg/L timentin and 100 mg/L nystatin). The presence of 
AVR2 and SIX5 was verified by PCR using AVR2 and SIX5 primer pairs: FP2849/FP2848 and 
FP1956/FP1489, respectively. 
 

RNA isolation and RT-PCR to verify dspAVR2 and dspSIX5 expression in Arabidopsis 
To examine transcription of dspAVR2 and dspSIX5 in transgenic Arabidopsis, leaf material 
(±400 mg rosette) from fourteen-day-old Arabidopsis seedlings was collected and ground in 
liquid nitrogen for RNA isolation. Total RNA was extracted using TRIzol LS reagent 
(Invitrogen) and DNA was removed by an on-column RNase-free DNase (Qiagen) treatment. 
cDNA was synthesized from 1µg of total RNA with M-MulV reverse-transcriptase RNaseH 
minus kit with oligo dT primers (Fermentas). Arabidopsis actin primer pair FP3147 (5’-
GAGCTGTGTTTCCTAGTATTGTGGG-3’) /FP3148 (5’-CAAGATCAAGACGTAGGAT 
AGCATG-3’) was used as internal control for RT-PCR quality. Primer pairs FP2849/FP2848 
and FP1956/FP1489 were used to amplify AVR2 and SIX5 from cDNA, respectively.  
 

Protein extraction and Western blot analysis to detect Avr2 
Leaves from four-week-old Arabidopsis were harvested, snap-frozen in liquid nitrogen, 
homogenized using a Tissue Lyser (QIAGEN), thawed in Urea protein extraction buffer (9.5 
M Urea, 100 Mm Tris pH 6.8, 2% SDS, 5 mM DTT) and incubated on ice for 15 min (200 
µL buffer per 100 mg tissue material). Extracts were centrifuged at 12000 g at 4 °C for 10 
min, and the supernatant was passed through four layers of Miracloth to obtain a total protein 
extract. Total protein extracts (40 µL) were mixed with 5 µL of Laemmli sample buffer (60 
mM Tris-Cl pH 6.8, 2% SDS, 10% glycerol, 5% β-mercaptoethanol, 0.01% bromophenol 
blue) and heated for 1 min at 98 °C. The proteins were separated via electrophoreses on 14% 
SDS-PAGE gels and blotted on PVDF membranes by semi-dry blotting. Blocking was 
performed with 5% skimmed milk powder in 1xPBS and hybridization was done in the 
presence of 0.1% tween-20. Avr2-specific primary antibodies (Ma et al., 2015) were used at a 
1:10000 dilution and the secondary Goat-anti-rabbit conjugated with horseradish peroxidase 
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(Pierce) was used at a 1: 2500 dilution. The presence of Avr2 protein was visualized by 
homemade ECL using FUJIFILM Super RX-N film (http://www.fujifilm.com/).  
 

F. oxysporum, V. dahliae and Pst DC3000 bioassays in Arabidopsis 
For all bioassays, plants were used grown in a climate chamber under short day condition 
with a 13 hours-dark and 11 hours-light regime at a temperature of 22 °C. 
 
For bioassays with the Arabidopsis-infecting F. oxysporum strain Fo5176 fourteen-day-old 
Arabidopsis seedlings were uprooted from soil, and the roots were cleaned with tap water. 
The seedlings were placed for 5 min in a Fo5176 spore suspension (106 spores/ml), which 
was generated from a five-day-old Fo5176 NO3 (100 mM KNO3, 3% sucrose and 0.17% 
Yeast Nitrogen Base without amino acids) liquid culture. Subsequently the inoculated 
seedlings were repotted back in the original soil. Inoculated seedlings were placed in a 
growth chamber with 13 hours-dark and 11 hours-light regime at a temperature of 28 °C. 
Disease index was scored for 20 plants/treatment on a scale of 0 to 5 as described (Gawehns 
et al., 2014). Three independent biological repeats were performed and the result of one of 
the repeats is shown. Disease index data was analyzed using Prism 7 
(https://www.graphpad.com/scientific-software/prism/) and for significance analysis T-tests 
was performed. 
 
For the V. dahliae JR2 assays, spores were harvested by three layers of micro-cloth filter 
from a a five-day-old JR2 NO3 (100 mM KNO3, 3% sucrose and 0.17% Yeast Nitrogen Base 
without amino acids) liquid culture., Fourteen day old Arabidopsis seedlings were uprooted 
from the soil and the roots were cleaned with tap water. The seedlings were placed in a V. 
dahliae spore suspension (106 spores/ml) for 5 min. Thereafter, the plants were transferred 
back to soil. The disease symptoms developed after two to three weeks and the disease index 
was scored at 21 dpi. Disease index data was analyzed using Prism 7 
(https://www.graphpad.com/scientific-software/prism/) and for significance analysis T-tests 
was performed. 
 
P. syringae was cultivated overnight in King’s B liquid medium (King et al., 1954) and after 
centrifugation for 10 min at 3000 g the pellet was resuspended in 10 mM MgSO4 to a final 
OD600 of 0.0005. The bacteria were inoculated on leaves of five-week-old Arabidopsis plants 
by syringe infiltration. Leaf discs (5 mm diameter) were harvested at 0, 1 and 2 dpi. The 
bacteria were extracted with 10 mM MgSO4 and different dilutions of the bacteria suspension 
were plated on King’s B media plates supplemented with rifampicin. The bacteria colonies 
were counted 48 hours after cultivation at 28 °C. 
 

Real time PCR quantification of V. dahliae biomass in planta 
Rosettes of V. dahliae inoculated Arabidopsis were harvested at 21 dpi and frozen in liquid 
nitrogen. The samples were ground to fine powder by mortar and used for CTAB method 
DNA isolation. For 300 mg biomass material, 1 mL CTAB extraction buffer and 10 µL of b-
mercaptoethanol were added. After vortexing, the contents were incubated at 65 °C for 45 
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min and finally cooled to the room temperature. This was followed by extraction with equal 
volume of chloroform and centrifugation at 10,000g for 10 min. Equal volume of isopropanol 
was added to the supernatant and mixed gently. The DNA pellet was washed with ice cold 
70% (v/v) ethanol and dissolved in 100 µL MQ water. Quantitative real-time PCR was 
performed with a 7500 Real time PCR machine (Applied Biosystems) using EvaGreen qPCR 
Mix Plus with ROX (Solis Biodyne). To assess V. dahliae biomass, the internal transcribed 
spacer (ITS) region of the ribosomal DNA was targeted using the fungal specific ITS1-F 
primer (AAAGTTTTAATGGTTCGCTAAGA (Gardes & Bruns, 1993) in combination with 
the V. dahliae specific reverse primer ST-Ve1-R (CTTGGTCATTTAGAGGAAGTAA 
(Fradin & Thomma, 2006)). For sample equilibration, the Arabidopsis Actin primer set: 
Act2-F2 (TAACTCTCCCGCTATGTATGTCGC) and Act2-R2 (GAGAGAAACCCTCGTA 
GATTGGC) was used. Real-time PCR conditions consisted of an initial 95 °C denaturation 
step for 4 min, followed by 30 cycles of denaturation for 15 s at 95 °C, annealing for 30 s at 
60 °C and extension for 30 s at 72 °C. The fungal biomass was determined using three 
Verticillium-inoculated plants of each genotype and analyzed with Q-base+ software 
(https://www.qbaseplus.com/). This analysis was biologically repeated three times and one 
representative experiment was shown here. 
 

Luminol based quantification of flg22-elicited ROS 
Arabidopsis leaf discs (5mm diameter) were collected and floated overnight on 200 µL sterile 
MQ water in a 96-well plate (one piece of leaf disc per well). Three technical replicates were 
performed for each sample. Before assaying, water was replaced by 100 µL reaction solution 
(luminol 34 µg/mL and horseradish peroxidase (HRP) 20 µg/mL) supplemented with 100 nM 
flg22 (flg22 treatment) or without flg22 (mock). Luminescence from individual leaf discs 
was measured in a plate reader for 40 min immediately after addition of reaction solution. 
The results were displayed as the sum of photon counts over this period. This assay was 
repeated three times with similar results. 
 

Callose quantification using aniline blue staining 
To visualize callose deposition in flg22-treated leaves, fourteen-day-old A. thaliana seedlings 
were transferred to 1/2 MS liquid medium (duchefa-biochemie) supplemented with water or 
with 100 nM flg22 24 hours before sampling. Seedlings were stained with a 0.01% aniline 
blue solution in 150mM K2HPO4 at pH 9.5 for 30 min and mounted in 50% glycerol for 
callose visualization with EVOS FL (Thermo Fisher Scientific) using DAPI channel (UV 
fluorescence). Three biological replicates were performed for this assay, and three plants 
were examined for each sample in a single experiment. Callose foci within the frame of a 
single image (magnification ×4) were counted by imageJ. 
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Fusarium oxysporum f.sp. lycopersici (Fol) is a tomato root-infecting pathogen. The fungus 
causes wilt disease and during infection it secretes putative effector proteins (Six proteins) in 
the xylem sap (Houterman et al., 2007). At the start of my PhD project, the Fol effector Six3 
(Avr2) had been identified as avirulence determinant of tomato resistance protein I-2 
(Houterman et al., 2009). Besides Avr2, also Six5 was shown required to trigger I-2-
mediated resistance (Ma et al., 2015). This finding was unexpected as the requirement of two 
effectors to trigger monogenic resistance does not comply with the gene-for-gene concept. 
Subsequent genome-sequencing and -annotation of Fol revealed that SIX5 shares its promoter 
region with AVR2 (Schmidt et al., 2013). Furthermore, a physical interaction between the two 
effectors was observed in yeast two-hybrid assays (Ma et al., 2015). Although Avr2 and Six5 
are together required for I-2-mediated resistance, only Avr2 is able to trigger I-2-mediated 
cell death responses in N. benthamiana when transiently produced using agroinfiltration (Ma 
et al., 2015). The main aim of this project was to 1) understand the mechanisms underlying I-
2-mediated recognition of Avr2/Six5 as an avirulence effector pair and 2) study the virulence 
function of these two effectors and their role in suppressing host immunity. In this chapter, I 
will summarize and discuss the results of this endeavour. 
  

The Avr2/Six5 complex targets plasmodesmata 

As described in Chapter 3, Avr2 interacts with Six5 at plasmodesmata and their combined 
presence in a plant cell is hypothesized to alter the physical properties of the plasmodesmata 
allowing not only Avr2-GFP, but also a 54.6 kDa chimeric protein constituting of a Nuclear 
Localization Signal (NLS)-tagged tandem Red Fluorescent Protein (NLS-2xRFP) to 
translocate to neighbouring cells. In the absence of Six5 both fluorescent proteins are 
contained in the transformed cells and do not translocate.  
 
The concept of effector proteins translocating through plasmodesmata is an emerging theme 
(Kankanala et al., 2007; Benitez-Alfonso et al., 2010; Khang et al., 2010; Heinlein, 2015; 
Redkar et al., 2015). For the rice blast fungus Magnaporthe oryzae it was implied that the 
pathogen exploits plasmodesmata to spread its effector proteins in the host (Kankanala et al., 
2007). The fluorescently labelled M. oryzea effectors Pathogenicity toward Weeping 
Lovegrass (PWL2) and Biotrophy-Associated Secreted protein 1 (BAS1) were found to be 
translocated from the cytosol of infected cells into that of non-invaded adjacent cells (Khang 
et al., 2010). Previously, using single-cell transformation, it was also shown that the SEE1 
effector from this smut fungus is able to translocate from transformed cells into neighbouring 
cells (Redkar et al., 2015). Although translocation of these effectors is proposed to occur via 
the plasmodesmata, the underlying mechanism is still unclear. In addition, it is unknown 
whether translocation is an active process requiring restructuring of the plasmodesmatal pore. 
Passive translocation via plasmodesmata is determined by tissue age, cell type and 
environment. In tobacco source tissue, for instance, the 26.9 kDa GFP protein is poorly 
translocated to surrounding cells while in sink tissues proteins up to 50 kDa can move from 
cell-to-cell (Oparka et al., 1999). The movement of PWL2 and BAS1 to adjacent cells was 
found to be dependent on cell type and the size of the fusion proteins, which is in line with 
passive trafficking. These findings imply that PWL2 and BAS1 move through 
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plasmodesmata using a non-targeted mechanism. Similar to M. oryzea, Fol invasive hyphae 
were observed to colonize host cells (van der Does et al., 2008) and effector proteins are 
potentially secreted directly inside host cells. However, the mechanism of PWL2 and BAS1 
transport differs from Avr2 and Six5, for which the translocation process does appear to 
require active manipulation of the plasmodesmata. The observation that the 54.6 kDa Nuclear 
Localization Signal (NLS)-2xRFP protein and Avr2 alone are unable to translocate to 
neighbouring cells in the absence of Six5 implies that Avr2/Six5 together expand the size 
exclusion limit (SEL) defining an active process. 
 
How the Avr2/Six5 pair manipulates plasmodesmata and change the SEL is unclear. Plant 
viruses actively manipulate plasmodesmata using so-called movement proteins (Kumar et al., 
2015) and the Fol effector pair seems to function in an analogous manner. Turnover of 
callose is the key regulator determining plasmodesmata SEL (De Storme & Geelen, 2014). 
Callose deposition or -degradation regulates the width of the cytosolic channel in 
plasmodesmata thereby regulating their permeability. Callose depositions limit the channel 
size restricting the flux of macromolecules, while degradation opens the channel. As detailed 
in the introduction (Chapter 1) activation of plasmodesmata-localised receptors like 
Plasmodesmata-Located Protein 1 and 5 (PDLP1 and PLDP5), LYM2 promote callose 
deposition possibly by recruiting or activating callose synthases (Lee et al., 2011; Faulkner et 
al., 2013; Caillaud et al., 2014). PDLP1 was originally identified as target for the movement 
protein of grapevine fanleaf virus (Amari et al., 2011). PDLP1 was also shown to re-localise 
from plasmodesmata to the extrahaustorial matrix upon invasion of the oomycete 
Hyaloperonospora arabidopsidis (Hpa), where PDLP1 protein promotes callose deposition 
in the cell wall (Caillaud et al., 2014). To test whether the Fol Avr2/Six5 pair might exert its 
function via manipulation of PDLP1, we co-expressed PDLP1 together with the two effector 
genes separately as well as together. Over-expression of PDLP1 did not result in altered 
Avr2-Six5 accumulation at the plasmodesmata (data not shown), suggesting that this protein 
is not the main target for the Avr2/Six5 pair. Co-localisation with the other plasmodesmata-
localised receptors has not been analysed and awaits future study. Besides examining 
potential co-localisation of known plasmodesmatal proteins with Avr2/Six5, it would be 
interesting to quantify the amount of callose deposits at plasmodesmata in AVR2, AVR2/SIX5 
and SIX5 transgenic Arabidopsis plants. Differences in the amounts of callose compared to 
wild type plants could provide insights in how the effector pair manipulates plasmodesmata. 
Since SIX5 and AVR2 plants are compromised in callose depositions following flg22 
treatment (Chapter 4 and 5), it is imaginable that differences can be observed. In addition, it 
would be interesting to monitor the translocation of proteins with different molecular weights 
and properties in AVR2/SIX5 plants to obtain a better understanding of the change in 
selectivity and SEL of plasmodesmata brought about by the effector pair.  
 

Independent and joint virulence functions of Avr2 and Six5 

As shown in Chapter 4, the expression of SIX5 in Arabidopsis suppressed flg22-induced 
Reactive Oxygen Species (ROS) production and callose deposition, well characterized early 
and late defense responses in plant innate immunity, respectively (Nühse et al., 2007; Ranf et 
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al., 2011; Bigeard et al., 2015). SIX5, however, does not alter Arabidopsis susceptibility 
resulting in hypo- or hyper-sensitivity to infection by Pseudomonas syringae, Verticillium 
dahliae or Fusarium oxysporum (Chapter 4). Based on these observations, it seems unlikely 
that Six5 suppresses flg-22 induced immune respones by targeting the Flagellin Sensing 2 
(FLS2) pattern recognition receptor (PRR), or its associate co-receptor BRI1-associated 
receptor kinase 1 (BAK1). If Six5 would do so, one would expect an increased susceptiblity 
to the afore mentioned pathogens, and specifically to P. syringae. Flagellin-triggered PTI 
constrains growth of this bacterium as shown by fls2 and bak1 mutants that exert 
hypersuceptibity to this pathogen (Zipfel et al., 2004; Heese et al., 2007).  

 

Botrytis-induced kinase 1 (BIK1) mediated phosphorylation of respiratory burst oxidase 
homologue protein D (RBOHD) is compulsary for PAMP-induced ROS production in 
Arabidopsis (Kadota et al., 2014; Li et al., 2014). In addition, BIK1 activates Calcium-
Dependent Protein Kinases (CDPKs), which function upstream of immunity related callose 
depositon, by triggering the PAMP regulated cytosolic Ca2+ burst (Ranf et al., 2011; Meng & 
Zhang, 2013; Li et al., 2014; Monaghan et al., 2015). Taken together, Six5 might target BIK1 
to compromise the ROS burst and callose deposition following flg22 treatment, 
phenocopying a bik1 mutant (Zhang et al., 2010). However, since SIX5 plants do not show 
the typical dwarfing phenotype of a bik1 mutant, nor show increased susceptibility to 
pathogen infection (Zhang et al., 2010), Six5 might not completely abolish BIK1 function. 
Partial suppression of BIK1 activity by Six5 might suffice to compromise ROS and callose 
responses, but not affect plant growth and susceptiblity to an extend that it becomes 
detectable in our assays. Co-immunoprecipitation experiments of Six5 and BIK1 could show 
wether both proteins interact and BIK1 is a genuine Six5 target. Furthermore, genetic 
experiments in which SIX5 is expressed in a bik1 mutant, could reveal wether there are Bik1 
independent phenotypes implying the presence of targets other than BIK1 that are required 
for Six5 function. 

 
Heterologous expression of AVR2 in Arabidopsis confers hyper-susceptibility to the fungal 
pathogens F. oxysporum and V. dahliae, and to the bacterial pathogen P. syringae. In 
addition, AVR2 suppresses the flg22-induced ROS burst and callose depositions suggesting 
that Avr2 targets a conserved element in PTI signalling (Chapter 5). Besides the suppression 
of the flg22-induced PTI responses, AVR2 expression results in a mild stunting phenotype 
and a delay in seed germination. As detailed above, ROS production upon PAMPs perception 
can directly be linked to RBOHD phosphorylation by BIK1 and related PBS1-like kinases 
(PBLs) (Kadota et al., 2014; Li et al., 2014). Hence, a potential host target of Avr2 is BIK1. 
Alternatively, the dwarfing and PTI-suppression phenotype would also be consistent with a 
target upstream of BIK1, like BAK1. BAK1 not only functions as co-receptor for PRRs, but 
also for the Brassinosteroid (BR) receptor Brassinosteroid-insensitive 1 (BRI1) (Li et al., 
2002; Nam & Li, 2002). BRs are important plant hormones that regulate plant cell division, -
expansion and -differentiation and reproductive development (Belkhadir & Chory, 2006), and 
bak1 mutants show developmental defects reminiscent of the AVR2 phenotype (Nakashita et 
al., 2003). Hence, BAK1 might be an equal likely AVR2 target as BIK1. Future studies 
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aimed at identifying whether there is a direct interaction between Avr2 and these kinases, or 
functional assays in which phosphorylation of these proteins in the presence of Avr2 
following flg22 administration is monitored, could indicate whether they are indeed targets 
for this effector. The transgenic plants generated in this project provide the tools to do such 
type of analyses. 
 
Compared to expression of AVR2 alone, co-expression of SIX5 with AVR2 in Arabidopsis did 
not result in increased susceptibility to F. oxysporum, V. dahliae and P. syringae. In addition, 
compared to expression of AVR2 alone, co-expression of AVR2 and SIX5 did not result in an 
enhanced suppression of flg22-induced ROS production or -callose deposition either. Hence, 
when stably expressed in Arabidopsis AVR2 and SIX5 either do not act synergistically in 
virulence, or the contribution of Six5 to virulence is masked by the much stronger effect of 
Avr2 alone and is not detectable in our experimental setup. 
 
Notably, heterologous expression of SIX5 in Arabidopsis increased its susceptibility to Fol-
AVR2 expressing Fo5176. The finding that Six5 only enhances Fusarium virulence when 
expressed by the fungus and not when expressed by the plant, implicates joint functions 
during the infection process of the host. As shown in Chapter 3, Six5 enables the 
translocation of Avr2 to neighbouring cells via the plasmodesmata. Together with the role of 
Avr2 in suppressing PTI, we hypothesise that the main role of Six5 is to facilitate the 
translocation of Avr2. So when the plant is infected by the FolAVR2 expressing Fo5176 
strain, the secreted Avr2 and Six5 proteins (stable produced in SIX5 transgenic Arabidopsis) 
will be taken up by the cells surrounding the infection site (Di et al., 2016). Furthermore, 
confocal images of Fol-infected roots show that during colonisation the fungus grows mainly 
in the apoplastic spaces, but occasionally enters a cortical cell and proliferates itself inside 
this living cell (van der Does et al., 2008). The invaginated mycelial surface might form a 
primitive feeding side providing a large interface over which effector proteins, such as Avr2 
and Six5, might be translocated into the host cell. Subsequently, Avr2 could be translocated 
from the infected cell to neighbouring cells to suppress PTI and prime these cells for 
Fusarium infection. Such a model is in agreement with the observation that Six5 only 
enhances pathogenicity during early stages of infection, when the fungus is confined to the 
primary infection sites. At later stages of infection, when the mycelium has spread throughout 
the root tissues, Avr2 is secreted abundantly into the apoplast and xylem sap, and Six5 
mediated cell-to-cell translocation of Avr2 is no longer the main route of transportation for 
the effector. Additional support for this model is the observation that Six5 does not enhance 
susceptibility of transgenic AVR2 expressing plants to Fo47, as in this case the Avr2 protein 
is already ubiquitously present in all cells and not reliant on Six5 for translocation. 
Unfortunately, testing this model using transgenic F. oxysporum strains expressing 
fluorescently tagged Avr2 and Six5 to enable tracking of these proteins in the plant during 
infection (as pictured out in Figure 1), has been unsuccessful as no fluorescence was 
observed due to the limited production of Avr2 and Six5 during Fol colonization.  
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Fig. 1 Schematic representation of how to track Avr2 and Six5 during F. oxysporum 
colonization of host root. Transgenic F. oxysporum that express Avr2 and Six5, which are tagged 
with cyan fluorescent protein (produce blue fluorescence) and yellow fluorescent protein (produce 
yellow fluorescence) separately, controlled by their native F. oxysporum regulators should be used in 
this assay. By monitoring the potential fluorescences generated during F. oxysporum colonization in 
tomato roots, we would be able to track the production and translocation of Avr2 (blue signal) and 
Six5 (yellow signal) during F. oxysporum colonization. 
 

Role of Six5 in I-2-mediated resistance 

The tomato resistance gene I-2 is predominantly expressed in the cambial zone, xylem 
parenchyma cells, premature xylem vessels and in the living cells surrounding the secondary 
xylem. In addition, co-localization of I-2 expression in the plant and the sites of fungal 
containment was observed (Mes et al., 2000). Based on these observations, and the idea 
outlined above, we propose a mechanism in which Avr2 relies on Six5 to reach I-2 
expressing cells and trigger resistance (Fig. 2). As shown in this model, Six5 and Avr2 are 
secreted by F. oxysporum into tomato xylem, apoplast or directly inside host cells upon root 
invasion. Tomato cells around the initial infection site via some unclear machinery may take 
up these secreted in apolast Avr2 and Six5 effector proteins inside cells. In the presence of 
Six5, Avr2 is translocated to neighbouring non-infected cells via the plasmodesmata. As 
shown in the left panel of Figure 2, the spread of the effectors serves to dampen the PTI 
response in the non-infected cells. However, in a resistant plant the Avr2 protein eventually is 
translocated into the I-2 expression cells aligning the vasculature (shown in the right panel of 
Figure 2). Perception of Avr2 by I-2 triggers an immune response, which includes closure of 
the vessels (Beckman et al., 1982), thereby restricting the spread of fungal mycelium that 
managed to enter the xylem vessel. This model explains why both SIX5 or AVR2 knockout F. 
oxysporum strain are equally impaired in virulence (e.g. PTI is no longer suppressed in the 
cells around the infection sites) and in avirulence as the Avr2 effector is no longer able to 
reach I-2 containing cells (Ma et al., 2015). The main function of Six5 seems therefor to 
facilitate the translocation of Avr2. This tight functional requirement of both effectors is 
reflected by the co-localisation of the encoding genes on a single locus in Fol (Schmidt et al., 
2013) and their combined presence in Fo strains infecting other plant species, such the onion 
infecting strain Fusarium oxysporum f.sp. cepae (FOC) (Sasaki et al., 2015). 
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Fig. 2 Working model for Avr2/Six5 mediated virulence in susceptible tomato and avirulence in 
I-2 resistance tomato. Fol attaches and colonizes the cortex and subsequently penetrates the 
endodermis during tomato root infection. The rapidly developed hyphae colonize the xylem vessels 
and eventually enter the xylem-adjacent tissues. Upon Fol colonization, Avr2 and Six5 are secreted 
into both host apoplast and cytoplasm. Six5 facilitates Avr2 intercellular translocation into uninfected 
health cells via plasmodesmata when both effector proteins present inside host cells. The spread of 
Avr2 can suppress host PTI induced immune responses thus promotes Fol accommodation in tomato 
roots after invasion (shown in the left half of the model picture). While as shown in the right half of 
the model, this spread of Avr2 is perceived by I-2 in resistant tomato plants, an event that initiates I-2-
mediated immunity responses. 
 
Avr2 variants from Fol race 3 isolates have a single amino acid substitution compared to the 
race 2 Avr2 variants that are able to trigger I-2 activation. As shown in Chapter 2 and 3 both 
variants are equally able to interact with Six5 and show the same subcellular localization and 
interaction pattern at plasmodesmata. In addition, race 3 strains are not impaired in their 
pathogenicity (Houterman et al., 2009) and the Avr2 variants are equally potent suppressors 
of flg22-induced PTI signalling (Di et al., submitted to New Phytologist). The observation 
that the race 3 Avr2 variants have the same subcellular distribution and virulence function, 
likely exerted by manipulating host proteins, as race 2 variants, implies that its ability to 
evade I-2-mediated recognition is solely due to the polymorphic residues on the protein 
surface. This conclusion is consistent with a direct recognition of the effector protein by I-2, 
potentially in a complex with its host target.  
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Summary 
Plants are continuously challenged by pathogenic microbes lurking in the environment. To 
recognize and defend themselves against these biotic stresses, plants have developed a multi-
layered immune system. Successful pathogens, however, can overcome these defences and 
colonize host plants and manipulate them to provide nutrients and shelter. Effectors are the 
major pathogenicity determinants used by pathogens to breach plant immunity and to reshape 
host physiology. To combat adapted pathogens resistant hosts have developed the ability to 
detect specific effector proteins via so-called resistance (R) genes. Mutation - or loss - of the 
recognised effector enables a pathogen to overcome the resistance gene resulting in a co-
evolutionary arms-race, which is often described as the “zig-zag model”. 

 

Six3 and Six5 are effectors from Fusarium oxysporum f.sp. lycopersici (Fol). Fol is the 
causal agent of vascular wilt disease in tomato. The SIX3 - SIX5 effector pair shares their 
promoter region and deletion of either SIX3 or SIX5 compromises fungal pathogenicity. 
Besides being a virulence factor, Six3 is intracellularly recognised by the tomato I-2 R 
protein, designating it a genuine avirulence factor. Because of its latter property Six3 was 
renamed Avr2. Besides Avr2, surprisingly, also Six5 is required to trigger I-2-mediated 
resistance in tomato following Fol infection. A physical interaction between Avr2 and Six5 
was observed in planta using bimolecular fluorescence complementation (BiFC) assays 
(Chapter2). Moreover, Avr2 variants from I-2 breaking Fol strains were also found to 
interact with Six5. Hence, the ability to evade I-2 recognition is not due to an altered 
interaction of the variant Avr2 with Six5, but is likely due to other features of the variant 
protein. Subsequent BiFC assays, described in Chapter 3, revealed that Avr2 and Six5 
specifically interact at plasmodesmata. Single-cell transformation assays showed that Avr2 
and Six5 together alter plasmodesmatal transductivity expanding their exclusion limit for 
symplastic protein transport. Six5 and Avr2 together, therefore, seem to function as a fungal 
movement protein. This activity contributes to Fol virulence (in susceptible tomato) and 
avirulence (in resistant I-2 tomato) by facilitating intercellular translocation of Avr2.  
 

To assess whether Six5 has additional roles in virulence, besides assisting translocation of 
Avr2, SIX5 stable transgenic Arabidopsis lines were generated. In these lines immune 
responses upon inoculation with various pathogens and following exposure to PAMPs were 
monitored as described in Chapter 4. Although some of the bacterial flg22 PAMP-induced 
defence responses (mostly callose deposition) were reduced in SIX5 Arabidopsis, 
susceptibility to various bacterial and fungal pathogens (Pseudomonas syringae, Verticillium 
dahliae and Fusarium oxysporum) was unaltered. Increased susceptibility was only observed 
in Six5-producing Arabidopsis plants when infected with a transgenic F. oxysporum strain 
heterlogously expressing AVR2. These data imply that the main role of Six5 in Fol 
pathogenicity lies in facilitating Avr2 function, although a minor independent role in 
affecting callose turnover cannot be excluded. 
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The ability of Avr2 to suppress flg22-induced immune responses including the Reactive 
Oxygen Species burst and formation of callose depositions, is reported in Chapter 5. AVR2 
transgenic Arabidopsis plants exhibited a delayed germination concomitant with a slight 
dwarfing phenotype. Furthermore, expression of AVR2 confers hyper-susceptibility to the 
fungal pathogens F. oxysporum and V. dahlia, as well as to the bacterial pathogen P. syringae. 
Co-expression of SIX5 with AVR2 did not result in an enhanced suppression of flg22-induced 
defence responses nor in a further increase in susceptibility to the above-mentioned 
pathogens. Taken together, these data suggest that Avr2 functions as a virulence factor by 
targeting PAMP triggered immune signalling. 
 
In Chapter 6 a working model is provided detailing how the Avr2/Six5 effector pair might 
confer both virulence and I-2-mediated avirulence following Fol colonization of tomato roots. 
This model is discussed in the context of the current knowledge of effector proteins, 
plasmodesmatal symplastic protein transport and the plant immune system.  
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Samenvatting 
Planten worden continue blootgesteld aan pathogene micro-organismen in hun leefomgeving. 
Om deze bedreiging te detecteren en zich te beschermen tegen deze biotische stress, hebben 
planten een meerlaags immuunsysteem ontwikkeld. Desondanks, kunnen succesvolle 
pathogenen deze bescherming omzeilen en hun gastheer koloniseren en manipuleren, zodat 
de plant ze voorziet van nutriënten en een veilige leefomgeving. Effectoren zijn de 
belangrijkste determinanten van pathogeniciteit die door ziekteverwekkers gebruikt worden 
om het immuunsysteem van de plant te doorbreken en de fysiologie van de gastheer te 
veranderen in hun voordeel. Om de strijd aan te binden met gespecialiseerde pathogenen, 
hebben resistente planten de mogelijkheid ontwikkeld om specifieke effectoren te herkennen 
middels zogenoemde “Resistentie (R)-genen”. Mutatie, of verlies, van effectoren die door R-
genen herkend worden, leidt ertoe dat pathogenen de resistentie van hun gastheer kunnen 
overwinnen. De hier beschreven co-evolutionaire wapenwedloop wordt dikwijls beschreven 
als het “zig-zag model”. 
 
Six3 en Six5 zijn effectoren van de schimmel Fusarium oxysporum f.sp. lycopersici (Fol). 
Fol is de veroorzaker van vasculaire verwelkingsziekte in tomaat. Het SIX3 – SIX5 effector 
paar deelt een promoter regio en een deletie van, of SIX3, of SIX5, beïnvloedt de 
pathogeniciteit van de schimmel negatief. Naast zijn rol al virulentie factor, wordt Six3 ook 
herkend door het R-eiwit I-2 in tomaat, waardoor het ook een bona fide avirulentie factor is. 
Vanwege deze eigenschap is Six3 later hernoemd naar Avr2. Behalve Avr2, is Six5 
verrassend genoeg ook vereist om I-2-gemedieerde resistentie in tomaat te activeren na 
infectie met Fol. Een fysieke interactie tussen Avr2 en Six5 is waargenomen in planta, 
middels het gebruik van de Bimoleculaire Fluorescentie Complomentatie (BiFC) techniek 
(Hoofdstuk 2). Bovendien kunnen Avr2 varianten afkomstig van I-2-doorbrekende Fol 
isolaten ook interacteren met Six5. Dit toont aan dat de mogelijkheid van Avr2 om I-2 
herkenning te omzeilen niet komt door een veranderde interactie van een Avr2 variant met 
Six5, maar dat dit waarschijnlijk wordt veroorzaakt door andere eigenschappen van het eiwit. 
Hier op volgende BiFC experimenten, beschreven in Hoofdstuk 3, hebben laten zien dat 
Avr2 en Six5 specifiek met elkaar interacteren bij  plasmodesmata. Experimenten waarbij 
unieke cellen werden getransformeerd, toonden aan dat Avr2 en Six5 samen de doorvoer van 
plasmodesmata wijzigen: de maximum grootte van symplastisch getransporteerde eiwitten 
neemt toe. Avr2 en Six5 lijken hierom samen te werken als schimmel-transport factor. Deze 
activiteit draagt bij aan de virulentie van Fol (in vatbare tomaat) en avirulentie (in resistente 
tomaat) door de intracellulaire translocatie van Avr2 te faciliteren. 
 
Om te bepalen of Six5 additionele rollen vervult in virulentie, naast het bevorderen van de 
translocatie van Avr2, werden stabiele transgene Arabidopsis lijnen gemaakt. In deze lijnen 
werden verschillende immuun-responsen gemonitord na inoculatie met verschillende 
pathogenen en blootstelling aan PAMPs, zoals beschreven in Hoofdstuk 4. Hoewel sommige 
PAMP-geïnduceerde afweer responses, veroorzaakt door bacteriële flg22, verminderd waren 
in Arabidopsis planten die SIX5 tot expressie brengen, was de vatbaarheid voor verschillende 
andere bacteriële en schimmel pathogenen (Pseudomonas syringae, Verticillium dahliae en 
Fusarium oxysporum) onveranderd ten opzichte van wild-type planten. Er werd alleen een 
verhoogde vatbaarheid waargenomen als SIX5 Arabidopsis planten werden geïnfecteerd met 
transgene F. Oxysporum, die heteroloog AVR2 tot expressie brengt. Deze data suggereert dat 
de belangrijkste rol van Six5 in de pathogeniciteit van Fol, het faciliteren van de functie van 
Avr2 is, hoewel een kleine rol in de callose turnover ook niet kan worden uitgesloten. 
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Het vermogen van Avr2 om flg22-geinduceerde immuun responsen, inclusief de “Reactieve 
Zuurstofverbindingen (ROS)”-piek en de formatie van callose deposities, te verminderen, is 
beschreven in Hoofdstuk 5. AVR2 transgene Arabidopsis planten vertoonden een vertraagde 
ontkieming en een licht dwerg-fenotype. Bovendien, zorgt expressie van AVR2 voor hyper-
vatbaarheid voor de schimmel pathogenen F. Oxysporum en V. Dahlia, alsook voor de 
bacteriële ziekteverwekker P. Syringae. Co-expressie van SIX5 en AVR2 resulteerden niet in 
een verhoogde suppressie van flg22-geïnduceerde verdedigings-responsen, en ook niet in een 
verdere verhoging van vatbaarheid voor de eerdergenoemde pathogenen. Samenvattend, 
suggereren deze data dat Avr2 functioneert als virulentie factor, door zich te richten op 
PAMP-geactiveerde immuun signalering. 

 

In Hoofdstuk 6 wordt een model gepresenteerd dat toont hoe het Avr2/Six5 effector paar 
mogelijk bijdraagt aan virulentie en I-2-gemedieerde avirulentie, na Fol kolonisatie van 
tomaten wortels. Dit model wordt bediscussieerd in de context van de huidige kennis over 
effector-eiwitten, plasmodesmata-gerelateerd, symplatisch eiwittransport en het 
immuunsysteem van de plant. 
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